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INTRODUC'i , inN AND SUMMARY
This study covers several topics in contrc,l and stabilization of both
]munch vehicles and space vehicle clusters. The material is presented in
two volumes, of which this is Volmne II. The first volmne is entirely dovoted
to the study of a digitized version of a nonlinear filter for launch vehicle con-
trol and stabilization. This work is a continuation of previous studies in this
Brea at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Huntsville Research & Engi-
neering Center. The second volume presents studies in control and stabili-
zation of space vehicles. Considered are topics in passive stabilization,
active control of large space vehicle clusters and forms of semi-active con-
trol systems.
Because of the numerous topics presented in Volume II, it was found
to be most expedient to organize the material into five major study areas;
these are:
1. Development of Equations for Orbital Vehicle Attitude Studies.
Z. Passive Attitude Stahility of Space Vehicle Clusters.
3. Active Control with Control Moment: Gyros.
4. Studies of Desaturation for Control Moment Gyros.
5. Semi-Active Systems.
The overall presentation in each of these studies is self-contained so that the
reader may examine each topic independently of the material preceding it.
To this end each study contains its own list of nomenclature, references and
introduction to the particular study area.
Major contributors to each of the major studies are listed on the partic-
ular title pages.
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1.1 NOMENCLATURE
J
a	 acceleration vector of the vehicle
B	 magnetic field strength
B x , B Li z	components of magnetic field strength in
f	 body axes
C A	nondimensional axial force coefficient
C r	nondirr, msional aerodynamic force vector
CMCG	 non,14mensional aerodynamic moment vector%,,uut she center of mass
C MR	 nondimensional aerodynamic moment vector
with respect to reference point
C MxCG' C MyCG' CMzCG	 nondimensional aerodynamic moment coeffi-
cients about body axes x, y, and z wit)-
respect to the center of mass
C MxR' C MyR' CMzR	 nondimensional moment coefficients aboutbody axes x, y, and z with respect to
reference point
C 	 nondimensional normal force coefficient
C Y	 nondimensional side force coefficient
C p , C nl , C 	 nondimensional moment coefficients in semi-body-fixed axes system
C x , C , C z
	nondimensional force coefficients along they	 body axes x, y, and z
DR
	reference diameter
d.	 radius vector from the origin of body coordi-
nate system to the i th point mass
l,i-It
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E D , E E , E N	local polar coordinate system
e D , e E , e 	 unit vectors in local polar coordinate system
eX , e i„ 
e 
	
unit vectors in the body axis system
eXI , e ^1 , &	 unit vectors along inertial axes X I , Y11 Z1
F X1 , F IP , F ZI components of external force acting on vehicle
T force acting on the i th point mass
G universal gravitatioial constant
g XI' 9 YI , 9ZI components of gravity acceleration of vehicle
HB momentum vector in body coordinates
H I momentum vector in inertial coordinates
i inclination angle for pl-ne of the eliptic plane
to the equatorial plane
L magnetic moment on satellite
(LAG ) (L)AG (LAG)	 components of magnetic moment erector about
x y body axes
b,4 magnetic moment vector
M mass of the earth
MS magnetic moment vector of satellite
m mass of the veh,^.le
mi ith point mass
p, q, r body rate component magnitudes
R. radius vector to ith point massi
R radius vector from earth's geocenter to vehicle
position
r
radius vector from the center of mass 'o the
reference point
S reference area
l,i-3
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T 	 Julian century constant needed for time
computation
T J	 number o f days with respect to modified
Julian years
UA, VA, WA	 velocity components with respect to the air
mass along the body axes x, y, and z,
respectively
V	 magnetic potential
V 1 , V B , V G , V 	 vectors in the inertial, body, loy al vertical,
and local geographic frames of reference
V 1' V 2 , V 3 	velocity components in the local geographic
coordinates
X, Y, Z	 reference coordinate system
X E , Y E' Z  earth reference coordinates
X G , Y G , Z  local vertical reference coordinates
X 1 , Y19 Z 1 inertial reference coordinates
X L , YL' Z local geographic reference coordinates
X M coordinate along which magnetic dipole vector
is defined
X, y, z	 body coordinate system
x i , Yip Z i	 body vector magnitudes in body coordinate
system
Greek
CX T
	total angle of attack
^ VI	 inertial velocity azimuth angle
YVl	 inertial velocity flight heading angle
E ' 
E 
	 angle between equatorial and ecliptic planes
at time t, t0
aE	 nutation in obliquity
l,i-4
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geocentric latitude of the position of the vehicle
XEDIP	 earth referenced latitude of maga,-tic moment
vector
N	 position angle with respect to the sun in the
plane of the ecliptic
'rE 	earth referenced longitude
rI	 inertial referenced longitude
?	 TEDIP	 earth referenced longitude of magnetic inoment
vector
X	 rotational angle for positioning body coordinates
with respect to local vertical coordinates
XLS	 solar angle in the plane of the ecliptic
N orientation of the angle of attack plane
8,	 Euler angles used in sequence of rotat i ons fro:.i
local vertical to body coordinate sys*_e-:ns
oI, I	 Euler angles used in sequence of rotationsfrom inertial to body coordinate systems
'Ps' s	 angles used to define solar vector orientationJ	 with respect to the body axes
angular rate vector of the vehicle
i
i^
i
_	 l,i-5
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Presented is a development of the rotational and translational equations
of motion that describe rigid-body dynamics of satellites in a very general
form.
The material is divided into two main parts; the first deals with satellite
dynamics and kinematics of motion, the second depicts the geometric repre-
sentation required to describe the various perturbation forces and torques on
the satellite.
The material presented has also been published in a former document
(same contract) to allow earlier distribution (Reference 1 -1).
1.0-1
XV1 = E l ^n 1 ) V
1	 0	 0
	
Vi = 0 ca l
	sal V
Y
0 -sa l cal
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1.1 DYNAMICS AND KINEMATICS
1.1.1	 Coordinate Systems
In order to simulate an orbiting vehicle and its attitude, a fixed inertial
reference system must first be selected. The translational and rotational
equations of motion must he referenced to this inertial system. In this
section, defin=Lions of the inertial system and other coordinate systems
required for the simulation of the orbiting vehicle and its attitude will be
pe rformed.
1.1.1.1	 Operational Notation
The following operational notation will be used for rotational repre-
sentation.
Given an X, Y, and Z right handed coordinate system, the operator
E 1 (0) will represent a rotation through an angle R about the jth axis. The
subscript j represents the axis as follows; j = 1 for the X-axis, J = Z for the
Y-axis, j = 3 for the Z-axis. A rotation about such axis will now be illustrated.
Z
1.1 -1
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The vector V1 is derived from rotating the original vector V about the
X-axis in the direction shown, through an angle a l . In all these transforma-
tions, the symbol sa will be used for the sine 0 and c(i will be used for the
cosine (i, where R represents the angle through which the rotation ir3 made.
A rotation about the Y-axis through an angle a 2 is shown below with
the corresponding representation.
X' X
VZ = E 2 ( a 2 j V
Z'
cat 0 -sat
Z	 ^	 ^	 (1. 1 -2)V  =	 0	 1	 0	 V
sa t
 0 ca 
Y
SimilarIN-, deriving the new vector V3 from a rotation of V about the z-axis
by an angle a3 is seen below.
V3 = E 3 ( a 3 ) V
K^
rca3	 sa3 0
X	 V3	 (-sa3 ca 3 0 V
L
0 	 0	 1
When referring to a transformation from one reference system to
another, the following nomenclature [TA2B] will be used; which means the
transformation from A to B. it may consist of any number of rotations in
sequence such as those defined by the E.
J 
(0) _rotational matrix.
1.1-2
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1.1.1.2	 Major Coordinate Systems
The major reference coordinate system; required to simulate an
orbiting vehicle and the attitude of the orbiting vehicle are now defined.
Inertial Reference Coordinaie Svstem
The inertial reference frame is defined for all time as follows. The
XI axis is directed at the vernal equinox with the coordinate system centered
at the earth's geocenter. The Z  axis is along the earth's axis of rotation
positive through the north pole. The Y  axis completes the right-handed
coordinate system. The subscript I will denote this frame of reference.
o Earth Reference Coordinate System
This system is also centered at the earth's geocenter with the X  axis
passing through the Greenwich meridian in the equatorial plane. The ZE
axis is the same as the Z  axis and the Y E axis completes the right-handed
orthogonal system. The subscript E will designate this reference system.
• Local Geo g raphic Coordinate Svstem
The local geographic reference frame is a frame which translates
with the vehicle and is centered at the center of mass of the vehicle. It is
a right-handed orthogonal system with the X L axis along the radius vector
front the earth's geocenter. The Y 	 axis points east and is perpendicular
to the X L axis. The Z 	 axis points north and on a spherical earth.	 The
Y  
-L L axes form a local tangent plane. The letter L is used as a
subscript for this reference system.
• Local Vertical Reference Coordinate Svstem
This reference system is used to provide angle: from which attitude
control with respect to the gravity gradient can most easily be seen. The
1.1-3
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initial orientation of this referenc^ system is made by rotating the local
geographic reference frame through an angle (-OVI) about the X,L axis and
then rotating through an angle ()'+ 90 0 ) about the Y  axis. The rotation
through (-0 VI) will position the Y  coordinate perpendicular to the orbit
plane. The coordinate (either X  or Z r.) not along the radius vector from
the earth's geocenter will be in the general direction of the inertial velocity
vector. The angle X is introduced for convenience of positioning either the
X  or the 7. G
 coordinate in the direction of the radius vector to the earth's
center. The subscript G will be used to denote this coordinate system.
• Body Reference Coordinate System
The body coordinate systern is an orthogonal coordinate system located
at the center of gravity of the vehicle. It is a right-handed coordinate system
and can be rositicned with respect to the vehicle at t = 0. Normally a selec-
tion of x along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle is made with y positive
to the right looking down the vehicle. Lower case letters with no subscript
will denote the body- reference system.
1.1.1.3	 Transformations
Inertial Coordinate System to Local Geographic Coordinate System
In order to represent a transformation from one coordinate system to
another, a series of ordered rotations must be performed. The transforma-
tion from inertial to local frames of reference is represented in the following
symbo'ic form which can be expressed as the equivalent transformation
matrix as shown. (See also Figure 1. 1 - 1.)
1.1-4
y 
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J,
XI
Figure 1.1 - 1 - Orientation from Inertial to Local Geographic
Coordinate Systems
1.1-5
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[TI2L] = E 2
 ( - X) E 3 (TI)
C  0
0	 1
-SA 0
cTI CA
-sTI
-c7-lsX
s A	 c -TI s TI 0
0	 -sTI cT1 0
C 	 0	 0	 1
sTI c 	 s 
C TI	 0
-sTl sa cX
(1.1-4)
A transformation of this character is used to initially orient the frames under
consideration. Once the simulation of the orbiting vehicle has been initiated,
the inverse problem of computing the angles from the results of the integra -
tions is solved from equations derived from the transformation.
Z
a= tan-1
	
2	 2]17-2IX I + Y 
(1.1-5)
TI = tan -1 XI
I
Local Geographic to Local Vertical Coordinate System
For convenience of observation of attitude with respect to a local
vertical and the observation of gravity gradient effects on the body orienta-
tion, the local vertical coordinate reference frame is generated. The
transformation from the inertial reference frame to these coordinates is
performed by first performing an inertial-to-local geographic transformation
and then performing the following rotations; (1) rotate again about the XL
axis through an angle -0 VI which positions the inertial velocity vector along
1.1-6
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the Z; coordinate; (2) rotate about the YL (or Y) coordinate by an angleL
(y + 90 o ). This allows, with an appropriate selection of X, the placement
of any vector in the X  and Z  plane to he in the direction of the inertial
veloc-Ay ver-tor.
In the simulation us.-d to obtain results for this report, two sets of
Euler angles were used to describe vehicle orientation. The first and most
important, since it is used as the direction cosine matrix for integration of
the kinematic equations, is that from the inertial coordinate system to the
body frame. The second is the Euler sequence from the local vertical
coordinate system to the body fraroe. These both define orientation and the
second is used only for convenience of observing output data. The sequence
of Euler rotations is defined identically for both so that any operation on or
computation from the resulting matrix will remain the same.
s Euler Angle Transformation
The inertial-to-body transformation will be illustrated in detail. The
local vertical-to-body is identical and xvill not be shown.
Given the inertial positions X 1 , Yl , and Z l , the rotational transformation
required to obtain the body coordinates from a vector or position given in
inertial coordinates is performed by the following sequence of operations.
1. rotate about Z by kI
2. rotate about Y I by 01
3. rotate about X I by ^
Now, defining the transformation matrix as [C];
[TI2B] = [C]
	 (1.1-6)
1.1-7
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the body coordinates are computed from the inertial coordinates,
[., y, Z]T = IC] CXII Y 11 Z11 
where	 ]T denotes transpose, and the [C] matrix is derived from;
[C] = E 1 10 1 1 E 2 P 11 E 3 1 ` 1
	 (1.1-8)
which is equivalent to;
1	 0 0	 col 0	 -a 9 1 rc
I	
s 
`PI	
0
I=	 0	 c0 1 So l 	0 1	 0 -s 4I	 - sLPI 	0	 (1.1-9)
0	 -SOI
c01	 S01 0	 c(l l 0	 0	 1
or
rgI	 ``^1 c01 S`P1 -s01
_	
- s ^1 c 0, + s ^I s 01 c 
`PI c 0 1	 c ^bI + s ^l	 s 0 i	 s t^I	 S O,	 CO, 
s¢ I s4I + c^I s11	 ct^I -S^I c`jI+c0,S91SL^I COIc91
The resulting Eule• r sequence is illustrated in Figure 1.1-2,
This matrix also makes up the elements of ire direction cosines from
the inertial orientation to the body orientation. This transformation also
turns out to be the result of the integration of the kinematic equations of
motion from which the Euler angles can easily be computed after the vehicle
has moved in attitude.
The following relations are derived from the matrix of direction
cosines. Calling this matrix [C], we have
1.1-8
XT
LMSG /?-IR EG A784590-11
/Ir Zi
Figure 1.1-2 - Third Inert = al to Body Rotation
1.1-9
Y
Y i Ysi
LMSG; HR. EG A-184 590 -II
-1 C(1, 2
^I = tan	 C(1, I)
© I
 = tan -I -- - -C(l, 3) 1 ^ 2 	(1.1 -10)
CI - C(1, 3) 2 \J
-1 C 2, 3
^I = tan	 C(3, 3)
• Local Vertical Coordinate Svstem to Bodv Coordinate SvsteTn
In a similar manner, the same sequence of Euler angles can be
computed to determine the body position with respect to the local vertical
coordinate syst:.m. A somewhat non-direct method of calculation is needed
since no computations are performed in the direction cosines of this
transformation. (See Equation 1, 1 - 16. )
The local vertical frame can be related to the body frame by Euler
angles which are defined as follows.
[TG2B] = E 1 (6) E 2 (0) E300	 (l.l-j.l)
Since no computations are required in this frame of reference, relations
between the inertial, local geographic, local vertical, and body reference
frames must be used. The computations can be performed observing the
following relations
VI = [TL2 I] V 
V B = [TI2B] V I	 (1,1-12)
VG = [T L2G] 'L
1.1-10
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From these equations we can write
[T G2 3] _ [T I2 B] ['I' L 2 I] [T L 2 G] T	 (1.1 - 13 )
Although we do not know the components of [TG2B in terms of ^, 0 , and
directly, like components of the matrix on the left can be equated to like
compone its of the matrix on the right and from this the angles ^, 0 , and
can be calculated from
= tan-I TG2B 1, 2
TG2B (1, 1)
0 = tan-I -TG2B23  	 (1.1-14)
[l -TG2B (1, 3)]'/Z
= tan-1 TG2B (2, 3)
TG2B (3,3)
1.1.1.4 Inertial Velocity Vector
One other vector is needed to orient an orbiting vehicle in space. This
is the inertial velocity vector. It is determined by its magnitude and two angles,
the azimuth angle, R VI , and flight heading angle, yVI.
The angle between the projection of the inertial velocity VI in the YL-ZL
plane and the Z L axis is defined as R VI . The angle beLween the velocit y vector
and this projection is defined as y VI . This results in the following relations;
V
p VI = tan-1 v23
(1.1-15)
-1	 V1
y VI = tan	 V2 + V2
	
2
( 2	 3,
1
I
where V l , V 2 , and V. are the components of vector VI,
1.1-11
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1.1.2	 Equations of Motion
This section is devoted to the derivation of the rotational dynamic
equations, the kinematical equations, avid the vehicle translational equations
which are used to determine vehicle attitude and position in orbit about the
earth.
1.1.2.1 Dynamical Equations
The dynamical equations are developed from the basic concepts of
applying Newton's second law to each particle of the system and extending
this principle to a system of particles.
Consider the two orthogonal right handed frames of reference shown
in Figure 1.1-3. An inertial frame is denoted by (X 1 , Y 1 , Z I ) and the body
frame is denoted by (x, y, z). The origin of the inertial frame is O 1 and the
origin of the body frame is O B . The vectors are easily seen to be R^, the
vector from O 1 to 0 B R i , the vector from O 1 to the point mass, and d i , the
vector from 0  to the point mass.
Expressed in components along the body axes
di = xi e  + y i eY + z  e 	 (1.1 - 16)
Likewise, body rotational rates can be defined in body axes components as
B = peS2	 X+ qeY + r 	 (1,1-17)
Applying Newton's second law to the point mass m., we obta*:n the force
acting on tht- i th panicle f i . If there are n point masses in a system of
particles, the total force on the system is the sum from 1 to n or
1.1-12
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i_
0 
XI
Figure 1.1-3 - Inertial Frame and Body Frame to Point Mass
Configuration
r
1.;-13
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n	 n	
Ir
	
11fi =	 I„i I ao + 
d1Ji=1	
i
=1
(1.1-18)
If we take the cross product between the distance from the point mass to the
system origin and the force on the mass particle, and choose the center of
mass as the system origin, we have the total external torque on the system.
Or
I,
-A e	 `1% -1	 --1M 
= L d i x fi	(1,1-19)
i= 1
n
(d.
I	 ix m i	 )d. 	 (1.1-20)
>.=1,
J
using the definition of the center of mass. The time derivatives of d i must
be taken in an absolute frame of reference. If this is done, the following
relations result:
di = x i eX + vi ee + z i eZ +S2B xdi	(1,1-21)
The cross product can be expressed as the determinant of the following form
e 	 e 	 c7
S2  x d i = p	 q	 r
x.	 y.	 z.
1	 1	 1
Thus we have
.A
d i
 = (xi +qz i - ryi)ex+ ,yi+r
xi-pzi)eY
	
+ (z i + p yi
 - q xi ) e 	 (1,1 -22)
1.1-14
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Using the same procedure to compute the second derivative, we have the
result that
d i = ( xi + q z i + q z i - 
r yi - r y i + qzi
+ P q yi - q2 x i - r y i - r 2 xi + r p zi) e 
+ (y + r z. + r x. - p z. - p z. + r x.
2	 2
+ q r zi - r yi - P z  - p yi + p q xi ) e 
+ (z i + P y i + p y i - q x i - 4x i  + P j i
+ p r xi - p2 zi - q x 	 qZ z  + q r y i ) e Z	 (1. 1 -23)
Once again following the same procedure Ps above for determining the cross
product, we have
di x d i	 =
f
[y, zi - 2 q yi x i + 2 p y i y i ( q	 p r) x i yi
+(P +qr)y?- (P2 + qZ ) y. z. - z. y.	 -2 rz.A.i	 i	 i i	 i i	 2
+ 2 P 7i zi	 - ( r + p q) xi z 	 + (P2 + r2 ) yi z i + (P - 9 r) z 2) e 
+ [7, 1 xi - G` r zi yi + Z q z i z i - (q2 + r 
2 ) xi z i - (r - PQ)yizi
+ (q + p r) z ^ - x. z. + 2 qx. x. - 2 p x. y.
(	 + (4 - p r ) x? - (P + q r ) xi Y i + ( py + q 2 ) xi	 ipz	 eY
+ [Xi yi + ?. r x i xi - 2 p xi 7 i + ( r + p q) xi
1
- (P2 + r2 ) xi Yi - (P - r q ) xi z  - yi xi + 2 r y, yi - 2 qyi zi
`-
1
+(q2 +r2)xiyi+(r-pq)yi
-(q+pr)yizi]e7 (1.1-24)
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By definition, the following moments of inertia of a body about the center of
mass are established.
n
2
I X =	 mi (Yi + z i )
i= 1
n
2I 	 =	 m. (),. 2  + z. )
i = 1
n
2I Z
 =	 m^i ( xi + yi 2)	 (1. 1-25)
i= 1
Likewise, the products of inertia about the center of mass are defined as
I1
IXY = mi ( x i Yi)
i= 1
n
lxZ = E M  ( xi zi)
i= 1
n
lYZ = mi (Yi z i )	 (1.1-26)
i= 1
Since the final rotational equations of motion desired are of the form
it
m. (d. x d. )
i = 1
Insertion of the inertia constants into the equations results in
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M = [ly p - IXY	 IXZ r+(IZ-IY)gr
- IXz p q + IXY p r -IYZ 2(q 2	 --%- r	 d e 
+ [l y	IXY	 IYZ r + (IX I Z ) p r
+ IYZ p q -IXY q r + IXZ (p2 - r 2 )J elY
+ [IZr-IX.ZP-IYZq +(IY -IX)pq
- IYZ p r + IXZ q r + IXY (q2 - p 1 eZ	 (1. 1 -27)
1.1.2.2	 Kinematic Equations
The equations in the previous section describe the dynamics of the
rigid body. Now, we must show the kinematics of the rigid body describing
geometric characteristics due to rotations from one coordinate system to
another.
From the dynamic equations, we can obtain the body rates of the vehicle.
These body rates must be related to the vehicle attitude to describe completely
the motion of the rotating vehicle.
Given a vector in the inertial coordinates, the corresponding vector
can ue re p -esented in the body coordinates by the transformation matrix
of direction cosines as follows
_ ICI XI
	 (1,1-28)
The matrix [C] has many properties which play an important role in developing
the kinematic equations. First, it is a unitary orthogonal matrix where det [C]= 1.
The relation between [C] and its inverse is as follows:
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[C] -1 - [C]T
[C] [C] T - [C]T [C] = I
where I = identity matrix. Now
d [[cJ [c) T j = [c]	 [c] T + 't [c] [C ]T = 0
or postmultiplying by [C]
(:trC] [C] T [C] + [C] dlt [
C] '!'C] T [C] = 0
A method of d<- riving a useful kinematic equation is to develop the Euler
equation: , using two similar relations and obtain an expression for
[C] dt/d [C]T as a function of body rates by comparing the results of the
two derivations.
Using the moment equation
d
dt HI = MI
we have in body axes
dt H  + QB x H  = MB
	 (1.1-29)
where
o	 -r
Q  x H  = r o
- q	p
9
-p H
of	
B
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In a different form, we call
d -I	 d 	 T
dt HI	 d t 11C]	 11 t3
C]	 11
 dt 11 13 + dt [L]T HB
c) r
dt H  + [C] (it [C]T H 	 MB	 (1.1-30)
If we compare with the previous equation, we obtain
o -r
	 q
[C] dt [C] T =	 r	 o	 -p	 (1.1-31)
-q	 p	 o
Thus, we have the kinematic equation
	
o	 -r	 q
dt [C3 +	 r	 o	 -p	 [C] = 0	 (1.1 -32)
	
-q	 p	 o
Equation (1.1-32) in expanded form yields a set of nine differential equations
which can be used to soive for the elements of the transformation matrix [C].
This form of solution for the orientation of the body is convenient for imple-
mentation on digital computers, since these equations do not contain ally
singularities and permit matrix representation. When a physicai repre-
sentation of the body orientation in some reference frame is sought, a common
practi=e is to resort to Euler angles. These can always be obtained from the
elements of the transformation matr ix as shown by Equations (1. 1 - 10) and
( 1.1 - i4). in cases when a limited solution such as a linearization of the
1.1-19
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equations of motion is considered, it is generally more convenient to '-srite
differential equations for the Euler angles directly in terms of the rates about
the body axes. For example, if we consider a. body moving in a circular orbit
about a planet and choose to represent the body orientation in the local vertical
coordinate system, the orientation can be defined by
_ (q so + r co - w  s0 sy:)/c0
A = q co •, r so - ws c4
^ = p + tan0 (q so + r cd ) - w  S Wc0 	 (1.1-33)
where ^, 0, and 0 are the Euler angles _nd w  is the circular orbital
rate, positive along the YG ­axis.
1,1.2,3
	 Translational Equations of Motion
Stated in the simplest vector form, the inertial acceleration based on
Newton's second law of motion, is equal to the sum of all external forces
divided by the mass of the vehicle:
^eFi
a = —'
	
	
(1.1-34)
m
In component form, we write this as
i
XI 9XI + m FX1
1
YI gYI + m FYI
Z I	 9 ZI + m FZI	 (1.1-35)
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For the spherical earth model of gravitational potential, these forces are
easiiy written as
_ po
9XI	 R 3 XI
0
No Y
`YI	 R 3	 I
0
P
g ZI = -	 3 Z
	
I	 (1.1-36)
R 0
whe-e Ro 
.7CXI + YI + Z 11 and uo = GM. G = universal gravitational
k-onstant, M = mass of the earth.
The other external forces are those due to aerodynami-s, solar pr,:s-
sures, and reaction het forces. These are derived elsewhere and are
sin-ply --tated here as
	
F = F	 + F	 + FXI	 XAERO	 XSOLAR	 X'T_HPUST
with similar equations for the Y I and i. I 0-oordinates.
1.1.3	 Time Reference
When attitude control of space vehicles is investigated, occasions
arise where an absolute time reference is needed. Specifically, this ref-
erence is required when magnetic and solar pressure torques described
else whIerc in t1-ds report are being comz­ited. Also, suggestions have been
made, and techniques developed to solve Cortrol Moment Gyro dumping
problems by
 performing maneuvers of the gyro gimbals during the period
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of the orbit when the vehicle is on the "dark" side of the Earth. An absolute
time reference is needed for these studies also.
In this section, the equations for computing an absolute time reference
are not completely derived, but only stated for a general understanding of
what is required to perform the time computation. The equations for the
calculation of time reference are taken directly from Reference 1-2.
The inertial position and the GHA (tailed the Greenwich Hour Angle)
are related to the angle of the p rime meridian of the Earth and to the point
of launch at the equator by the equation, TE = Tl - GHA - Qt . (S2 is the
earth's rotation rate.)
If we start at the time epoch toy u pdating is performed by a constant
which is a function of Julian centuries and is defined by
T = Modified Julian Date - Julian Date of (O H Jan O 1900)
C	 36525.0
All other required relations are found to be functions of this constant which
enables only the selection of the date (Modified rulian Date) from a table to
establish the constant for the time required.
The following relations allow one to calculate GHA. and GMST (Greenwich
Mean Standard Time).
t = t + /^E0
GNIST = GMST(E o ) + k l T c + k 2 T 2
	(1.1-37)
GHA = GMST + Aqj
c 
cost
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Information due to past observations and dynamical theory provides the constants
for these equations.
The value of E
 C)
is known for the reference time epoch t . The At
and A4,
c 
are expressed in terms of linear functions of T  to the best data
known from previous observations and dynamical theory. Therefore, from
the equations shown, the correct GHA can be computed with only the intro-
duction of the Modified Julian Date.
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1.2 PERTURBATION FORCES AND MOMENTS
1.2.1 Introduction
Vehicles in orbit are exposed to an environment that produces on them
a multitude of different forces and moments. The importance of the effect of
these disturbances on the satellite motion depends largely on the altitude of
tl, e orbit, type of control system utilized in the vehicle, shape of the vehicle
and 1-ngth of the mission. For exarnple, the atmosphere provides the most
important disturbance force on a missile during the launch phase, but can
becc-ne a .econdary or even a minor source of disturbance at much higher
altitude:.. As a class of vehicles of interest we cor sider for instance a cluster
configuration consisting of the S-IVB .rith extended solar paneis and the
Apollo cor:.rn md-and-service module, circling the earth at an orbital altitude
of 460 krrr. Such a configuration will be subjected to a gravity gradient
torque w:th a val,oe approaching 5.0 foot-pounds, whereas the maximum
aerodynamic torque on the configuration will be less than 1.0 foot-pounds.
The main contrib-c.tior, to the aerodynamic torque comes from the solar
panels which are of the order of 1000 ft 2 . With the panels retracted, the
aerod-%mamic torquL_ s would be insignificant. With the same solar panels
extended and assuming a reflectivity of 1.0 and a specularity of 0.0, they
will be subjected to a solar force of approximately 1.8 x 10 -4 pounds. Even
with a moment arras of 20.0 feet the solar pressure would produce a torque
of only 3.6 x 10 -3 foot-pounds. Thus for the specific configuration and orbital
altitude considered, gravity gradient tor ques are predominant. But is is
evident that aerodynamic torques are not of negligible magnitude, especially
when a free motion of the satellite is considered_ Aerodynamic torques can
'	 play a very major role in passive stabilization of satellites. For a configura-
tion of the type considered above, aerodynamic torque provides the major
source for the dissipation of rotational energy.
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Additional disturbance torques on space vehicles can be induced by the
magnitization of the satellite interacting with the magnetic field of the earth.
If there is no magnetic material, no magnetic fields present, and no substan-
tial eddy currents flowing in the body, such torques are insignificant. But
the magnetic field of the earth can be used advantage ,usly to provide or dust
aid stabilization when magnetic materials and current carrying coils are
intentionally placed into the sa t ellite. For such systems, alignment of an
axis of the vehicle with the effective dipole of the earth can be maintained.
Such a dipole approximation for tie magnetic field of the earth is generally
considered valid above an altitude of 150 km and below altitudes equivalent
to about nine earth's radii. As an indication of the order of magnitude of
such magnetic torques, the following example from Reference 1-3 is con-
sidered: A one ampere turn coil (one ampere flowing through a single turn
of wire) one mile in diameter would produce at synchronous orbital altitude
a torque of 2.8 x 10 -5 foot-pounds. At lower orbital altitudes the magnitude
of tl e magnetic torque will vary depending on the relative position of the
dipole axis and the vehicle, but the maximum values of the torque will be
higher since the magnitude is inversely proportional to the third power of the
radius (distance from center of the earth to the satellite). Reference 1-4
gives the equations describing the variation of the magnetic field strength
as a function of orbital parameters with some numerical results. It also
provides a discussion on the valid i ty of the dipole approximation of the
earth's magnetic field.
In the material to follow, rriathematical models are shown for the com-
putation of the various disturbance torques discussed. In general, these
torques strongly depend on the detailed configuration of the vehicles, which
in most cases can assume rather complex shapes. Thus, simple analytical
representation of the pertinent pazameters will not be available, but the data
must he used in tabular form. This is no particular drawback, since one is
forced to resort to computer solutions for all cases of vehicle motions beyond
the most elementary ones. The particular equations to be presented are
tailored for computer application to provide a rather general method of
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co ►nputation. Derivations will not be attempted for the coefficient and
parameters describing the particular torque characteristics of a given
vehicle as a function of its geometry and orientation in some reference
frame. This is left to the specialist in that particular discipline. The
purpose of the material that follows is to describe how to introduce such
parameters and coefficients, presented in some standard form, into the
equations describing the motion of the vehicle. The torques to be considered
in this section are gravity gradient, aerodynamic, solar pressure and
magnetic. Since all the details of this material have been presented in
Reference 1 - 1, the material to follow is intended only as a summary.
1.2.2 Aerod ynamic Disturbances
As stated previously, it is assumed at the outset that the coefficients
describing the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle are available in
some standard form. Required is a procedure that will transform these
parameters into the axes system which is used for the solution of the
equations of motion. We assume that the aerodynamic characteristics
are presented in either of the following two forms:
1. Fixed body axes.
2. Semi-fixed body axes.
The latter is a system that allows the body to rotate about its longitudinal
axis without changing the orientation of the coefficient reference axes.
Since, in A simulation model, it will be convenient to write the forces
along the body axes, some conversion is required to transform the aerody-
namic coefficients in the second option to the form required.
Let the force coefficients in the semi-body fixed axes be denoted by
C A , C  and C 1, as shown in Figure 1.2-1. The force coefficients in the
body axes are then g-iven by
1.2-3
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Figure 1,2-1 - Transformation of Mome.ats
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C  = - CA
C y = - C  sinON + C  cos¢iN
C  = - C  cosON - C Y sinON
where
c o s(PN	
WA
=	
_
WA 2 + VA'
sin6N
	
VA
 =	 —
1h W A2 + VA -
The moment coefficients from one semi-body fixed system can similarly
be transformed to the body axes. About a reference point (R), we have
CMxR C 
C M YR = C M cosy* + C N sinON
C MzR - - C M sin(hN + G N, cosqN
Denoting the components of the reference point by (x R' yR , zR ), the
components of the nondimensional aerodynamic moment vector in body
axes about the CM become
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CMxCG C
	
1i + DR (YR C z - z R Cy)
CM YCG - CM cos(PN + C  sin9N
+ D
	
(z R
 C x
 - x,Z C z)R
C MzCG = - C M sinON + C  cos¢1N
+ D
	
(- -R C y - yR Ch)
R
(1.2-3)
Equations (1.2-1) and (1.2-3) pro•.-ide the aerodynamic coefficients in body
axes using the set of coefficients Cp, C M , C n , C A , C N and C which are givenY
in a semi-body fixed set of axes. In general these coefficients will be given
as a function of two parameters such as (XT and ON.
If the aerodynamic coefficients are given in body axes, the force
coefficients can be used directly in place of Equation (1.2- 1). The moment
coefficients in the body axes would generally be given about sorne reference
point other than the CG. In that case, Equation (1.2-3) will take on the form
C MxCG CMXR
1
C MyCG C MYR + DR ( z R C x - xR Cz)
C	 C	 + 1	 1.2-4`MzCG	 MZR DR (xR C y - YR Cx)
where C MxR , C M YR and CMzR are the aerodynamic moment coefficients
in body axes abort a reference point.
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1.2.3 Gravity Gradient Moments
Gravity gradient moments can be defined strictly in terms of the
inertia characteristics of the vehicle and the gravitational potential of the
planet. This requires at most a change in only six parameters as inputs to
the computation when changing to new vehicle configurations. Several approaches
can be taken to develop relations for the gravity gradient torques. Since the
material it) this section is oriented toward digital computer application, the
following general approach is used.
Defining the inertia- frame by the X I , Y  and Z  axes in Figure 1. 1 -3,
and the body frame by the x, y and z axes, the gravity gradient moments
can he derived.
If G is the universal gravitational constant and M is the mass of the
earth, the field force due to gravity is
-G M m.
	
F  =	 3 1 Ri
i= 1
	 R.
This is the only force that remains of interest in this development.
The moment due to earth mass attraction is given by the vector product
n G M m.
M G =-	 d i x	 3 1 Ri
i= 1 R.
n	 J	 J	 2
	
G M	 m  (P. 0 + d i )	 3	 d i	2 (di . R0)
	
R 2	 di x	 Ro	 1- 2 Ro +	 R 2
o	 i= 1	 0
rl. 
o `
	 2 (d.	 R )
+ 1 8	 R_	 +	 R1 2 0	 +0
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1^	 J	 J	 J	 _1	 ...1 ^
GM 	(dix R 0 + d i x d i 3 (diR0)i
2 	 i	 R	 2+ 0
	
(1,2-7)
R	 R0i= I	 °	 0
`inn
Since L m  d i = 0, the above equation simplifies to
i= 1
n	 --I	 --%	 --I	 --I	 2
	
3 GM 1: 	(di x R0 ) ( d i • R0)	 ,di
	
MG	 2	 mi	 3	 + 0 11R0	 i= 1	 R0	 0
Considering first order terms in 0 (d i /R 0 ) only, the gravity gradien: morr.ent is
i f
n
MG = 3 C' 5
	
d x R 0 ) ( d i • R0)
R0	 i= 1
Defining the vector R 0 and d i as:
R= R e+ R e+ R e
o	 x x	 y y	 z z
d. = x. e + y. e + Z. e1	 1 x	 i y	 1 z
and using a definition for moments and products of inertia as in Equations
(1.1-25) and (1.1-26), the following equation for gravity gradient moments
results
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3 GM
M G 	 R 5 f I xy R x R z - Ixz R x RY
0
+ (I -I )R R +I	 (R 2 - R 2 ) l e
z	 y	 y z	 yz	 z	 y I x
+ IR
x 
R
z
 (I
x 	 z
- 1 )+ (R 
x 
2 - R 
z 
2)I
xz
+ R R I	 - R R I I e
x Y Y z	 Y z x Y Y
^ (R R (I - I ) + ( R 2 - R 2 ) I
	
I x y y	 x	 y	 x xy
+ R
	
z xz	 x z
R I	 - R R I I e ,y	 yz z (1.2-10)
It is noted that using Euler angles that define the b,)dy orientation with respect
to the local vertical system, we can write
R = -R s6
	
x	 u
R
Y 
= R0
 sOc0
	
R
z	 o
= R cOc0
Substituting this into Equation (1.2-10), we obtain the following expression
for the gravity gradient torque
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I	
M^. _ ^G.3	 ^- I Y}^ c(P s20 + Ix J so s2.0
?.R
.,
+ 21yz c 2 0 c20 + (Iz - Iy ) c 2 0 s20 ex
+ 
L
I - I 
yz	 xy
so s20 - I c 2 0 s20
- 21 x (c 2O c 2 0 - s 2 0 ) + ( iz - Ix ) CO s2 01 e 
t CI
x 2 
c2()
	 I yz c(^ szo
))
+ 21
	 (s 2(b c 2 0 - s 2 0) + (I - I } 54 s120 e t
	xy	 x	 y	 J z
Considering principal moments of inertia and small deviations of the body
from alignment with the local vertical system, Equation (1.2-11) si-inplifies
to
G = R M ^(I z - vI )^ e x + fl z- 	 I x ) 0 e }	 (1,2-12)
Y-
0
This is the form that will be used in a later development.
1.2.4 Solar Torques
The solar tnrgr., s on space vehicles are developed as a result of the
momentum transfer of the photons at the satellite's surface. The photons
travel at the speed of light and thus, on the bass of relativity theory, hav-
zero rest-mass ana an ener gy which is entirely kinetic. Various mechanisms
exist to determine the exact an-ounl- of momentum transfer to the vehicle de-
pending on surface conditions <md attitude with respect- to the solar vector.
Whatever the exact model is that is chosen, coefficients similar to the aero-
dynamic coefficients can be defined in a convenient body axes system that
define. the solar forces and moments in terms of the acl-ntation of this axes
1.2- 10
system with respect to the solar vector. Since the c3rtr is in a continuous
rotation with respect to the sun, we first define the orientation of the solar
vector in terms of a convenient tim:: base. A generally accep ted time basis
iE the modified Julian year. Using the modified Julian year, the position of
the sur with respect to the earth is given in the plane of the ecliptic by
27r 
	 (2,7"1'J1.410LS 	 365.25 + 0.0335 sin365.25
where T  is in days of the modified Julian year. Since XLS is per = odic with
a period c. four years, a more convenient base for T  is 1 January 1965
(0.0 hours).
The plane of the ecliptic is inclined by approximately 23.5 degrees with
respect to the equator. To determine the direction of the solar radiation vec-
tor, consider Figure 1.2-2. The angle between the solar vector and R is0
given by
XI cos XLS + ( Y I cos i + Z  sin i) sinxLS
cos" =	 -	 R
0
Jo test for ex posure to the sun the following approximate conditions
can be considerea:
1. If -90 0 < 9 < 90 0 , the veh: c le is in the sun. If condition (1) is
not satisfied, the vehicle could still be in the sun if
2. (R 0
 sinp) 2 - . , EQ2 ? 0
where R F- 0 is the equatorial radius.
The solar vector can be defined by the transformation
1.2-11
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Ecliptic
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X I
	cXLS	 - sXLS	 0	 {S
Y I =	 cicXLS	cicXLF	 -si	 YS	 (1.2-13)
z 
	 siSXLS
	
si sXLS	 ci	 SL	 J
Since the solar vector is along the X S axis we 1, zve for its projection along
XI , Y  and Z 
XSI = XS cXLS
Y SI YS ci sXLS
Z SI = X S si sXLS
With the solar vector defined along axes X I , YI , and Zip the inertial to
body axes transformation matrix can be used to define a set of angles
orienting the solar vector with respect to the body.
1.2.5 Earth's Magnetic Torques
For computation of the magnetic torques on the body, it will be assumed
that the magnetic field of the earth can he represented by an equivalent dipole.
Since the dipole vector is fixed in the earth's axes, the problem _s to find it,:;
components in the body axes, since all the fords and torques are summed
along the body axes.
To perform all the required transformations, it will prove convenient
to define the se t of coordinate axes shown in Figure 1.2-3.
The orientation of the earth's magnetic mo-ne. t vector is defined
similarly to that of the vector E D with TL re placed b ,r 7' and E
replaced by AEDIP.
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Figure 1.2-3 - Local Polar Axes
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For the potential of the magnetic dipole, we can write
M•R
V =	 °
R 3
C)
where M is the magnetic nior_-ient vector with a magnitude of 8.1 x 1025
gauss-cm 3
(1,2-14)
R 0 is the radius vt-ctor from earth's geocenter to center of mass of
satellite. Then in the system X E , Y E , z 
V 	 N3 ^CEDIPC)'EDIP^x + sTEDIP `^EDIP eY - sxEDIP eG  • R 	 (1,2-15)R 	 E	 E	 r,0
where eXE , e YE and eZE are unit vectors along the earth reference axes.
Since the field is conservative, we can derive the magnetic field strongth as
B = - grad V = _ 2 I 3 (_ c ^
	
"EDIP 	 , CAE
0
"EDIP c ^EIXP c^'E "E - "EDIP s^E l e 
+ 2 1- c ^EDIP cTEDIP sTE + "EDIP c^EDIP cTE J eE
1
+ Z CJ
'EDIP cTEDIP cTE s^E
+ sTE DIP c ^EDIP sTE "E - ' XEDIP ckEl e N	 (1,2 -16)
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The transformation from the local polar system to the inertial system is
given by
F
eX
	IcaE cTL	 -STE	 crE SA	 e^
I	 ^
e^	 = i STE ckE
	cTE	 sTL S 	 (	 eE	 ^! Z-1'.
I^	
II	 I	 I
r
Z s E 0 	 c.F
 
^	 L	 j
To obtain the comFor• ,. nts of B ii. :ins hc.dy axes, the trar.sforzr.a_tion matrix ie
used, Equatir% (1.1 (3). 'Ibe magnetic ?:Moment an the body is E, i ves- by
where NIS -s the magnetic moment vec,,,- of "-ie eatellite gen-ral l y given ill
ergs/gauss. Expanding tl^e above equation v i,h F defined along body axes,
we have
(1'i^tAG'^y	 (M s ) z Bx	 ^Ms)x Bz
(L	 ) Z =;i^'S)y By	 (Ms)y Bx
	 (1.2-19)
The magnetic mornent ver.tor of the satellite can be due to residual magnici-
zation of the satellite, inagii::e_- .inside the satellite or cz.n be caused by current
carrying coils placeu into the satellite. In the latter case the current in the
coils could be controlled by a feed-back system providing an active control
of the satellite.
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1.3 CONCLUDING REMriRKS
A system of equations that describes the complete motion of single
rigid body near a planet has been presented. Al l equations were kept general
enough to allow studies to be made of the motion of bodies with arbitrary
inertia properties when controlled both by active and passive control systems.
Equations were defined for all perturbation forces and torques considered
appreciable to affect the attitude motion of satellites over rather prolonged
periods of time. Because of the completeness of t h e mathematical model
developed, numerical solution of the equations a ' idica- d. To this end a
digital Fortran IV program was developed and ust., to generate the results
required in this study.
1.3-1
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Z.i NOMENCLATURE
A moment of inertia about z l - axis
a l , a dissipation coefficients
B moment of inertia abou_ 72 -axis
C moment of inertia about z3-axis
C D drag coefficient
e eccentricity
e unit vector
F force
G angular momentum
h i component of G along xi-axis
I 3 moment of iner-	 t of t:	 panels with respect to z3-axis
Q distance between center of mass and center o f pressure
c
L external torque
Li average value of Li ,	 component of L along yi-axis
M molecular weight of Ras
M external torque
Mx , M	 M components of M along 3. , y-,	 and z-ax;sY
M yi average value of 10 y, component of M a.ong yi-axis
m rnas s
n unit vector normal to the surface of the panel facing
the Stream
p angular speed about z l -axis
q angular speed about 
'L -axis
R gas constant
Z.i-Z
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It	 position vector of Hint.; center relative to Newtonian
attraction center
Ti 	 position vector of elenien,al mass clnt relative to T-nass center
r	 angular speed about z3-axis
r R	 position vector relative to center of mass
S	 total area of panels
S ..	 a quadratic function Q
U	 force function
V	 velocity
V	 velocity of center of mass of ;he satellite
Greek
Q angle of attack
p. directional cosines het y een ^.	 nor.~. .ate system andt J i
z. coordinate system1
fli directional cosines or i? with y, - axes
Y local angle of attack
yi directional cosines or R with z i
 
- axes
y i . directional cosines between z . coordinate system andj 1u . c^ordinate system 
b zenith angle in spherical polar coordinates
G distance
o,^,t^i Euler angles
A azimuth angle in spherical polar coordinates
I/ true ar omoly
9:j directional cosines
P atmospheric density
Tb`tal angular speed0
Qangular velocity of satellite with respect to .he stream
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7.0 INTRODUCTION
';he motion of an earth's satellite about its mass center can generally
be -,eparated from its orbital motion. When the elasticity of the satellite is
ignored, the motion of the satellite about its mans center reduces to the
classical problem of rigid body motion about a fixed point. Because of the
nonlinearity of the equations of motion. general solutions for rigid hod;,
rotation exist orly for limited special cases. Because of the highly compli-
cated form of the external torques acting on the body, it is .extremely diffi-
cult to obtain any analytical solutions in closed form for the motion of
artificial satellites.
To provide some insi g ht into the nature of the resulting motion,
simplifications of the actual. physical mode. and its dynamic equation :s
considered firs-. This approach is intended to provide an approximate
procedure for long term prediction of attitude stability.
In the second half of this study, exact solutions for the passive attitude
mo ion of a space vehicle cluster are considered. Using the same configu-
ration, conditions for gravity gradient capture are also examined.
Since the resulting motion can generally take on rather complex form,
various techniques for presentatwn of the motion are considered.
1	 2.0-1
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2.1 PREDICTION OZ A rTITUDF MO LION USING SIMPLIFIED
DYNAMIC MODELS
'When the different i.al equations of motion are nonlinear, the principle
of superposition does not hold. However, good qualitative results of the
actual motion can be obtained by visualizing the motion of the satellite with
different external torques acting on it separately. Therefore, the torques
acting on the satellite have been divided into :;tree parts:
1. Gravity gradient torque acting on the satellite
a whole.
2. Aerodynamic torque acting on the solar panels.
3. Aerodynamic torque acting on the main, body of
the satellite.
These external torques are formulated by the method of averaging,
and the final solution of the problem is obtained by numerical integration,,
The satL11 1ite of interest for this study consists of a nearly axisymmetric
main body and two large solar panels that extend in a plane. It is as. amed
to be launched into an orbit with one principal plane coinciding with its
orbital plane. An initial rotation is given -o the satellite about its third
principal axis which is perpendicular to the plane of the orbit.
1	 2.1.1	 Equations of Motion
• Separation of Satellite's Motion about Center of Mass f;. om Its
Or aital Motion
For a satellite in orbit for an extended period of time, the most
important external force acting upon it will be that of gravitation. The
attractive force acting on a point mass m at a distance R from the center
of earth is given by Newton's law as
Am R
R2 R
ro1	 2.1-1
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where R is the radius vector of the mass m, relative to center of attraction
E, N is the gravitational constant of earth (Figure 2.1-1),
M
R
E
Figure 2.1-1 - Newtonian Gravitational Att7action on a Particle
The force in Equation (Z.1-1) can be derived from tfie force function
U defined by
U= R	 (2.1-`L)
For a rigid body T sufficiently far from the center of attraction E,
we shall introduce a fixed coordinate system E X Y Z at E and a movinf,
coordinate system C xyz at the mass center C of the body. In particular,
Cxyz coincides with the principal axes of the body at C. Then the foy.,ce
function for the rigid body is given by
U = ju
	
	
(2.1-3)
T
where S is the distance between E and an elemental mass dm of the body.
Since
R+ R'	 (2.1-4)
2.: -2
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Figure 2.1 . 2 - Newtonian Gravitational Attraction on a Rigid Body
Let Yi be the directioi.al cosines between R and Cxyz coordinate axes, then
Q2 =Q Q= R2+2R•RI+R'2
R. + 2R (xYl + yYL + z Y3 ) + x2 + y2 + z2	(2.1-5)
with
is the distance between the center of ma;, of the acav and E (Figure 2.1-2).
For an artificial satellite, the dimensions of the body are. very small
compared to the distance R. or
R > > d x` t y2 + z2	 (2.1-7)
2.1-3
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Using this property, one can develop the force function U as a power series
of x/R. y/R and z/R. Therefore, after neglecting terms of order highe=r than
two, we obtain
U = R - 2 3 I(AY12 + B : Y2 + C y 2 ) - 3 (A+ B+ C) 	 (2.1-8)R
where m is the mass of the body T; A, B and C are its princ=ipal moments
of inertia.
From References 2-1 through 2-3, the translational and rotational
motion of a rigid body is governed by the following six differential equations-,
d 2Xc
	 aU
m dt2 = 
aXc
d 2Yc
	 a 
m dt2 = 
aYc
2d 
z 	 aU
M. dt2 
= Oz (2.1-9)
A d +(C-B)qr = Mx
B d + (A - C) r p = My
C dt + ( B - A) p q = Mz
where p, q and r are respectively the angular speeds about the x-, y- and t-
axes; and M x , M y and M 
s are the moments acting on the body about these
axe a.
2.1-4
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An examination of Equations (2.1-8) and (2.1-9), shows clearly that
within the accuracy of the square of the ratio of the linear dimensions of
the satellite to those of the orbit it can be assumed that the rotational motion
of this satellite about its mass center is independent of the motion of the mass
center itself.
The mass center of the satellite moves in a Kepler ellipse with eccen-
tricJy u and period of revolution T o. The dependence of the true anomaly
V on the time t is given by the frrmula
dv	 o 0 + e c v)2
dt	 (1 - e 2 ) 3 Z
with
v(t + T0 ) = V(t) + 27r
Wo = 21r/ i o
	
(2.1-11)
e Coordinate Systems Chosen for Rotational Motion
It is convenient to introduce three Cartesian systems of coordinates
in which the origin C will coincide with the center of mass of the satellite.
The system of coordinates x  x2 
x:3 translates along with the center
of mass; the xC axis is parallel to the radius vector of the orbit at perigee;
the xl -axis is parallel to the velocity vector of the center of mass at peri-
gee, while the x 3 -a.-ds ie normal to the orbit plane completing the right-
hancl triad.
They3 -ax; s of the system yl yl y 3 will be directed along the angular
momentum vector G of the satellite about the center of mass; the y1 -axis
is perpendicularto y 3 and lies in the plane x 3 y3 , while yl is normal co
both y l and y 3 and, 'consequently, lies in the plane of the orbit x l xZ (Fig-
ure 2.1-3).
*For simplicity, the functions sine, cos y, tanv, cote will be written as
s y, cv, tnv, ctv, respectively.
2.1 -5
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The transfer from the orbital coordinate system x  x 2 x3 to the „-
tern yl y2 y3 is realized by two rotations: by the angle A about x3 and then
by the angle a about y2. Thus,
(Y^30
1
	
	 c6 0 -66	 ck GA, 0^	 xl
	
1	 0	 -s^ cA 0	 x2
sa 0' c6	 0	 0 1) (X3)
ca ck	 ca s1.	 _S6	 xl
	
-sA
	
CA	 0	 x2
	
d CA	 s  sk	 c6	 x3	 (2.1-12)
yl
Figure 2.1-3 - Orientation of Angular Momentum Vector in Space
A third system of cot -dinates z  z2 z 3 will coincide with the principal
central axes of inertia of the satellite. Their orientation relative to the Sys-
tem of coordinates )1 y2 y3 will be defined by the Euler angles 8, 0 and q#
(Figure 2.1-4).
2.1-6
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Y3
z
_ /^	 2
Figure 2.1-4 - Orientation of the Satc ;lite Relative to Its Angular
Momentum Vector
Let us aefine the directional cosines b--tween the system z  z 2 z3
and the system yI Y2 Y3 by the table:
`2
a12
a2,V
a32
a1 l
0121
0131
zI
Y 1 	 all
Y2 	 0121
Y 3	 0131
Then
0
(
YI
YZ
Y3,
z3
a13
a23
a33	 (B.1-t3)
a12 a13	 z 
a22 aZ3	 z2
a32 a3	 z3	 (2.1-14)
2,1-7
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Since the transformation between the system 
z1 7. 2 z3 and y l y2 y 3 in terms
of the Euler ' s angles e, ji and tb i s given by
z 1	 cS6 sqi 0	 1	 0	 0	 c41 SO 0	 yl
z2 : -sdi c'6 0	 0 co so -80 C O
 0	 y2
z^	 0	 0	 1	 0- se	 co,	 0	 0	 1	 y	 (2.1-15)
or
yl	 CV/ -s q# 0	 1 0	 0	 CO -sO 0 	 z 
Y? = ski c$A 0	 0 CO - se	 80 CO 0	 z2
Y3	 0	 0	 1	 0	 8!9	 CO	 0	 0	 i	 z3 , (2.1 - 16)
we have by equating corresponding terms, the requirvd transformation matrix
all an ^,I, cok& - s^kesd, -moo- skicecp 090
a21 a22 a2 3	 - rostA + sOcecO - s9SsV1 + cOceckb - s( c-0
a31 a 32 a33 SOsO SOLO C600	 (2.] -17)
O Equations of Attitude Motion
Let us now write the equations of motion. To this end we define
Mi = component of external torques along the xi-axis
hi = component of angular momentum of the satellite
along x.-axis
where i takes on the values of 1, 2 or ?.
The e quations of motion with respect to the fixed coordinate system
x. arei	 M. = h.	 (2.1-18)
2.1-8
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Let G be the rot..tional angular momentum of the satellite; the com-
ponents hi will be
hl = C si p A
1^Z = G 86 sA
113 = G ca	 (2.1-19)
A direct differentiation gives
h l = 6 of c A+ G ( c lo ck - sa sXi)
h2 = G sasA + G (caasa+ $acAA)
1 3 = G ca - G s a a	 tz.1-20)
The transformation between the ro.•,. s..g coordinate system yl YZ Y3
and the inertial system x 1 x2 x 3 is given t.y
(Yy1
a 0 -sa	 cA sA 0	 X
2 =
(06
	 1 0	 -sA
	
A 0	 x
 $ 0 c a	 0	 0	 1	 x,,J
(
c1 cA cask -Sa X1
-SA CA 0 x2
sack sasX	 cal X 3 (2.1-Z1)
The unperturbed motion of the satellite about its c:entcr of r,ass is
expected to be of Euler - Poinsot type; t'nerefore, the orientatiou and rotationJ
of the angular momentum vector G is of great interest.
2.,1-9
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Let us introduce L i as the components of external torque acting on
the satellite along the rotating yi -axis. Then from the directional cosines
given in Equation (2.1-21), we have
L I = M I ca ca + M2 ca sA - M 3 sa
L2 = -M 1 sA + M2 CA
L 3 = M 1 sa CA + M2 sa SA, + M 3 ca	 (2.1 -22)
Upon substituting Equations (2.1-18) through (2.1-20) into Equation (2.1-22)
we obtain
L1 = {G sa C A. + C	 CA, a - sa sAA)I ca c A
+ 16 sa sA + G . 6 s A b + sa cXi) ] ca sk
-^^ca -G saaJsa
= G (sa ca c 2A + s6 ca s 2A - sa ca)
+ G a (c 2a c 2 A + c 2a s 2A + s2a)
+ GA. (- s6 ca sA cA + sa , a LA.<-.k) = GS	 (2.1-23)
L2 = - jG sa CA + G (ca C A. a - J s k 15A
+!., sa sA + G (ca sA a + sa W) I CA
= G (-sa s A CA + sa S A. CA)
+ G b (-ca SA CA + ca SA, ci,)
+ GA (sa s 2A + sa c 2A) = G? s 	 (2.1-24)
L 3 = jG sa cA+ G (cv CA,a - sa sA ^) I sa CA,
+ [G sa S A, + 3 (ca s A a+ sa CA a) ^ sa s A
+^Gca - G s6aIc6
= G (s26 c 2A + s24 s 2A + c24)
+ G i (sa cb c 2A + sa ca s 2A - s6 C6)
+ GA (-s2a s:.c).+ S2  sAcA) = G	 (2.1-25)
2.1-10
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Results of the above equations can be rewritten as
G = L3
G6 = L1
G s 6i = L2	 (2.1-26)
These equations characterize the motion of the angular momentum vector G
relative to the space fixed frame x  x 2 ^C 3. Projections of the absolute angular
velocity W of the satellite on the z l -, z 2 -, z 3 -axes are
P = 6 a21 + i(a31 c 6 - C'11 s6)+9 co+14asi
q = 6 a2 2 + i (a32 c6 - a12 s6) - A so + ^ X32
r = 6 a23 + i (a33 c6 - a13 s6) + 4 a33	 '(2.1-27)
While the projection of the angular m-.inenturri G on the se axes are
G I = Ap = G se ticp
G 2	 Bq = G ^,^? _ ^,
G 3 = Cr = G cr,	 (2.1-28)
where A. B and C are the principal central moments of inert-a of the satellite
relative to the body axes z l , z 2 and z 3 , respectively.
Substituting p, q, r from Equat: on (2.1-28), 6, A from Equation (2.1-26)
and 
aij from Equation (2.1-17) into Equation (2.1-27), we have the followingdifferential equations for the orientation of the satellite relative to the rotating
frame yl y2 y3'
L_ CO - L sVi
B= G se s^, csp	 - B+	 C 1
2.1-11
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= G ceC - s-A -
1G
 = G!^ + c B -
c	 L  chi+ L2 sy'^
	
B +	 G se
L  cift + L2 sqr	 L2
	
G	 ct 9 - G ct 6 (2.1-29)
Equations (2.1-26) and (2.1-29) constitute the system of equations of
attitude motion of a satellite about its center of mass.
2.1.2 Perturbing torques
While the satellite as a whole is moving along its orbit around the
earth, various perturbing forces will affect i's orientation with respect to
space-fixed coordinates. In this study, only aerodynamic and gravitational
forces and mordents are consider y i.
e Gravitational Perturbing Moment s
By neglecting terms of order 1/R I
 where 1 is the maximum length of
the satellite and R is the distance betw--en the satellite and attracting center
of a Ne-,vtonian force field, Belestskii (Reference 2-3) has show y, that the
torque acting on a satellite due to gravity can be written as
L = 1 ((C - B) .;'3
 Y2 z I + (A - C) YI 33 z2 + (13 - A) YI Y2 -Z	 (2.1-30)
where ;I is the gravitational constant, z.i are unit vectors in the directions of
the z'. -axes and Y. are the directional cosines of the satellite mass center
I	 a i
radius vector R (directed from the fixed center of attraction toward the mass
center) with the principal central inertia axes Ozi.
Equation (2.1-301 can be projected on the y l YZ y3 reference frame by
introducing Oi as the directional cosines of the radius vector R with these
axes. Expressing Y  in terms of pi and a ij , and µ, R in terms of V. e. Wo,
in accordance with the formulas of elliptic orbit of the center of mass, it
can be shown that the components of the gravitational perturbing torque along
the yi -aces are
2.1-12
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3
L 1 = H f'02 Rj S 3 - (i3 Sj '2j)j=1
3
i,2 = H(v) E ( /33 Sj Sl j - 191 Pj S3j)6j=
1
3
L 3 = H(v) Fa (161 Oj S2j -X32 Pi Slj )	 (2.1 -31)j=1
where
H(v) = 3WO (1 + e cv) 3 (1 - e2) -3
S
	
A ail ail + B ai2 aj2 + C ai3 arj3	 (2.1-32)
For computing fli we notice that R lies in the orbit plane x  x2 and
forms with x 1 -axis the angle H. Thus
/31 = c ( v - X) ca
O2 = s(v - X)
03 = c(v - X) sa	 (2.1-33)
• Aerodynamic Perturbing Moments
The elemental aerodynamic perturbing force dF acting on an infinitesi-
mal area dS of the satellite surface is
dF = - Z C D pV2 cyev dS(2.1-34)
Here Q v = V/V is a unit vector indicating the direction of the velocity
of the elemental area dS with respect to the oncoming stream, p is the atmos-
pheric density, C D is the drag coefficient, Y is the local angle of attack, the
angle between the outer normal n to the infinitesimal area and the velocity
vector V.
The elemental moment is
dM= r xdFs (2.1-35)
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where r  is the radius vector to the center of the area dS, drawn from the
center of mass.
The velocity vector is given by
V = V  + Q x r s 	(2.1- s6)
where V is the velocity- of the center of -.-ass of the satellite and Q is the0
angular velocity of the satellite rotation relative to the stream. It is under-
stood that for this satellite
Vo>>IQx rs1
	 (2.1-37)
Thus, by neglecting terms of order of ^2 , we obtain the perturbing aero-
dynamic moment
	
M = ?	 CD p [VO + 2V  • f2 x rs]
 
cY ev x r  dS	 (2.1-38)
 fs
	In the case of
	
ellite with large panels, the aerodynamic forces
are -nainly contribut . by the large area of the panels. The aerodynamic
forces on the main body of t:.e satellite are considered in the next section.
Effect of aerodynamic force- on an axially symrYnetric satellite can be found
in the literature (References 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5).
To calculate the aerodynamic forces, we introduce the orbital coordinate
system (or the wind coordinate system), Ow  w 2 w 3 . Let w 1 -axis be the axis
L.1-14
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along the radius vector of the orbit, w 2 -axis be perpendicular to w Caxis and
lie in the orbital plane, and w 3 -axis normal to the plane of orbit. In this
shidy, only a satellite with circular orbit is considered so -that w 2 -axis coin-
cides with the velocity vector of the satellite's mass center (Figure 2.1-5)•
Since for circular orbit, there is not such a unique point as perigee, a
particular point is selected for reference at which point the coordinate system
Ox  x2 x3 is fixed.
W 2
	
W.
Figure 2.1-5 - Orbital Coordinate System
The transformation between the coordinate systems Ox  x2 x3 and Owl
w2 w 3 is given by the matrix formula
w 	 ct► 	 sv	 0	 X 
w2 = _ 81V cv	 0	 x2
W3	 0	 0	 0 	 (X3	 (2.1-39)
2.1-15
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or, inversely
	
x1	 cv	 -sv
	
0	 wl
	
x2 - sv
	 cv	 G	 w2
	
x 3
	0	 0	 1) (W3)	 (2.1-40)
And the transformation between the coordinate systems Oy 3 y2 y3 and
Ow l w2 w 3 is
y I
	cb cX	 ca SA,	 -sa	 cv -sv 0	 (w1
y2 = - sx	 cX	 0	 sv	 cv 0	 %% ;L
Y3	 sb cX	 s6 sh	 cb	 0	 0	 1	 w3
ca c('k-v)	 cb s (A-V)	 -sa	
wl
	
- s(X- v)	 c(X- v)	 0	 w2
sa c (X- v)	 sb S(X-v) 	 cb	 w3	 (2.1 -41)
The matrix equation, Equation (2.1-41) can be written as
3
	
' i	 "ij w J	 i= 1, 2, 3
	 (2.1-42,)
j=1
with
	
C6 c (X- v)	 c a S (Ik- v)
	
-S6
Mij ) _ -s(X-v) 	c (X- v)	 0
	
sa c(A- v)	 sa s (X- v)	 ca	 (2.1 -43)
2.1-16
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In order to transfer the aerodynamic forces to the body fixed coordinate
frame, one additional transformation equation is required,
zl	
(31
11
z 2
	
-	 21
z3 
712	 713	
(Wwl
722	 Y23	 2
Y37.	 733	 3	 (2.1-44)
And apparently,
3
Yij
	
	 Fa aki 7kj	 i, j = i, 2, 3	 (2.1-45)k=1
In the preceding section (Aerodynamic Perturbing Moments), we have
defined the local angle of attack Y
	
cY=ev• n
	 (2.1-46)
For circular orbit, ev is along w 2 -axis and n is along z 2 -axis. Thus
from Equation (2.1 -44)
3
cY = 722 -	 ak:2 qk2 012 712 + 022 722 + 0'32 732
k= 1
= (-SO CO - SO c7 CO) ca s(A- V)
+ (- sob SO + ct6 c 9 CO) c(X - v)
+ ( s8 cO) s6 s(,\- W	 (2.1-47)
The panels of the satellite are assumed to extend along a plane and
are symmetric about the z 3 -axis. The air density, p, is a function of the
altitude only. Thus from Equation (2.1-38)
2.1-17
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Bence,
e x r
v	 s =
-_
er.l ez2 ez3
V 1 V 02 V o3 Y V.0
z.	 0	 -t
c
1	 /. e + (V z + V t ^^ - V
-	 V 1- 
V 02 c zl	 03 1	 0l c ) z2	 02 z 1ez30
(2.1-51)
V	 -•	 x r
o	 s V01 V 0 2 Vo31'
p	 q
z 1	 0	 c
	
_ - qfc Vol + (rzl + pfc ) V. >2 - q! : Vo3
	 (2.1 -52)
where p, q, r are the components of the angular velocity 0 on Oz I -, Oz2,
and 07 3 -axis, respectively; and the components of V  are given by Equation
(2.1-4 ,0 or
V 0	 all a21 a31
	 cS c(A - V) cb s(A-V) -95,	 0
V 02	 -	 aI2 a22 a32
	
-s(A-V)	 c(A-V)	 10	 VQ
V 
	
a13 a23 a33
	
`Sb c(A - v) sS s(A - v) CS
	
0
i
a ll a21 a31
= 
V0
a12 a22 a32
a 13 a23 a33
CS s(A-V)
c(A-v)
sS s ('. - v)
2.1 -19
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Bence,
_Lx r
e„	 s =
e r. l	 'ez 2 e, 3
Vol V o2 V o3 Y Vo
z.	 0	 -tc
- 1 -V 1 e	 + (V z+ V t )^^ - V z eV Q 1 - 02 c zl	 03 1	 0l c z2	 02 1 z3
(2.1-51)
__L.-L
V 	 x r	 =
O	 S VVol 0 Vo3
p q j
z 01 -!c
= - qlc Vol + (rzI + pfc ) V, )2 - q V,I V 0
	 (2.1-52)
where p, q, r are the components of the angular velocity f2 on Oz l -, Oz2,
and 07 3 -axis, respectively; and the components of V  are given by Equation
(2.1-4,) or
V ol	 all a21 a31 c8 c(A-V)	 cb S(A-V)	 -88,	0
Vo2	 a, 21 a22 a32 -s(A- v)	 c(A - v)	 0	 Vc
V 	 a13 a23 a 3; \bd c(A-V)	 s8 s(A-V)	 ca	 G I
a 
	
l a21 a31 c8 s(A-V)
= V 0	 a12 a22 a32 c(A-V)
a 13 a23 a33 s8 s(' - v)
=t
i
I
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a ll cb s(A - v) + a21 c(A-v) + a 31 sS s(A-v)
= V o	 a12 ^S s(A- 3) + aZ2 c(A - v) + of
	
sS s(A - v)
a 13 cS s(A-v) + a23 c(A-V) + a 3 _; s  s(A- v)	 (2. 1-53)
Using Equation (2.1 - 52), we rewrite the moment equation as
M = CUP cy 
f 
;Vo + 2 V o • Q x rs ) e^ x s dS
s
C UP cy j ^v0 - 2 q fc VJl 2 (rz I + pF
c ) Vol 2gz 1 Vo3,/	 Is
V - vo2 1c ezl + (Vo3'1 + v ol ic )ezl - VoZzlez3 dS	 (2.1 - 54)o [
Thus the following components of M along the Oz.i axes are obtained:
C D pcY FV 2 	 1Mz 1 = -	 2 - q IC V01 + l) 1c 
v 0 V02 1C S0
C D P cY	 2
	
(VO2
M z2	 V	 1(r vo2 If o3 q Vo3 ) 1 3 +	 2	 q e c Vol0
+ p fc VoZ Vol i S
C U ;^ cY
1v[
z3	 -	 v	 (' vo2 - q vo3 ) vo2 I3	 (2.1-55)0
where S is the total area of paneis, and
I 3 = f zI dS	 (2.1 -56)
s
The moments expressed in the equations of motion, Equations (2.1 -26)
and (2.1-29) are referred to the y i coordinate system. The aerodynamic
perturbing torques should be first transformed into that system according to
2.1-20
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M y i 	 ii
Q.. M 
z i
	
(2.1-57)
j=1
Then the expressions for M yi should be substituted for the respective
compor_ents of L i in Equations (2.1-26) and (2.1- Z9) before the method of
average is applied to reduce the system of differential equations to manage-
able forms.
2.1.3	 Average Perturbing Torques,
From Equations (2.1-28),
so =
	
1 _ ^.2 r2
(2.1-58)
G
for
G A
C << ?,	 (2. 1 -59)
and small initial q, it is expected f hat
Cr<< G
	
(2. 1 -60)
Thus, Equation (2. 1
 58) shows that in this ease
Q -
	
	 0 2z 7r/2
	 (2. 1 - 61)
Likewise from Equation (2. 1 - 19)
^-	 h2h2
2. 1 - 62
_	 r	 2	 (	 )G
_	 Under small disturbances, it is reasonahle to assume that h 3 does
not deviate too much from its initial value within some period of time.
Thus, within this period,
and
6 z 0	 (2.1 -64)
From (2.1-61) and (2.1-64), for a slowly rotating satellite, the trans-
formation r.- ..rix (a % is reduces to
ijt
Ltvi3C%HR EC A784590-II
c6 ck^
	
-sd ck^
	
5k
(a i ,) =	 C6 sy	 -s d 5k^ 	 -c1	 (2.1-65)
(so	 cd	 cA
Wher. the mass center of the satellite translates along the orbit,
Equation (2.1-19) s % ►uws that the angle V increases linearly with time.
Since the rotational motion of the satellite is nicich slower than the rate of
change in V, use:ul infc:• mation on the attitude of the satellite can be obtained
by taking the average of the equations of motion with respect to V.
Avera,e Gravity Gradient Torques
Because of the fact that 8.:O, from Equaiion (2.1-33) it is very safe
to write that
1 = c(v - )
R 2 = s(v
03 - p
Next, let us write explicitly the nine elements of Si.:
J
S
	
Aa 
2
ll	 12+ Ba 
2 
+ Ca 
2
13
= Ac` 0 c 2 c) + Bs 2 0 c l 4 + Cs24
S 12 
= Act1 1 a21 + Ba 12 a22 + Ca, 3 a2
= A c 2 6 skPcLy + B s 2 0  s:) cqj - C s4'ct^
S 1 3 
= Act 11 a31 + Bu 12 a 32 + Cal 3 a33
= A so co cy - B so co ct^ + C stpc0
	
(2.1-E7)
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S 21	 S12
S 22 = Act' 1 + 11 a2 2 + CaZ3
Ac 2 6 S 2k^ + d std s ty + C c2w
S 23 = Aa21 
a 31 + Ba22 a 32 + Ca23 ai3
= A s d c d stD - B s d cd s-^ - C c4cR
S 31 - S13
S 32	 S23
S 33 = A a3 1 + i ,-r32 + C a33
= As td + B c 2d + C c`A
From (Z. 1 - 66), (2.1 - 67), we integr„-e each term of L 1 with respect
f
2 7r
R 2 0 1 S 31 dv =
0
fQ 2 S 32 dv = 7, (A - B) s0 cO s4, - n C CO ct,
(2. 1 -68)
2r
2 ^ 3 S 33 = 0
0
2 r•	 3
Gf
e
3 O j S2i dv = V
 J=1
to V:
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Let us write L i for the average value of L i with respect to v. Then by
(2.1 - 31) and (Z. 1 -68), we have
1
2 7r
L 1
	
27r f0
3 ,)2
L 1 dv = 2 ° r(A - B) s¢ cd st^ - C cA c^+l (2.1 - 69)
Likewise for L 2 , we have
f
IT 3
R 3 R^ 
SiJ 
dv = 0
o	 J=1
f
2 rr (3 2
 S 31 dv = n- (A - B) so co c^ + C cO s4
0
27T
01 a 2 S32 dv = 0
0
51 0 3 S 33 
dv = tj
0
(2.1-70)
or	 2
L2 = ^7r 
f	
L2 Cv - 2 ° I(A - Ft) s^ cd c^ + C c8 s4i	 (2.' - il)
-,	
l
Finally, for L 3 , we have
2 7,
G 1 S21 di/ = 1T (A c2d + Bs 2  - C) s4c^
0
f
2A
 
nl n['. SL' c V =
O
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Or
f
2^
01 R 3 S23 dv = 0
0
f
2r,
a 2 0 1 S11 dv = 0
0
f 2r
li	 a2 S 1 dv = 	7r (A c 2 6 + Bs 2
 - C) s4 , cW
0
?. tr
0 2 0 3 S13 dv = 0
J
	
1	 2 7r
I'3	 2"	 L; dv = 0
(2.1-72)
Average Aerodynamic Torqu,-.-; Due to the Solar Pane s
The exa: t form of the aerodynamic drag coefficient for a satellite in
flight is a cc. -iplicated one. The aerodynamic drag coefficient for free
molecule st -eamline flow .round various objects has been studied by many
author s.
In general, this drag coefficient is a function of molecular velocity
ratio, V/v and the temperature ratio, T
w 
/T . Where V is the rate of the
flow, v = ZRT-^ M— is the most probable thermal velocity of the molecules.
T w is the surface temperature of th- satellite, Ti  is the temperature of the
atmosphere. R is the gas constant and M is the moles-lar weight of the gas.
Fig"re 2.1-r'
 snows the relation C D(V/v) for a sphere, a flat plate
oriented perpendicular to the flow, and a cone with vertex angle 30 0 , for
two values of T w /T, one corresponding approximately to daytime condit_ons
(T w = 40G OK, T = 20000K), the other approximately to night (T W = '50CK,
T = 1000 0K). It	 seen that the value of C D does not differ too much for
various shapes, therefore as a first approximate we b4all assume it as a
2.1-25
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constant for a fixed altitude. Oh,.i usly. this restriction can be removed
as we integrate the equations of ryi Pti(n numerically.
V Jv
Figure 2.=-7 - Aerodyn.--?nic DrnF; CoeVi ie • nt for Satellites in a Fref,
Molecular Flo%k. S^ u.-.res, flat surface oriented acr,..z.
the flow; circles, a sphere, triangles, cone with verte;_
angle 30 0 . Slid cur-,v s, T
w 
= 400°K, T = 2000°K;
broken cures, T = 2-.)0 K, T = 1000°K.
Rewrite Equations (2.1-55)
_ C D Pc_Y V_
M zI	 V	 2 + (V02p o1 g)fc Vo21cS0
Y
My= Gvac +^rVo2 - qV^3 I 3 + - + o2pfc-V , qIc VollcS
o
L
C Pcy
M z3	 DV	 (r of - g Vo3^ Vo l I 3	 (2.1-73)
0
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Since
X210
It bt eorne s immediately obvious that
cY - Y 22 - a 12	 v) + a22 c(A - V )	 (2.1 - 75)
Before expand the moments Iii
zi 
of (2.1-73), using (2.1-75) we first
formulate the follo\ , ring functions:
r
	Vol	 loll s(A-v) + a 21 c(A - v ) 2 Vo
= (a ll s ` (A-v) + a21 c 2 (A-v) + 2a 11 a21 e(A-v) c(A-v)1 V2
Vol = [alts(A-v) + ~..c(A-v)12 Vo
[a2 s 2 (A-v) + a2 2 c 2 (A-v) + 2a 12 a, 2 g (A-v) c(A-v)^ Vo
V2= [a13 s(A - P) + a23 c(A -v)J ` Vo
[a1 3 s 2 (A-v) + a2 3 c 2 (A -v) + 2a 13 a 23 s(A-v)c(A-v)1 Vo
and
	
Vol Vol	 ICEIl a12 s 2 (A - v) + a21 all c 2 (A - v)
+ (a ll a22 + a lt a tl ) SC (1 - v) J Vo2 (2.1-76)
	
02 X 03	 [a12 a 13 s2(A-v) + a22a23c2(A r ,
+ (a 12 a 23 + a13a22) s(A-v)c(A-v)J Vo
In case of less severe aerodynamic disturbances, this approximation can be
i ,ed to reduce the mathematical complexity of aerodynamic torques.
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V.03 V ol	 Call a 13 s2(A-&,) + a21 a 32 `2(A- v)
+ (u 11 a23 +a13aZ1)s(A- v)c(A-v)^j V0
Hence
CDP
	
MzI = - V
	
Ca i2 s(A - v) +a22c(A - v)I.
	
o	 J
v3
Z Ca1,s(A-v)+a2Zc(X-v)
+ [a12 s 2 (A - v) + a2 Z c 2 (A -v) + 2 a 12 a 22 s(A - il ) c(A - v)) V0 q lc
[a , I a 12 s (A -v) + a 21 a22 C-
+  (a22 a 22 + Ot a2l s(A -v) c(A - p V'o plc t S
When ae above equation is integrated •:.ith respect to v from v = 0 to
v = Zrr, most of the terms on the right hand side become zero. Thus, the
average value of Mz1 with respect to v is
Mzl	 J	
MYj dv
0
_ - I CDPV 2V 2 (Ct2 + aZ `) l S
o	 f c (2.1-78)
By ( 71.1 - 61) and ( 2,1-65), this gives
Mzl = - IICDPVo1cS8	 (2.1-79)
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Fol!owing the same procedure, neglecting the zero terms, it can be
shown that
_	 1	 2n
Mz2	 2rr	 Mz2 dt
0
4 C D P Vo (a ll a 12 +a21 a22) 0 S
- 1 C DPVo lc S s6 CO	 (2.1-80)
_	 2n
M z3	 2rr f	 Mz3 deg = 0	
(2.1-81)
0
For simplicity, let us introduce the quantity lt, which is defined by
p = C D P Vo lc 5	 (2.1-82)
Then
Mzi = - N sZ^i
I	 = - 1 N ;A Bch	 (2. 1-83)
	
z2	 4
	Mzs	 0= 
From the fundamental transformation relationG; we irrimediately obtain
the components ai the average aerodvnan-,ic torque along the y i -axis. Namely,
Myl - a ll Mzl a 12 M zc + X 13 Mz3
_ -TPs 2 0c¢ctP +gl ; s 2 6COckP
 - C
_	 (Z.1-84)
My2	 a21 M z 1 + a22 M z2 ± a23 Mz3
- 4 5 20 c o 84 + 4 N s 20 C O 840= 0
and
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1^14 y3	 a 3 M z1 + Ct Q
 Mz2 + a 33 Mz3
- - 
I N s 3^ - u sd c 20 = - I u S O
• Average Aerodynamic Torques Due to the Main Body of Satellite
The main body of the satellite is assumed nearly symmetric about a
longitudinal .
 axis. The excellent analysis of Beletskii (Reference 2-5 ) on
a dynamically symmetric satellite can be applied. He has demonstrated
that for an axisymmetric satellite in a circular orbit, there is no secular
perturbation. While due to the aerodynamic dissipation, two important
results were obtained:
(a) G = Go expC-a o - v^A	 (2.1-85)
L	 J
(b) '_n A = to ao exp C - A I N o(v- vo )	 (2.1-86)
where
Go = Lnitial angular momentum
a ) = positive constant
a l , 
a 
	
= dissipation coefficients	 (2.1- 87)
1	 R2Vo
oN = Z C DP u
R = orbital radius of satellite
	
P	 gravitational constant of earth.
Equation (2.1 -85) indicates that the magnitude of the angular momentun,
is constantly decreasing. And Equa tion (Z.1-86) shows that for the cas,-
a 1 :--a Z .
 
A > C	 (2.1 -88)
8	 r^Z. In other words, in response to aerodynamic dissipative	 e
forces, the satellite ' s main body will tend to a steady : osition of maximized
aerodynamic drag. Or the main body eventually tends to be perpendicular
to the stream with its long axis p-irting to the enter of gravitation.
f
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2.1.4	 Motion about Center of Mass
• Equations of Motion
The external torques which act on this satellite have been considered
in three parts. It was found that the average aerodynamic restoring moment
due to the main body will not produce any secular perturbation of the main
body. But the aerodynamic dissipative f ,)rce tends to align the long axis of
the satellite with its radius vector.
Since the purpose of this study is to develop procedures to determine
initial conditions from which the satellite can be stabilized under gravity
gradient torques, we can ignore the dissipative forces in the equations of
motion. The initial conditions thus found which produce stable motion will
give : gnservative results.
From Equations (2. 1 -26). (2.! -29) iu Sectior I. ' . 3 we can write the
equations of motion of the satellite- •. uout its center of maw ender the influence
of gravity gradient forces a:t.ng on the entire bod y and the aero,iyriamic forces
acting on the panels. Substituting the average gravity gradient t4 lues Li
and the aerodynamic moments M
yt 
into Equations (2. 1-26) and (2. -29), ie
obtain;
G = - 1 µ S o + L,
f
L1
b = G
11 - 1 1	 L2 CO - I	 so0 = G s0 so c6 1
	 +I	 =--A B	 G
s 2^ - `—^	 L  cO + L2 s0
G cA
	
+
(C	 A	 B	 G s0
bA^
 c2^	 L I c o+ L2 so	 L2 c'sG	 + B ) -	 G	 cA^	 Gso
(2.1-89)
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where
3
2
L - Z0 ^r26 [(A - B) s(Zd) s4i	 C c0 coj1
7
- 1 s(26) s(ZO) (A c'O + B s2o - C)
2
L2	 3^0 Ss2b (Ac 20+Bs 2¢)c 2O+ C F"
- c(26) (A - B) s 2(b) co + C cQ s^f^12	 (2.1-90)
- .s 
2 
(A s2 + B c 20 + C c 2 A )1
2
3 = 32
	
c 2L	 6 (A c 24 + B s 24^ - C) s ?
+ S(26)b [(A - B) s Z	 ski - C ca col
j^ 
t1---	 - (A c20 + B s 21;5 - C) s 2 )
These equations have been programmed, and the results are discussed
in the material to follow.
• Numerical Resul ts
Although the equations of attitude motion have been much simplified,
they are still highly nonlinear. Therefore, these equations are solved
numerically by digital computer. Some results corresponding to different
initial conditions are presented in Figures Z.1-8 through 2.1-10.
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The cases studi^d have the following properties in common:
Moment of inertia A = 0.30 x 10 7 slug -ftZ
Moment of inertia B = 0.28 x 10 7 slug-ft2
Moment of inertia C = 0.33 x 10 6 slug-ft2
Orbital angular speed u)o = 0.001155 rad/sec
Parameter I S = 1670 ft c
Average atm. density	 P = 0.967 x 10 - 13 slug/ft3
Each of the curves give= the average value of the corresponding
quantity. These curves do not give the instantaneous values of all these
spe- i fied quantities.
The capture of a staellite by gravitational tot ques is visualized from cne
directional cosine Y31 , A negative value o: Y31 indicates that the z 3 • axis of
the satellite remains underneath th- tangent pane of the orbit,
1-33
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2.2 DIGITAL COMPUTER SFUDIES OF PASSIVE SFABILIFY OF
SPACE VEHICLE CLUSTERS
To describe the details of attitude motion of space vehicle clusters
one is forced to resort to computer solutions of the exact equations, taking;
account of all the nonlinearitics of both the disturbances And vehicle dynamics.
Figure 2.2-1 shows the configuration of the cluster used in this portion
of the study. Table 2.2-1 gives the mass and inertia data for the configura-
tion. The aerodynamic characteristics for the cluster are given in Reference
2-15, Table 2.2-2 lists the nomenclature used on the plots generated on the
504020. Figure 2.2-2 illustrates the initial conditions for all computer
solutions.
2.2.1	 Display of Attitude Motirn
Three-dimen^ nat attitude rn..,tior. .)f large amplitudes is rather
difficult to d-splay. Three techniques are• consider( a n this study. The
first uses	 a.I(:ard Euler angle system, relating, the WAy orientation to
the local ,
	:cal system (see Section 1.1.1.2). The case presented in Figure
2.2-3 is for initial conditions very close to the equilibrium for gravity
gradient , apt ire. The angles 0 and 0 are oscillatory but remain close to
zero. The roll (0) of the body is attributed largely to the aerodynamic
torque. For this case it is not difficult to visualize the motion in terms of
Euler angles. As the attitude motion becomes more violent, different
displays become attracti-e: Figure 2.2-4 uses direction cosines to display
the motion of the x-body axis. ( For an interpretation of these direction
cosines reference should be made to Table 2.2-2.) The initial conditions
used for this case are
X _ -90 degrees
9 = 0 degrees
Q = -0.178 degrees/secc,nd
The orbital a'titude is 460 km.
2.2-1
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Figure 2.2-1 - Space Vehicle Cluster
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Table 2.2-1
CLUSTER MASS AND INERTIA DATA
Mass = 86,965 lbs = 39,440 kg
Inertias
Ix	= 332,709	 slug ft 2 = 45,999 kg rn sect
7
lY	= ",?98,539 slug ft" = 386,913 kg m sec
?z	 = 2,990,192 slug ft  = 41 3,4 10 kg m sect
Pro(lucts of Inertia
Ixy = -68,7Q2	 s:u^ ft 2 - -^'ill kg m sect
IXZ = -8,2F 3	 slug ft  - - 1 115 kg m sec 
IYZ = - 7`i5	 slug ft 2 = - 104 kg m sec2
rVehicle Area
S = 360.27 ft 	 = 33.47 in2
2.2-3
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Table 2.2-2
NOMENCLATURE USED IN FIGURES FROM SC4020
Euler angles front lecal vertical
to body coordinates
PSI =	 (1st Euie; rotation abou! ZG)
THETA	 =	 b	 (2nd Eisler rotation about YG)
PHI =	 m	 (3rd F.aler rotation about .^)
Body Rates
P	 = body rate about x-axis
Q	 = body rate aboi ► t y-axis
R	 = body rate aboilt z maxis
Moments (Gravity Cradient)
VGX = g'• :ivity gradient inoment about x-axis
VGY = gravity gradient moment about y-axis
VGZ gravity gradient moment about z-axis
N.omants (Aerodynamic)
VAX = aerodynamic moment about x-axis
VAY - aerodynamic moment about y-axis
VAZ = aeroclyn:mic moment about z--axis 	 !
ii
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Table 2.2-2 !Continued)
Total Moments	 I
VNIX
	
= total moment about x-axis
V`.'!Y
	
= total moment about y-axis
VMZ	 = total moment about : - axis
Direction Cosines
DCXX direction cosine of body x-axis to
the local -vertical	 x-axis
DCXY	 - direction cosine of bud%	 y-axis t,-,
the lot ► 1 vertical
	
y-axis
DCXZ	 = direction c osine of body y-axis to
the local vertical	 x-axis
3-diniensionai	 Llustrations
ROLL	 = rotation about body x -axis
X G ,Y G ,Z G	 = locai vertical coo, • dinate system
2.2-5
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Figure 2.2-1. - Initial Conditions for Passive Stud.te
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For these initial conditions the vehicle gets very close to tumbling.
This is well illustrated by Figure 2.2-4.
For the same init.al ( onditions Figure 2.2 -5 presents a pictoria,
display of	 position of the x-body axis at different tittles with the value
of the roll angle shown in each frame. With this form of display the three-
dimensional motion of the body axis is evident.
It is difficult to select the preferred form of display from the examples
shown. Each form has its merits. From the standpoint of accuracy, the
Euler angles have eo be selected. It also should be nosed that only this form
of display shows the oscillatory nature of the motion very clearly.
2.2.2	 Passive Capture of Clusters
For passive stabilization o" satellr s, it woulc 	 ideal to release the
satellite with initial conditions correspo.uling to the equili`---ium for gravity
gradient. Such precise conditions are rather difficult °o achir--c and could
not be maintained since the sateliite is always subjected :c varic s di-,turb-
ances. The question :her, arises how close the initial conditions nmst be
to the equilibrium point for the body t o be captured.
Conditions for capture were studied for the cluster configuration
shown in Figure 2.2-1 for a circular orbit with an altitude of 460 km. Exact
nunicrical solutions with aerodynamic disturbances were used to define
initial conditions in the orbital plane for capture within the first orbi&. The
results are summarized in Figure 2.2-6. The difference between the two
cases shows the effect of aerodynamics, since the difference between the
two contours is a body rotation by 180 degrees. In one car..-, the aero-
dynamic torque with 6 near zero is stabilizing, in the .ether ces:. the aero-
dynamic t que tends to destabilize the vehicle.
To show the order of magnitude of the various parameters of motion
and torques on the body at this altitude, a set of data is presented in
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Figure 2.2-7a through 2.2-7h for the following initial conditions:
X = -90 degrees
0 = -40 degrees
Q = 0 :leg/sec
which fall inside the stable boundary.
Shown are the Euler angles with respect to the local vertical axes
system, all body rates, gravity gradient, aerodynamic and total torques,
and all forms for displaying body motion discussed previuusly.
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To improve these and obtain more accurate results for attitl:de pre-
diction, the variation of the angle A and other small quantities must be
incorporated into the system of differential equations.
The approach presented here based on the method of average is
believed to be sound. since the final result gives us the :::sight of the
physical problem. However, the validity of this rnodel is limited ac -ordin€
to the a.:sumptions made previously. Using the exact soiutiuris a3 %. guide,
extension of the validity of the present mode!,, is iudica`°d. Cb nusly,
other approaches to this problem exist and shov.ld be exa, in d to same
extent for comparison.
	
The direct method of Lyapounov car o:° 	 to this ur,- t-;Icrr	 The
Hamiltonian of the mechanical sN stern w It he u-;c- as -n t- Lvapeoaov fur_ctiot..
Both the aerodynamic and gravity torques rm,--.y Oe derived
	
score Doter-tial
functions, and the kine`:c energy of this sa t ellite ...n be riYi2n in'erms of
its angular velocity _omporienis. Therefore, th< 71 a1Y► iltoni;.11 <i `, e -,ystem
is readi:y obtained.
The Hamiltonian is wa itten in th ' form (Ref e-rences - t 1 tvrough
2-141
H = T	 U
	
;2.1-^^,
V1 ,, re T is quadratic ir the generalized vei^c:it,es, and it is positive definite,
an-1 U * is called t`:! dynamic potential.
The equilibrium ;:o>>tions of the satellite will be obtained by solving
either aralytically or numerically the equations
(au *)	
= 0
a qi
at E
(2.1-93
2.3-2
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where q i are the generalized coordinates of the :mechanical system, These
enui i.ibriam positions mad be stable or unstable.
to ensure the positive definitness of U	 U must have a minimum at
F.. Thus, we m • :st have
°2 U^ > Q
	
(2.1-941
8gic3qj
quation (2.1-94) represents sufficient conditions for the stability of
thet	 in the neighborhood of E.
1	
s	
By incorporating Equation (2,1-94) with Equation (2,1-93), the equilibrium
positions of the satellite's attitude motion can be fcmnd and the regions of
stability can be determined,
$esi;'es the generalization of the present program o f method of average,
this direct meth::d of Lyapounov seec:is to be a powerful alternate approach.
Particularly, s-. !ce most of the present derivations will remain unchai-aged for
ti;a new mechca, this approach is recommended as one logi-al extension of
the present effort,
2,?-3
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3.i NOMENCLATURE
a	 ratio of x-axis momentum to z-axl8 momentum
h	 ratio of y-axis momentum to z-axis momentum
Ew (p)	 rotational transformation by angle R about w -axi3
fX P f Y , f 	 components of disturbance torques due to internal forces
G	 reaction torque vector of CMG's
G l	torque component due to derivative of momentum vector
2;2 	 torque component due to cross product of b%,uy rate vector
and gyro momentum vector in oody coordinates
G X , Gyp G 	 components of reaction torque vector
11	 momentum magnitude
H 1	 momentum of gyro which is along body x-axis when
gimbal angles are zero
H 2	momentum of gyro which is along body y-axis when
gimba: angles are zero
H,	 momentum of gyro which is along body z-axis when
gimbal angIc s are zero
H 	 momentum vector of CMG's in body coordinates
H X . H Y , H Z	body momentum components
I X , I Y , I 	 principle moments of inertia
kl	propoitionality constant between outer gimbal and inner
gimbal gains
k i t k2 , k3
k4 , k 50 k6 race and attitude gain-,
3.i-2
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M X , M Y , M components of disturbance torques due to external forces
Ti commanded torque of i-axis gyro about j-axis
J
commanded rate of i-axis gyro about j-ax,s
Lj
0 X outer gimbal of Fil
UXZ inner gimbal of Hl
aYZ outer gimbal of HZ
Cy YX inner gimbal of H2
ofzx outer gimbal of H3
a7 Y inner gimbal of H3
O F X , A E
 
Y . 0 E x, y and z error components
P damping factor
T time constant
1,,	 A,	 Q inertLal to body Euler angles
0C' AC'	 C commanded Euler angles
CLIn natural frequency
S2 B body rate vector
Qx# Q Y, Q body rate components
0hC' '"YC' "ZC commanded body rates
3.i-3
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1	 3.1	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The use of control moment gyros in attitude control is being investi-
gated extensively. The difficulties in using these gyros as actuators
come about from the nealinearities involved in the systems in which they are
being used, the nonl.inearities in the methods with which they are being applied,
and thereby the analytical difficulties in dealing with the equations describing
the CMG system.
This study develops equations which are used to analyze such a system
r
	
	 with the aid of a digital computer program. A search for a control law which
can be described as good is performed. And further, a technique which can be
used to determine system stability is developed.
Responses of various control laws are displayed so that one can evaluate
merits of one system over another. Also, results of the technique of stability
analysis are displayed.
The study does not encompass all comh inations of CMG systems (ot
which there are many). The conclusions about the different systems studied,
as far as error limits and stability are concerned, can be used as an indi-
cation of problem areas with systems not considered.
3.1-1
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3.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL WI'^H CONTROL MOMENT GYROS
Mission requirements of orbiting space vehicles some-: hat specify t1
type of control system which can be used for attitude control. 'Some of tf,-
requirements which specify or limit control system selection are given in
terms of fuel limitations, weight limitations, pointing accuracy, and time
duration requirements of particular experiments. Due to various combina-
tions of requirements, one source of control torque presently being inves ,64-
gated is the use of a Control Moment Gyro (CMG) as a torque source. Pre-
sented is as investigation of an approach to the analysis of the use of a
'	 configuration of CMG's as to selection of control law and stability analysis
of the selected system.
First, a simple model of how a CMG can control the attitude of a vehicle
will be illustrated. The CMG is classed with inertia wheels as a form of
momentum exchange devices for attitude control. Momentum is stored in a
wheel of small inertia (relative to any body axis inertia) which is rotating at
high enough speed to produce a momentum vector large enough to adequately
position the attitude of the vehicle. The rotor of the gyro is maintained at
constant speed.
A basic underf;tanding cf the properties of a gyro is needed to further
understand the use of a CMG attitude control system. A gyro will tend to
maintain its inertial iosition of its momentum vector. 'There is a definite
relation according to Newton's second law which establishes the relation
T
between torque (applied or output), angular momentum, and rate of change of
the momentum vector. If G = gyro torque and H is gyre angular momentum,
the following right handed orthogonal axis system describes the relation be-
4tween the vectors G, H, and a .
1
r
It
3.2-1
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If&he coordinate system of the body is (x, y, z;. and the body inertial rates are
T9B = ( p, q, r j we have when considering the ct-introl moment gyros as a source
of torque on the body t.,r attitude control,
dH
G = - d B - (VB. x `,HB)
B
where H  is the gyro momentum in body coordinates.
The mathematical model developed for attitude control studies of the
CMG control system is developed with ease for apFlicatiion to a digital
computer program. An easy method of computing the gyro components in
body axes is to consider the momentum of the gyro as a vector of unit length
along an axis of the body which is +rc axis obtained when all gimbal angles
between the gyro and body are zero.
If the momentum vector H is defined in its component form as
H = 1Hx, Hy, Hz^T and the subscripts O designating outer gimbal and I
3.2-2
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designating inner gimbal of a double gimballed gyro, the vector H can be
computed from
H = E0(-ao) EI(-al ) F?w
where
E0 ( -a0) and EI(-o z) are the rotational notation introduced
in Se ction 1.1 . 1
and
H  = [H I , 0, Q]T if the gyro momentum is aligned with the
x-axis when the gimbal angles are zero
= CO, H29 Of if the gyro momentum is aligned with the
y-axis when the gimbal angles are z:ro
CO, 0, H3 ]T if the gyro momentum is aligned with the
z-axis when the gimbal angles are zero.
' j
	
	 Therefore, a system containing one gyro in each of the body coordinates
has a total momentum vector of;
i	 1
H 	 H1	 0
H = Hy
 = ED(-c Oxj EI(-Olx) 0 + EO(-aoy ) EI(-a Iy) H2
Hz	0 	 0
L
0
,-	 + Ems(- aOz)EI(-alz) 0
r
H3
E"{
This equation lends itself to easy computation of both the H vector
and the Q x H by a digaal computer. In this form, any combination
f
	
	
of single and double gimballed gyros for the three body axes can
be computed. In the latter category, we have the Langley Sixpac con-
8
	
	 figuration (Reference 3-1). This system has been studied quite thoroughly and
the derivation of the equations is included in Appendix 3-A.
3.2-3
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Any other combination of single and double gimballed CMG's can be
computed in the same manner. Other variations of Control YNioment Gyros
include systems which have two gyros which are mechanically coupled
together, but have momentum vectors in opposkc: directions. This introduces
problems in maintaining the direction of the two gyros, but eliminates the
undesirable cross coupling torques. This is easily seen by looking at the
torque equations.
Z	 z
H,	
-H-
G^x	 H 
GY - -y
G	 Triz	 z
f Hx
- 
QB 
x 4 xY
tiH z
Hx	 0	 0
Hy = E 2 ( -azy j 	 0 + E 2 (azy)	 0
[HZj
	- H Zj	 -Hz
H cazy 0	 sazy 0 0cazy	 0	 - 5azy
Hy = 0	 1 0 + 0	 1	 0 0
Hz -saxY0 cazy Hz sazy	 0	 CCE _HZ
L
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H 	 H3 sazY
	 H3 sazy
Hy =
	
0	 +
	 0
Hz 	H3 cazY	 -H3 cazY
2 H3 sazY
0
0
2 H3 cazY
0
0
which gives a resultant control torque about the x-axis only. The torque
which exists with a single gyro is simply c.ancelied by the torque of the gyro
with the momentum vector in the opposite direction. Looking at the other
term of the torque expression
0 -r +q 2 H3 sazy
-
	
Q B xHB = - +r 0 -p	 0
	
-q +p 0
	 0
0
H3 aa.zY
-2 q H3 sazY
This term shows the body rate cross-coupling still exists although the
cross coupling due to a commanded &li would be < .-liminated with the double
whee'. gyro.
H
x
HZ^
a
zy
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With the basic mathematical mods 1 . dev- -)ed, a qualitative example
of the gyro momentum erector with respect tr, the body coordinate system
will give a better ii:oight into what is required to control a vehicle with a
CMG control system,
Given a gyro on each body coordinate which is gimballed (each gyrc
double gimballed), Figure 3-1 illustrates the total momentum vector
of the gyros. The maximum momentum in any direction is the sum of each
gyro momentum. Assuming equal momentum (H) on each will result in .X
total of 3H. This momentum vector can move anywhere within the circle of
3H radius.
An external disturbing torque will produce a body momentum of some
magnitude. What is required for control is to move the gyro momentum vec-
tor in the opposite direction to exchange this stored mrimentum with that
developed by the external force.
Figure 3-1 is also a very good illustration of how much momentum
exchange is available from a given initial position of gyro momentum. For
the case of the gyro gimbal angles all starting at zero, this available rnomen-
tum exchange is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
If the disturbance is in one direction (body axis) only, the circle of
3H radius cannot be exceeded. Therefore, for the case illustrated there is
available an exchange of (VT - 1) H for a disturbance producing only a body
momentum negative along any one coordinate. Likewise, it would be (V+ 1)H
for a disturbance producing a positive momentum along one axis.
A simple illustration will show the difficulty of developing a control
law to remove a body momentum d- , e to an external force. Looking at the
..ase of single gimballed gyros as shown in Figure 3-3, the momentum
vector is
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H 	 c^CY - 80fYZ
H = Hy = "Y Z - 
"ZX
LHz	 "zx-"xy
with a maximum along any body axis of only 2H.
Also assume a disturbance which produces a body momentum in the
-z direction (as shown in Figure 3.1). Then a control law selected to
exchange this momentum must tol l ,w one of two possible sequences; (1)
drive all three gyros at once due to a measure of system error (due to
pointing and rate) or (2) drive one gyro selected by the choice of control
law which in Burn drives at least one other axis of the body producing an
error which in turn will cause another gyro to be driven to produce zero
error in that axis.
Both of these sequences have disadvantages which will be shown later.
The first h-,*s extreme difficulty in inst mmentation and the second allows
cross coupled errors to build up in order to drive all the gyros for a single
axis disturbance.
3.2.1	 Control System Implementation
Given a vehicle to position with respect to attitude and an actuator to
control the vehicle attitude, a selection of gxl-^,ntities which measure deviation
from a desired attitude is required. At this point, theoretical developments
must be constrained to those which lend themselves to practical hardware
implementation: We must have some method of measuring attitude. Some
celestial line-of-sight instrument such as a star tracker or sun tracker is
the most likely selection for a long duration mif sion. Inertial body rate
sensors are available in the form of rates gyros. Starting with these items
as available hardware, errors with respect to the chosen inertial frame can
he used to control the vehicle.
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The use of these errors to provide control is now performed by the
seiection of a control law (the furm of the control law sill be discussed
Wer). The control law in the sense used here is the predetermined opera-
tion on the syAem errors which determines the method the actuators are
used to remove these errors.
Having a measure of system error, the actuators drive the system
toward zero error sigi.als. The dynamics of the actuators and the vehicle
must be considered in order to determine actual system response in terms
of angles and rates.
A typical attitude control system is shown in Figure 3-4.
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z
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Figure 3-1 - Gyro Momentum Vector and Line of Momentum Vector
Change for z-Axis Disturbance Qn_y
z
X
Figure 3-2 - Gyro Momentum Exchange for Initial Gi, bal Angles
of Zero Initial Vali.e (Double Girnbale3 G; res)
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Figure 3-3 - Gyro Gimbals for Single Gimballed Gyro
on Each Axis
Input
Command
Position
Sensors
I	 Rate
Sensors
Error
Sensors
and
Amplifiers
Control
Law
Disturbances
Vehicle
Control
Actuator(CMG's)
Figure 3-4 - Block Diagram of a CMG Vehicle Control System
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3.2.2	 Selection of Control Laws
This discussion of control laws will be limited to applications of CMG's
as sources of control energy for attitude control. Before one car. choose a
control law for a system, several ground rciles must be established for
determining what is considered a good control law.
Even before any analysis of control by CMG's, it is easy to show an
undesirable character of this type of control. The torque generated by
moving a CMG is distributed to two axes of the .-ehicle proportional to the
orientation of the momentum vector in the plane orthogonal to this momen-
tum vector. Only at two positions (0 and ^0 deg) will this torque be directed
at only one of the two axes of the orthogonal -)lane. If we d^tine the control
law as some function of the error signals which will control the change of
momentum of the CMG, this control law cannot drive the CMG due to erro-
signals in one axis alone without producing torques in the other- axis of the
orthogonal plane. This in turn produces errors which must again be
corrected by motion of some other CMG. This, undesirable effect will be
referred to as "cross coupling" in further discussions.
Although a ve-.y desirable control law may be one in which the gains
(factors by which Vie error signals are multiplied) of the control loop are
not functions of t:1e gyro gimbals angles and the control loops are isolated
(i.e., no cross coupling among body axes), compl ex computation or extremely
difficult instru-:ientation may be re.-..iired. Therefore, in seeking a control
law, constant gain and uncoupled response is desired but not required.
Simplicity of the control law is required from the necessity for instrumentation_
in the pract-cal system. Another feature desired is the most efficient use
of the stored momentum of the system gyros.
Two other basic characteristics of the control law, and the most
important, are stability and operation of control within the required error
limits of particular missions cr experiments. The former characteristic
is the main objective of the studies contained herein,
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The control law used by Kurzhals in Reference 3-1 was selected for de-
ta:led analysis. Any future reference to this control law will be referred to as
the Langley Control Law. This control law inakes use of trigonometric func-
tions to transfer control of the outer gimbals from one of the two body axes
under control to the other. The functions commanded are the gimbal rates of
the gyros as follows:
aWO = 0 E cosaWO + 0 E sinaWO
aW I = k0 EA Cosa WI
	 (3-1)
where k is a proportionality constant between outer and inner gimbals,
the subscript WO refers to the gyro principle axis outer gimbals, and
WI refers to inner gimbals. 0 E refers to the error of the axis to which
the control torque is applied when awo = 0 deg and 0 E refers to the
error of the axis to which the control torque is applied when aWO = 90 deg.
Response of the system to this control law is shown in the figures
for representative initial conditions and disturbance combinations. The
first case is a circular orbit with gravity gradient disturbance only about
the z body coordinate. The results are shown in Figure 3-5. It can be seen
that the cross coupling errors are extremely high for this control law.
Two other control laws were investigated for comparison of response
with the Langley control law. These are:
(a) a linear control law in which both the outer and the inner
gimbals were commanded proportional to the error of the
body coordinate receiving the gyro torque at zero gimbal
angles, and
(b) a ct mpletely uncoupled control lave.
The linear law is of the form
aWO = eEA
aWI = k OEA	 (3-z)
where k is a proportionality constant between outer and inner gimbals.
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The linear control law produced the results seen in Figure 3-6. This
control law has a large area of gimbal angle combinations which are unstable
(see next section).
The uncoupled law is derived as follows for a system which has inner
and outer gimbals identical to the Langley Sixpac configuration.
A vector-matrix
 form of the equations is most applicable to developing
the uncoupled law. The following definitions will be used in the derivation.
T
	
a0 7- Pyz' 6,zx" 6'XY1	 (3-3)
where O designates outer gimbal and T denotes transpose
C'l	 [aZ Y , aX Z' a YXJT
	 (3`°4)
and the resultant torque vector
G = [GX , G Y , GZ]T	(3-5)
If we define the 3 x 3 matrix A l as the coefficients of the a0 vector portion
of the G vector, and the 3 x 3 matrix A 2 as the coefficients of the al
vector portion of the G vector, we have
G = A IaO + A 2 a1	 (3-6)
A property of the uncoupled or decoupled control law is that the x component
of the torque is proportional only to the x-coordinate error, and likewise
for the y and z coordinates. Defining the error vectors as
T0 E	 [BEOX' 0 EOY' 0EOZI 	 (3-7)
3.2-13
and
T
:-0EI	 Co ElY' 0EIY' OEIZI (3-8)
and
LL	 1
a IC - A2 0E I
(3-10)
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A control law of the following form can be derived;
1
aOC = A 1 0 E (3-9)
where the A-1 denotes inverse. Then, we have for the torques
= A I aO + A2aI
A I A 1 1
 0 E + A 2 A2 1 0 E
® EO + 8E 1
	 (3-11)
which results in each torque c ompon-nt proportional to only the error in its
respective coordinate. By inspecting the two matrices A I
 and A2, it is
easy to g ee the difficulty of computation or impossibility of instrumentation in
the calculation of their inverse&.
Letting s represent sins	 c the cosine,
1YX caY Z	 0	 ca X7 saXY
A I 
= caYX saYZ cu7Y caZX	0
1.	 0	 cnZY Sazx caXZ caXY	 (3`12)
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and
-cazy.	 caXY so XZ -saYZ saY
A2 = 
-saZX saZY	 -caXZ	 caYZ saY
caZX saZY -saXY saXZ	 -caYX J	 (3-13)
Even though it was known that the difficulties of instrumentation or computa-
tion snake this control law impractical, studies were continued for comparison
purposes. Another difficulty with this type of control law is the obvious singu-
larities which result, causing the inverse to be nonexistent.
A sample run was made for a vehicle placed in orbit (circular) with
only a z coordinate gravity gradient distrubance This is shown in Figure
3-7.
Another case was investigated using nie uncoupled control to compare
with the Langley control law. This was made to determine how this system
performed if products of inertia were included. These results a re shown in
Figure 3-8.
A representative vehicle was needed for experimental runs to deter-
mine control low performance. Data is given in Table 3-1 for the vehicle
selected. The gyro data used is also given in this table.
The nomenclature used on figures in this part of the study is listed
in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-1
VEHICLE CLUSTER MASS AND INERTIAL DATA
Mass = 114,718 lbs = 52,026 kg
Principle Moments of Inertia
TXX = 595,683 slug ft 	 = 82,356 kg m sect
IYY = 3,263,772 slug ft 	 = 451,233 kg m sect
IZZ = 3,233,915 slug ft 	 = 447,106 kg m sec 
Cases Where Products of Inertia are IL luded
I.x	= 604,275 slug ft 	 = 83,544 kg m sec 
IY.	 =	 3,255,986 slug ft 	 = 450,157 kg m sec 
I 	 =	 3,233,124 slug ft 	 = 446,996 kg m sec 
IXY =	 -31,015 slug ft 	 =	 - 4,288 kg rn sec 
IXZ = 147,495 slug ft2	= 20,392 kg m sec?
IYZ =	 11,192 slug ft 	 = 1,547 kg m sec 
Aerodynamic Reference Area = 360.27 ft 	 = 33.47 m2
Control Moment Gyro Data
Momentum	 =	 3000 ft-lb-sec
Time Constant	 =	 5 sec
Dumping Factor	 =	 1
Gyro Outer and Inner Gimbal Control Gains
k 1= 24.5	 k5 = 4.7 kg = 18.9
k2 = 24.5	 k6=44.7 k10=18.9
k 3 =24.3	 k7=19.0 kl1 = 3.47
k4 =24.3	 k8=19.0 k12=34.7
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Table 3-2
NOMENCLATURE USED ON FIGURES IN SECTION 3.2.2
Inertial to Body Euler Angles
PSI	 -	 k1i	 =	 first Euler rotation about z-axis
THI
	 = 0 I	-	 second Euler rotation about y -axis
PHI	
- (P	 =	 third Euler rotation about z-axis
Body Rates
P	 body rate about x-axis
Q	 body rate about y -axis
R	 body rate about z-axis
Moments
VCX	 control moment gyro moment about x-axis
VCY	 control moment gyro moment about y -axis
VCZ	 control moment gyro moment about z-axis
VMX	 total moment about x-axis
VMY	 total moment about y-axis
VMZ	 total moment about z-axis
Gyro Gimbal Angles
aO = outer gimbal angles (CMG)
aI = inner gimbal angles (CMG)
3.2-17
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Table 3-2 (Continued)
ALFAY.Z	 outer y-axis gyro gimbal angle
ALFAYX	 inner y-axis gyro gimbal angle-
ALFAZX	 mater z-axis gyro gimbal angle
ALFAZY	 inner z-axis gyro gimbal angle
ALFAXY	 cuter x-axis gyro gimbal angle
ALFAXZ	 saner x-axis gyro gimbal angle
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3.3
	 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF CONTROL LAWS
There are several techniques which can be used to determine stability
of nonlinear control system. It can be determined experimentally (simula-
lation on analog computer and search for stable gains) and analytically.
One analytical technique is to search for a positive definite Lyapunov
function V which can be applied to the system under study. This function V
and its negative derivative i.,uk be positive definite to determine system
stability. For the CMC control system, this derivative function will include
time derivativesof trigonometric functions of the gyro gimbal angles resulting
in a very difficult function to analyze. (See Reference 3-2. ) Therefore,
this technique was not chosen here to study stability.
Another approach to determine the stability of nonlinear systems is to
develop perturbation equations for the nonlinear dynamical equations and
investigate the perturbed system for various combinations of input initial
conditions.
This perturbation method has been used here to determine system
stability. A brief description of the technique used will be given. (For
further development, see Reference 3-3).
The approach is as follows. We are given a set of nonlinear differ-
ential equations;
xi = ^i(Xl, ---, xn )	 i = 1, n	 (3-14)
The singularities of this system are determined by computing the values
of the variables from the set of equations
fi (x l , x2 , ---, x n ) = 0	 i = 1, n
	
(3-15)
3.3-1
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For the nonlinear equations, we take a Taylor series expansion,
8f.i
xi + Ali = fi(x l , - xn) 8x	 xl	 (3-16)1 x0
	
+ Oxi	 Ax2 + ---- + 3x^ xn
	(3-17)
	
2	 nx	 x0	 0
8f.
where 
8	
means the partials are evaluated at the singular point. Now,
âc x0
By retaining only first order terms, the following system of equations
is obtained.
^xl
x2
•
xn
^xl
0X2
LA 
•
xn
= H (3-18)
where C is evaluated at the singular point. If C. a (n x n) matrix, has
any Agenvalue positive, the system is asymtotically unstable.
One of the singular points (and the one used for this study) is 0 for all
the variables; i. e. , no error exists. The method used for this study was to
vary the angles of the gyro gimbals to determine the eigenvalues of the C
matrix.
The Langley control law was first investigated to determine stability
as a function of the 'Input gyro gimbal angles. The method used was to set
up the C matrix as a function of the gimbal angles and introduce variations
3.3-2
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in the angles to determine roots at each set of input data. A search through
every combination of angles is impossible, so the technique used was to set
the three outer gimbal angles at a fixed angle (the same for each) and vary the
three inner gimbals (once again the same for each). Stability can be deter-
mined by seeing if any resulting roots (eigenvalues of the matrix) are positive.
Three of the six roots as a function of inner gimbal angle variation are shown
in Figure 3-9a, b. c, d. The value of a0 for each curve is the outer gimbal
angle setting and the a  values are shown on the curves. The other three
roots not shown are symmetrical about the real axis.
These curves show definite oscillatory performance in the vicinity of
70 degrees for the inner gimbals. In orde- to confirm this, an initial error
of 0 1 = 0.1 degrees was introduced for various gimbal angle combinations.
Two cases are presented in Figures 3-1 13 and 3 ­ 11, with the respective gimbal
angles shown on the graphs.
The results confirm the expected results from the location of the roots
of Figure 3-9. That is, overdamped response is expected for all gyro girnual
angles equal to zero initially and increasingly oscillatory response for a I = 70
degrees and a0 increasing in initial value.
Investigation of the linear control law by the perturbation method as
expected predicts instability at several combinations of gimbal angles. These
results are shown in Figure 3-12. Th is also has been confirmec by actual sim-
ulation. An interesting result of this im::stigation is that keeping the inner
gimhals at zero, the resp^jrnse of the system as a function of outer gimbal
angles can be predicted. The dominant root which determines instability is
reached at an angle somewhere .-4efore 90 degrees.
These results shown extremely close correspondence '.. ­1w,-en the re-
I
sponse predicted by the perturbation technique and actual com	 response.
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Figure 3-9c - hoots of Perturbation Equations of Langley Control Law
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f
_P,4	 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON CMG CONTROL LAW STTJDIES
The uncoupled control law is better than any other derived by a factor
of three: Also, since this law maintains constant gain as far as the dynamic
iequations are concerned, stability is also no problem. But the complications
of instrumentation make this law not very practical, even though the problem
'	 of singularities of the inverse could be solved.
The Langle; control law is quite acceptable, except in regions near
70 degrees for the inner gimbals. The highly oscillatory response obtained
by this study shows that a somewhat lower limit should be placed on these
inner gimbals.
Other control laws with the double gimballed system remain to be in-
vestigated to provide a .system  stable over larger regions of gimbal travel.
In the following areas, further study appears to have poL sibilities of
fruitful results.
1. The cross-coupling of the Langley type law is quite high.
A control law somewhere between this law and the uncoupled
i-w with not too much extra complication of instrumentation
can be found.
2. Further study of single gimballed systems can produce less
cot_,,ling for this type of system with more nearly linear
gain than if a linear type contr -A law is used. An extensivej	 study in this area should lea tr^ an approximation which
could be applied to the double gimballed system.
3. More study of the singular points of any type of control law
must be performed. Obviously, changes in the control law
must be made whenever a singulari ty occurs, or no control
can be maintained. These points need further definition and
studies to produce solutions to this type of problem.
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Appendix 3-A
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR SIMULATION
OF CONTROL MOMENT GYROS
Thes:t derivations follow the development of Kurzhals in Reference
3-1. This derivation describes Lhe equations used in the simulation
of the control moment gyros as control of a space vehicle cluster. The
following deriv.-Aion uses the nomenclature of the reference, where a single
subscripted variable refers to the body coordinate reference axis and a
double subscripted variable is interpreted as follows: the first subscript
is the body coordinate reference axis, and the second is one of the other
body coordinates to which the variable is being referred.
The reaction torque of the gyro in vector form is:
-iG = -
I't]B
- 11B x'I (3-A.1)
where
H 	 = gyro momentum in body coordinates
fbB = body rates
H 	 = (Hx , H Y , HZ)T
f2B = (f2X . nyt f2Z
 )T
The double gimbals of the gyros are located with respect to the body coordinate
system i " ie following sequence:
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Let	 H l =	 momentum of gyro which is along the bori;- x-axis
when gimbal angles are zero
H 2 =	 momentum of gyro which is along the body y-axis
when gimbal angles are zero
H 3 =	 momentum of giro which is along the body z-axis
when gimbal angles are zero
aXY =	 outer gimbal of Hl
aXZ =	 inner gimbal of Hl
aYZ	 = outer gimbal of H2
•YX =	 inner gimbal of H2
%tZX =	 outer gimbal o: H3
tt4 
lY	
= inner gimbal of H3
Compu.;^t ! , the momentum in body coordinates is:
-H X-H 1
r;L
 = H 	 = E Y ( aXY) EZ (-aXZ ) 0
F'. Z
	
0
0
+ E  (-aYZ ) EX (-aYX ) H2
0
0
	
+ EX (-aZX ) E  (- aZY ) 0	 (3-A.2
H3
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or
	
ca XY 0 	aaXY caX7 -saXZ
	
0 1 H1
H  =	 0	 1	 0	 saXZ caXZ	 0	 0
-saXY
	
0	 CaXyJ L 0	 0	 1 J 0
caYZ -saYZ 0 - 1 0 0 0
+
saYZ	 caYZ 0 J caYX -caYX H2
0	 0 1 0 f; Cr YX caYX	 0
1	 0 0 0 saZY
	
0
+ 0	 caZX -soZX
[Cazy
0 1 0 0
L	 0	 srZX cnZXJ l Sazy 0 caZYjW
FH1 caXZ ca XY - H2 ca YX saYZ + H3 saZY
= H2 caYX caYZ - H3 caZY too ZX + H 1 saXZ (3-A.3)
H3 caZY caZX - H1 caXZ "XY + H2 saYX J
if wa let	 H = H3
a = H1,H3 = H1/H
b = H2/H 3	H2 /H	 (3-A.4)
then
a caXZ `oXY - o ca YX sa YZ + saZ.,
H  = H b caYX caYZ - caZY saZX + a sa XZ
	(3-A. 5)
caZY caZX - a cam "XY } b saYX
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The reaction torque of the vehicle cluster on the gyros is:
-b.y	 -nG = G 1 + G2 (3-A.6)
where
J r
G1 - HB
H2 = -[i?cB x HB]
'b aYZ caYX caYZ + a aXY caXZ caXY - b 6YX saYZ sayX
-+ a ocXZ c aX Y° aXZ aZ Y ca Z Y
1 HI aZX caZ Y c aZX + b aYZ caYX SaYZ aZ Y saZX saZ Y 1 (3-A.7)
b aYX 
caYZ aaYX - a aXZ caXZ
aaXY caYZ caXY + aZXcaZYsaZX aaXZsaXYsaXZ
+ &ZY caZX SaZY - b aYXcaYX
0 - A z ^Y Hx
G2 = - AB x HB = - 0z 0 -f2X H 
- P Y i2X 0 - LHZ
b i2Z caYX ca YZ + a S?ycaXZ caXY - b fly saYX
+ a 0 saXZ - Q saZX caZ Y - Q cocZX Cr,c Y
i2XcaZYcaZX + bi2ZcaYXcaYZ - f2Z saZY
= HI	 + b :1X saYX - a i2X saXYccXZ
	
itZ c
aXYcnXZ
a i2 Y caYZ caXY + f2X caZ Y saZX - aQX saXZ
+ i2 Y saZY - b il Y saYZ caYX - 
nX caYZ caYX
(3 -A.8)
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After obtaining a meaeura of error for the attitude of the vehicle
cluster, we must command the torque motors of the gyro gimbals such
that the torque produced fr-m the control moment gyros will drive the
errors toward zero.
With high rate gain feedback around the gyro torquers, the gimbals
rates are identical to the comin:r,.ied ones, or
	
oiJ _ Ti  = f (0 EX' 0 EY, 0 EZ )	 (3-A.9)
where 8EX • 0EY' 0 E are attitude error measures. Letting
dEX = - ltl(ty - WC } - k2 (i2 Z - f2ZC)
0 E = -k3 (0 - 0 C ) - k4(0Y - 11 YC )	 (3-A.10)
0EZ = -k5 (0 - O C) k6 (f2X - nXC )
	where k 1 through k6 = rate and attitude gains, IP , 0,	 = vehicle attitude.
Euler angles, and the subscript C denotes command.
From these error measures, we can form the control law for the
vehicle by letting
aid = f(OEX , O EY, 0EZ)
The control law selected by Kurzhals for the Langley system was:
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aXY 0 E CQXY + 0 E saXY
aZX = 0 E caZX + 0 E saZX
aYZ = 0 E caYZ + 0 E saYZ
am = k 1
 0 E caYX
aXZ = k  0 E CaXZ
a  
	 k 0 caz Y ": I EX Z  Y
where k  is a gain proportionality factor between the inner and outer
gimbal gains
The selection of gains is made in a similar method to that of Kurzhals.
Assuming small body rates and small gimbal angles, the reaction torques
can be approximated as:
b aYZ	 aZ Y
	
G = H aZX - a aXZ	 (3 -A.1 Z)
La 
aX Y - b 6YX
or
k5;b - k 1 ) (0 - O C ) + k6(b - k 1 ) (iIX - IIXC) 1
G = -H k3 (1 - a k I ) (0 - 0C ) + k4(1 - a k I )M Y - CYC )	 (3-A.13)
,-k (a- b k I ) ( 0 - OC ) + k2(a - b k I ) (f) Z - nZC)
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Letting
f 	 = disturbance torques due to internal forcers or motion
Mw = disturbance I:orques due to external forces
I w = principle mornei. * s of inertia
the approximate: dynamic equations are:
IX i2 X 25 G  + MX + f 
I  i2 Y I:z G  + M Y + f 
I  6z :t: G  + : _Z + f 
By combining Equations (3-A.13) and (3-A.14). we can obtain three
tsecond-order equations of the form:
S2 + 2p Wn S + Wn=	 0	 (3-A.15)
(3-A.14)
from which gains can be computed for the rate and attitude error command
signals. The three dynamic equations become:
Hk6 (b - k1)
	
^nX - ^XC j +	 IX	 (fix - QXCI
Hk(b - k)	 M +f
	
+	 5I	 I f (^X - nXC) dt =	 I X - 6XC (3-A.16a)
	
X	 X
Hk4 (1 - akI)
Y	 YC +	
I 	
rfl _ S2Y	 YC
Hk (1 - ak ) r
	
M + f
	
+	 3 I	 I 	 - !a	 )dt =
	 I	 XYC(3-A.16b)Y	
[fill
X
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Hk (a - bk
I )^^z - ^zC^	
2 
I 	 ^^z - OZCI
	
H k (a - b k )	 M+ f
+ 1 	I 
	
- f2  z -6— I z	 [ fi z zC ) d] -
	 I z — 
ZC  (3-A.16c)
The characteristics usually used to define the performance of a control_
pystem are:
natural frequent, = w 
damping factor	 = p
time constant	 = 'r
where t = 1 /P Wn
The gains are easily derived by comparing Equation (3-A.15) to the three
equations (3-A.16).
1	 IX 2k6 = (bk  H T
	
_	 1	 1X	 1
k5 (b - k l) H p z
	
_	 1	 IY 2
k4	 1- a k 1 H T
(3-A.17)
	
_	 1	 lY	 1
k3	 (1 - a k 1 H! A27.
	
_	 1	 IZ 2
k2	 (a - b k I H T
	
_	 1	 1Z	 1
k l	 (a - h k I ) H p2,r2
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Tile factor k  is always negative for the gimbal arrangement deiin d
previously. This is a result of the requirement of a torque from the con-
trol moment gyro to reduce the a-rcr. . n investigation of the gyro torques
produced b y the outer and inner gimbals for zero gimbal angles and single
axis error will easily illustrate this.
The equations derived here are general and can be used for single
or double gimballed gyros by adjusting the gain factor k I . Also, the
individual momentum of each gyro can be sized differently for each coordi-
nat3 and gains for small angles derived from these equations.
The gains thus computed will also produce those requir ed for other
control laws under the assumption that the outer commanded gimbal Yates
are functions of only the oredominant error signal (i.e.. aij :Z 0k ).
3-A-9
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.1,i	 NOMENCLA'riJRF
C LIM	 cagirnE, rate l imit
G^	 vector representation of vehicle reaction torque due to
CMG gimbal rktes
G^	 vector representation of v e hicle reaction torque due to
vehicle angiilat velocity
fl	 angular momentum vector of vehicle
fix , H y , H z	 angular momentum -)f vehicle x, v an-I z axis, rPspectively
Il l , H 2O ► 1 3 	 angular m^,mentum of x, y an d z control moment gyro,
respectively
I , I , I	 vehicle roll, pitch and yaw moment of inertia, respectively;xx yy zz	 also, vehicle principal moments of inertia
k 	 caging loop gain 0
k i , k 2 , k3 , k4 	roll control gains of Basic Control System
k 5 , k6 , k 7 , k8	 pitch control gains of Basic Control System
k 9 p k 10' ki i t k 1L	 yaw control gains of Basic Control System
PLIMR	 physical rate limit of each gim:ial servomotor
T , T , T	 system input torque about x, y and z axis, respectively;
	
x y
	
z	 induced by gimbal desaturation
	
T Z 	roll torques generated by Basic Control System to
counter rol l motion induced by gimbal denaturation
T 3 , T4 	pitch torques i nerated by Basic C--trol System to
co»nte • pitch lotion induced by gimbal denaturation
T 1; , T 6 	yaw torques generated by Basic Control System to
counter yaw motion induced by g_.nbal desaturation
T 11 , TZ	 moms.-itum of y and x control moment gyro, respectively,
available :nr roll cortrr,l
T 3 , T4	mementurn of z and y coW r,,l moment gyro, respectively,
available for pitch control
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i 5,T^, momentum of z and x contrei moment gyre, respectively,
available for yaw control
x, y, z vehicle coordinate axes;	 roll, pitch and yaw axis,
respectively
aL angular displacement of gimbal being desaturated at
beginning of desaturation process
uxz , avx, a
zy inner gimbal angle of x, v and z control moment gyro,
respectively
6xz' 6yx . azy inner gimbal rate of x, y and z control moment gy: o,
respectively
ax , a	
, azX outer gimbal angle of x, y and z control moment gyro,y
	yz respectively
axy ayz' outer gimbal rate of x, y and z control moment gyro,zx respectively
°xy ` ayz' azx outer gimbal rate commanded by PAL for control about
' the x, y and z axis, respectively
ac 	 ac , ac total called-for, or commanded, outer gimbal rate for
..y	 yz	 zx control about the x. y and z axis, respectively
X'	 aX 	 a outer	 im!	 sates commanded by Basic Control SystemB
xy	 yz for control about x axis
ay	 , a'" outer gimbal rates commanded by Basic Control Systemyz	 x for control about y axis
1	 a' ry outer gimbal rates commanded by Basic Control System xy	 zx for control aboL , 	z axis
natural frequency of Basic Control System
damping constant of Basic Control System
^X, p y , z^ vehicle attitude with i esp pc. to	 ,c, v and	 z axis,
respec t ' . ely
angular acceleration, of vehicle about x, y and z axis,
respectively
Wo ui,•,!	 ped natuia^ frequency n( Basic Cont-ol System
^i angular velocity vector of vehicle;
	 equivalent to kb
QX , Q y , Q angu):,.: %elocity of vehicle about . x, y and z axis,
respectively;	 equivalent to fi x , Oy, ^z , respectively
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4.1 SUMMARY
The use of control mo nent Ryrc.a (CMG's) for controlling an orbiting
spacecraft may soon be a reality. Since stach devices would derive their
energy from sun-powered batteries, cnn,trol could he p4ovided over long
periods of tirne without increases in weight d-,.e to fuel storage. Whether
or not C*.1G's would be effective as control devices and at the same time be
practical and reliable is as yet unknown. One problem associated with this
type of system is the "storage" of angular momenta during the course of
control. If control is effected by both gimbals, the inner gimbal must be
prevented from reaching +900 (to avoid "gimbal lock"). This limitation is
usually provided by mechanical (tops. As the gimbal moved toward one of
the stops, the CMG s ystem is :;aid to store angular momentim, and when
the stop is reached, saturatior of gimbal displacement occrrs. At this point
the inteer gimbal is no longer effective in generating both F-ositive and nega-
tive torques about a particular axis of the spacecraft. Tc, re-,.ore the CMG's
effectiveness, the "stored" moment-em must be dumped, that is, the inner
gimbal must be desaturated (returned to null).
Se-.eral possibilities exist for CMG denaturation, and s!- _ies related
thereto ?re presently being Conducted by varinus researchers. In this report
a technique is de reloped whereby vehicle control is maintained during
desaturation ^-y utilization of outer gimbals alone to induce control torques.
The outer gimbals are assumed to possese unlimited freedom of angular
motion, whereas the inner gimbals are restricted to the range between -700
and + 70 0. Desaturation of each timbal is accomplished separately but not
necessarily in succession. To aid in achieving adequate control during the
process, Performance Augmentation Loops (PAL) have been developed.
For the model assumed, results indicate that adequate control can be
provided if certain onditions are fulfilled. One of these is the use of a
desaturation rate much lower thin the maximum rate at which the gimbals
can he driven. In the study it is seen that the most effective rate of
i
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desaturation (or caging rate) lies between 0.1 '1 / ,.; and ' 1i g . With a rate of
l"/R sucressi-e desaturation of the z, x and y CMG's is a9egiiately ac '.om-
plialied.
Although the me±hod of momentum dumpir- described herein appears 	 {
feavible and results indicate that it is adequate, additional studies should 	 !
be made to determine its effectiveness in a more realistic system. Such 	 4
a study would require a much larger simulation and ( -)uld best be performed
on a hybrid computer.
a^
i
^j
i
^j
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I.7 INTRODUCTION
rite type of vehicle, or spacecraft, as g timed in this study is one which
utilizes control moment gyros (CMG's) as a primary means of active control.
It is further assumed that the CMG's are double gimballed and use servo-
motors to effect motion of the gimbals. The gimbals are classed as "inner"
or "outer" and the inner gimbal is ph7sically restrained to the range between
-700
 and +700 . Both gimbals of each CMG are used to induce control torquer,
for vehicle stabilization. An inner gimbal which reaches +70°, or saturation,
is no longer effective for generating both positive- and negative torques about
a particular axis of the spacecraft. Therefore, desaturation Of the Qimhal
is required to restore effectiveness derived from its use.
When a gimbal is desaturated, vehicle reaction torques occur there-
from. Such torques must he adequately counteracted so as to keep angular
deviation of the vehicle within specified limits. For certain types of space-
craft only extremely small deviation would be tolerated, very possibly less
than 0.001 0. Other spacecraft might allow much larger errors, depending
on its mission and/or configuration. In this study it is desired to maintain
an equilibrium condition of the vehicle -.airing the desaturatior. ^rocess (as
regards torquing induced by desaturation). Obviously, in a practical system
true equilibrium would be impossible to achieve. Nevertheless, an attempt
to do so might result in a control scheme capable of meeting the demands
imposed upon it by system requirements.
Several techniques have been proposed for momentum "dumping", or
desaturation of the CMG system. One scheme proposes to use signals pro-
portional to the negative'of the average peak -to -peak "stored" momenta as
control commards to re-initia:ize the CMG's. Another relies on the gravity
gradient for momentum dumping. Perhaps the most definite method is in
the use of reaction control jets, which simply provide counter torques about
the appropriate axes during desaturation and thins dssmp the "accumulated"
momentum via mass expulsion. Although the techr.igiies have some merit,
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each is complex, impractical, weight consuming or unproven. Perhaps the
method of this report will prove to be both effective and practical.
The concept formula'ed herein for CMG momentum dumping incor-
porates the following:
1. Unlimite-1 freedom of outer gimbals
2. Spacecraft control via outer gimbals alone during the
d-imping process
3. Desaturation of each inner gimbal separately and not
necessarily in succession
4. Use of Performance Augmentation Loops to maintain
vehicle equilibrium
The Performance Augmentation Loops (PAL) are used in conjunction
with a Basic Control System to provide syster.i control. Actually, if the
desired performance of PAL is realized, vehicle equilibrium is main-
tained and the basic control system, which utilizes rate ant, position feed-
back, generates no control signals. In practice, however, this would be
difficult to achieve due to system limitations and uncertainties. Therefore,
both PAL and the basic control sysic-m work together to accomplish adequate
control of the spacecraft. In the p-occss angular momentum generated by
motion of the inner gimbal (being desaturated) is absorbed by the outer
gimbals and the only resultant displacement is that of the gimbals themselves.
The model chosen for study in this report is represented by the
following basic pararnQters:
H 1 = li t = H } = 1000 it-lb-sec
I xx = 200.000 slut; -ft2
i
yy	 zz
= 1 	 = 2,000.000 slug-ft2
Figare 4-1 p---sents a Work r?i pgranr representative of the control
system ass+tmed for each axis of the spacecraft. Selection of control gains
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each is complex, impractical, weight consuming or unproven. Perhaps the
method of this report will prove to be both effective and practical.
The concept formula'ed herein for CMG momentum dumping incor-
porates the following:
1. Unlimited freedom of outer gimbals
2. Spacecraft control via outer gimbals alone during the
d-imping process
3. Desaturation of each inner gimbal separately and not
necessarily in succession
4. Use of Performance Augmentation Loops to maintain
vehicle equilibrium
The Performance Augmentation Loops (PAL) are used in conjunction
with a Basic Control System to provide syster.i control. Actually, if the
desired performance of PAL is realized, vehicle equilibrium is main-
tained and the basic control system, which utilizes rate ant, position feed-
back, generates no control signals. In practice, however, this would be
difficult to achieve due to system limitations and uncertainties. Therefore,
both PAL and the basic control systurn work together to accomplish adequate
control of the Ppacecraft. In the p-ocess angular momentum generated by
motion of the inner gimbal (being desaturated) is absorbed by the outer
gimbals and the only resultant displacement is that of the gimbals themselves.
The model chosen for study in this report is represented by the
following basic par3ln-ters:
H 1 = If  = H 3 = 1000 it-lb-spc
Ixx = 200,000 RII'R-ft2
i yy	 zz= i	 = 2,000.000 slug-ft2
Figure 4-1 p- !sents a block diagrz ►r repreGentative of the control
system assumed for each axis of the spacecraft. Selection of control gains
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is determined from this basic diagram. Control signals developed by PAL
are indicated by ayz and axy.
4.2-4
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is determined froth this basic diagram. Control signals developed by PAL
are indicated by ayz and aXy.
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}{	 -	 I	 - i 1 i	 - )Z I	 +" T	 s n
Y	 Y YY	 z y;,,x ..Y	 !	 xz
I}^ crn
 ccc	 - H c(Y	 aoyx	 y 	 3	 zy	 zx
II z T
 nz Izr - Q  Ix7 - 
Q  I 7 - III f nK7 ,nXy
+ T1 2 an x + }I; 
cnzx crrzY	 Y
(4-3)
where the first three terMs represent the angular TTlnrienta clue to vehicle
motion and the last three tert-ia the momenta rlue to motion of the control
inoment gyros; sine and coGine are r• • precenteel :,y s and c. respectivr ly.
To simplify the study, hvo important axsm-tiptions are made. The first
assumption is that the body (or vehicle) undergoes negligible- change in its
mass characteristics during any period of dynamic analysis. Secondly, the
x, y and z-axes are assumed to he the principal axes. Thus the time deriva-
tives of the moments and products of inertia are identically zero in view of
the first assumption, and the protlttcts of inertia become zero under the sec-
ond assumption. With these points in mind, Gnhstitution; a. , accordingly
made in Equation (4-2) and ternis rearranged so th.+t the -:chicle angular
accelerations can be expreGsed a, a function of the torque, acting, upon the
system. Bence,
^X	 Ixx ^M x +	 7 
( 1 yy - 1 77 1 + ^
/ Y (H I raXZ s}xY
F1 2 sayx - FF 3 cc(	 cnzy) + ^7 (H I s[:xz
+ IT  cayx c a Y Z - 1-1 3
 
4 • ry7y s (rzX ) - 
6 z H3 cazY
+ a	 IT sa	 cn	 + ry	 I{ err	 f-tt
xy 1	 .ry	 xZ	 ^7	 I	 x7.	 xy
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+ 6 y	 ca ca yz - cryx IIZ Rayx RcYyz
l
Il L,M x + ^I &).]^z ( i 	- izz.)	 (C, ) - (G 
	
x  	
(4-4)
wx	 Y	 y 
oy = Ij ISM,.
	
J.x 
V17. 	
- Ixx ) - Oz ( H I c% z cccxy
YY l
ca	 cn	 + Ei Rrt) - ^yx	 yz	 3	 zy x (H I c a x z 
saxY
- H Z cnyx
 - H 3 cazx c ozy ) - rxxz H I caxz
ayz LIZ cayx SG + nyx H Z sayx ccxy z
+ 
azx Ii 3 cri
7X cryzy - nzv H 3 Razx cazx
I	 M	 F^i t/i ( 	 ) - (( ) - (G .)	 (4-5)1	 y	 x z z 7	 xx	 1 2 y	 a y
YY
1	 _	 _
^z	
I l^Mz + vix viv (I xY Tvv	 vx (I1I caxzZ7
+ I{Z ca yx r CY	 - ft 3 cazy 	 + '^y (H i ca cacaxy
- 11 Z r ayx S(Tyz + If 3 caz y ) + a x y HI c a x y c a x z
rt Xz II I cnx crr x ^ - ri X IiZ C (Yvx + tiz H 3 cazx	 Zsa
Y	 Y•	 Y	 Y
+ a	 I{ cazy
 cazxLX
I L^i41 + ^/, 0(I	 - I	 1 - (r ) - (G •)
	
(4 - 6)
I	 z	 x y xx	 y	 S2 z	 a z
zz
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where V4 replacer !(1 and G anal f;^ are th y • reaction torques du- to motion11
of the v,, hirle and control limment M vroc. re-;pec - tively.
It sholtld he mentioned hvre that angular deviations of the vehicle from
a fixed orientation in space are expected to he small since disturbances due
to gravity gradient, aerodynamic s, etc., are excluded in this stur'y. There-
fore, Euler angles and their rates of change ( P, Q and R) do not appear in
the egttat ions Of motion although the rates of charge can be set equal to the
instantaneous angular velocities X . Jiy and Vi , if it is so desired. Such is7.
assum -d under the theory of small perturbations.
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In this study no specific system or configuration is ass•.!Med other than
the reMcl =_ is an orbiting spacecraft utilizing control moment gyros to
maintain control of the main body or, perhaps, the entire body. For control
of the former, aliowable de:A*ations from nominal would be- greater than those
for the latter, where fine control would be required. To provide control the
system is considered to utilize three control moment gyros, each having two
degrees of freedom. The outer gimbals are as; red to possess unlimited
_	 freedom of angular travel, whereas the inner gimbals are restricted to the
range between -700 and +700 . Physical rate limit of all gimbals is set at
100 per second. Daring the dumping process, the outer gimbals only are used
to control the spacecraft. To keep :he tortples on the spacecraft at a minimum
during dumping, each inner ginthr-! is indl-idsaally desaturated and not neees-
sacity, in succession.
No certain location in orbit is assumed for the dumping operatior.
although the ideal location is on the dark side of the earth. Thi., is so be-
cause contr.-)! can usually be relaxed during that time. Hove ever. would
be convenient if dumping could be initiated at any point in orbit.
Since the primary concern in this study is to investigate the possibilities
of providing adequate control during gimbal denaturation v=a the outer gimbals
alone, control methods employed at any other time are not considered herein
(although it is assumed that control moment gyros are used to effect control
torques via both the inner and outer gimbals). To realize control :n this
manner a Basic Controi System supported by Performance Augmentation
Leops (PA:.} .s used. When dumping commences, control signals to the inner
gimbal servo.-notcr amplifiers are considered grounded, leaving Fite outer
gimbals as the only means of effecting control torques. Development of the
Basic Control System and PAL are treated in detail in the next two sections.
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• Basic Control System
As stated previously. the -cater gimbals of the three controt moment
gyros are used as the only means of efiecting control torques during the
-	
-A
dumping operations. From an exami-iation of the terms in G. of Section
4.3.1. it appears that an effective form of the feedback control signal is
vehicle angular :ate and position with the sines  and cosines of the gimbal
angles used only to maintain proper sign of the feedback. With this in mind.
the basic control law can be formed an follows:
ayz = - x^ f 1 (s) sgn (cacyz)
.	 x - axis control	 (4-7)
gcy = - x fl t s) sgn ( saxy)
%X = - ^y f 3( 8) sgu (c(Xzx) Y - aloe control	 (4-8)
.y _ - #y f4(s) sgn (sayz)
azx	 - z f,;( s) aQn (sarzX) T. - axis con' of	 (4-9)
axy = - tk {6( s ) sgn (c(rxy)
where	 fi = k2i - 1 + k2i/s	 i	 1, 2, ... 6:	 sgn = sign.
In determining the control gains, - if one assumes that PAL provides
control sufficient enough to keep the resulting vehicle rates low, torques
due to cross-coupling of these rates with one another and the CMG flywheel
rates can be neglected in the general equations of angular motion for a rigid
body. Further, tl,e inner gimbals of the x and y -CMG's are prevented from
moving (relative to the vehicle) when desaturating the z-CMG. therefore the
inner gimbal rates of these two CMG's are zero and no torques occur there-
from. As a result, the equation of angular motion for the axis of the vehicle
(during z-CM(; desaturatie::) now becomes
Ox = I i .1 Mx - azy H3 cozy +ayz 11^ cayx cayz
xx
+ axy Ht saxy caXz	 (4-10)
P,
ti
a
a
n
c.
0
1.
s
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where M x = applied torques and disturbances such as aero, solar pressure
radiation, etc.
Since, at the present time, disturbances and applied torques (such as
that due to reaction jets) are not pertinent to the problem at hand, the term
EMx is equated to zero. Then
t/rx = (T + T + T2)/Ix	 1	 xx	 (4-11)
where
Tx = - atzy H3 cazy	(4-12)
T 1 = ayz H2 cnyx cayZ = ayz T i	 (4-13)
T2_ = axy H 1 saxy caxz = ary Tj	 (4-14)
l The term given by Equation (4-12) above is, of course, :onsi giered the
aystem input for the roll control system, whereas . the terms expr.• ssed by
Equations (4-13) and (4-14) represent the system control torques. Per-
formance of the spacecraft depends to a significant extent on the gains
chosen for rate and position control. Proceeding with the roll control
c ystem, one can form the block diagram of Figure 4-1 from Equations (4-7)
and (4-11). In the diagram the dynamics of the gimbal servo motors is con-
sidered unity, and the blocks containing "sgn" simply maintain a negative
feedback contr -31
 system. Since the inner gimbal rate &zy 
is constant during
the desaturation process, the input Tx var: es only as a function of cazy
Hence, the characteristic equation of the block diagram should suffice for
establishment of gains that provide stability and adequate performance.
Continuing, one finds it convenient to obtain the following transfer function:
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1 s2^
Ix	 ^ - (4-15)
Tx	1	 1 -k)s2 + -	 (Ti k l + Ti k3)s +_ I	 (Tt k2 + Ti
^xx	 xx
For the present it is assumed that
cayX cays = saxy caxz = 1 and Hl = H2 =H 1.
so that
T, = Ti = H t
For a second-order system
(k	 + k ; ; - ZC(.,	 2^ ^	 1-^2IH
xx
Since the two loops are sim-lar. one lets k 3 - k 1	 and
Ixx
k 	 =	 (4-16)
H	 1 - ~2 i
If	 H = 1000 ft-l4-sec and Ixx = 200,000 slug-ft 2.
k l =	 ZOO K 13
1 - C2
For	 = 0.5 and	 = 0.1 cps = 0.628 rad/sec,
s^
k	 = (200) (0.5) (0.628)/ 	 1 --0.2 -5 = 72.61
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i
•	 k3 = 72.6
Also, one lets k4 = k2 and
ZH	 _ 2
I kZ a
xx
or
I w2
xx o
k2 - 2 H
where
(4-17)
Cal = ^/ 1 - C2 = 0.726 rad/sec
k2 = (100) (0.726)2 = 52.7
and
k4 = 52.7
The system characteristics developed above for the roll control system
appear reasonable; however, several assumptions have been made and a
i few things neglected in an effort to simplify the analysis. For instance,
the assumption has been made that T1 = Tz = H. Actually, this is only
one of many possibilities for Ti and Ti since the associated gimbal angles
can vary so greatly, as can be seen from the following:
T i = cayx cayz H	 (4-18)
T2 = saXy caXZ H	 (4-19)
Although the inner gimbal angles ayx and aXZ are restricted to + 70°, the
outer gimbal angles can take on values between 4 and 3600 due to their
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unlimited angular freedom. Thus cayx cayz can have any value between 0
and 1.0, as can saxy caXz . That makes the choice- of 1.0 for these two quantities
seem impractical. What is really needed is a gain schedule, based on these
two quantities, which keeps the overall loop gain constant a: all tinges. (This
is obviously impossible when a = 0 or axy = 0.) This would be difficiAt to
achieve without complicated circuitry or a digital computer. In fact, a com-
plex setup would be required for only one gain change duping the dumpi-►g
process. In any event, variable gain selection should be determined from
the expressions below:
k =
	
72.6
1 cayx Ica+Yz
(4-20)
_	 52.7	 (4-21)kt	 cI	
cayzI.
k3 -
	 ?2cat
	
(4-22)
IXy xz
k4 =	 52.7 	 (4-23)
icy	 xz:
If kl , k2, k3 and k4 are to remain constant during desaturation, a value should
be chosen that is suitable for all cases. In examining the quantities ca yx
 cayz
and saxy r: Xz, one observes that only cayz and sXy can vary during
any one desaturation operation (of the z-CMG) since c y and IMXZ are inner
gimbal angles. Therefore, the values for cayx and caxz that exist immediately
before dumping begins should be used throughout the %romping process. A
value of 0.7 appears reasonable for cayz and saXy since, for any quadrant,
the position of the gimbal should be closest to the midpoint most of the time.
The control gains then become
kl = 103.5/cu,
	(4-24)
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k2 _ = 75.2/cayx	 (4-25)
k 3 = 103.5/caxz	 (4-26) -
k4 = 75.2 /C%z 	 (4-27)
For x and y CMG dumping, the roll equations are similar to Equation
(4-10) and can be represented by Equation (4-11). The corresponding
-input torque during x-CMG desaturation is given by
"Tx = axz Hl sa rxz axy
and during y-CMG desaturatiun by
Tx - -ayx	 yx yZ
The control torques are identical to Equations (4-13) and (4-14).
Control gains for the pitch and yaw control systems are determineO, in
a similar manner as those for roll. The simplified control systems are similar
to Figure 4 -1 and the corresponding control gains greater than those of roll
by a factor of Iyy/Ixx and J I'll Z /Ixx if the following is assumed:
T3 = T4 = T5 = T6 = H
Appendix 4-A presents the equations for determination of the pitch
and yaw control gains.I
• Performance Augmentation Loops (PAL)
It is desired that ideal performance of the vehicle occur during the
dumping process, that is, equilibrium of the spacecraft is desired. Such a
provision can be made if the c ,.ndition Ga = 0 is met. Since motion of the
vehicle is initiated by reaction torques due to the applied rate of the inner
gimbal being desaturated, sue t+ motion can be checked by inducing exact
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counter torques with outer gimbal applied rates. This is more clearly
seen in the development of the required equations to meet the conditions
G = 0. When dumping, outer gimbals onl y are used for control; the reaca
tion torquee GQ reduce to the following ^^ ^^ desaturating tl,e z-CMG:
^j
(Ga)x = ` azy H3 cazy -ayz H2 cayX cayz - axy HI saxf xZ	 I
(tsa)y = - azx H3 cazX cozy - ayz H2 ca^,^ "ayz + [oozy H 3 sazx sa^ ,y,
(Ga) z
 = - azX H3 sazx cazy [- azy H3 cazx sc' ? - axy HI caxyccxxr (4-28)Y]
where the bracketed terms are the input torques due to caging the inner
gimbal of the z-CMG , and the -other terms are the control torques applied
to counteract the inputs. The outer gimbal rates required to maintain theJ
condition G^ = 0 during the dumpng process are determined as a function
of the caging rate oczy and are gad(-n below:
A. 	 cazy c o.xy cazX + sazy SaxY
ayz	 cayx (cayz caxy cazX + sayz sazy sazx) azy
A. 	 sazX cazy sayz - sazy cay r,
xy	 c%z (cayz caxy cazX + sayz saxy sazxl azy	 (4-29)
A.	
caxy (sa sa
zy 	 - ca sa ) - ca sa sa sa
= 
	 zx zy cayz	 zy I►z	 zx zy xy Lrz 
oczx	 cazy (cayz caxy cazX + sayz saxy sazX)	 zy
where H 1 = H2
 - H3.
If the above rates can he instantaneously applied, the condition Ga = 0
is met and no vehicle motion occurs. But the inner gimbal of the z-CMG
moves, and in so doing returns to zero. This is ideal since no source
other than the CMG ' s themselves is used to provide the necessary counter
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torq»cs. In the process the angular momentum of the inner gimbal (being
desaturated) is absorbed by the CMG ou'er gimbals and results in displace-
ments of these gimbals at the end of the dumping -operati-n.
For x-CMG dumping the reaction torques, are given by
(Ga)X
 = - ayz H2 cayX cayz - axy H I saxy caxz l axz H1 caxy saxz}
(G & )y = - a	 - a H2 	 sa	 k	 ca
	
 H ca cazx 3 zx zy 	yz 2 yx yz [+ axz H 1 xz]
(G •) = - ac H3 	 ca - axy 	 ca ca +	 H i	 s	 (4-30)a z	 zx  zx zy	 y . axy ^cz [ axz i xy axz,
and the required outer gimbal rates for maintaining the conditi-on Ga = 0 are
A. 	 saxy caxz saz. - caZX saXZ
ayz	 ca,__x (cayz caxy c(,r,.x + sayz sazx ,,axy) axz
n	 sa	
xy
	
?^ 
sa
XZ 
ca
ZX
 ca Z 	 ZX- sa (ca XZ cay, + caxy saXZ sayz)
axy -	 ca
xz 
(cayz xyca cc- zx	 Z'i + sa s zxn sac	
_	
xz
A. 	 saXZ sayT + caxz cayz caxy
azx	 cazy (cayz caxy cazx + sayz sazx 
saxy) 
axz
	 (4 -3I)
For y - CMG dumping the reaction torques are as follows:
(G 6)X= - ayz 112 cacyx cayz r+ qyx 1;2 sayx sayzl - axy H1 saxy caxz
(Ga )y 	 azx H3 ca cacazy
 -ayz I;2 cayx sa [- ayx H2 sa Caty I
(Ga )z = - azx H3 sazX cary ^+ ayX H2 ca`rx] - axy HI caxy caXz	 (4-32)
4,3-13
A. 	 cazx (say
ayz =	 cayx
sayz cax.Y -cayx $axYr °saw:
cayz caXY ca
zX + sayz sazx s
Ga A
ayx
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whe y - ;he teems in brackets are the input torques due to the caging rate ^fX
In terms of this rate the outer gimbal rates necessary for maintaining equ Lib-
rium of the vehicle are given by
A	 sax sazx 'r ca ,X sazx cayz
axy 	 caXZ
 cayz cnXy cazX + sayz sazx SUN.Y) yx
(4-33)
A	 cayx saxy sayz - sayx caxy
a azx - cozy (cayz caxy cazX + sayz sazx soxy) yx
Implementation of Equations (4-29). (4-31; and (4-33) results in con-
trol loops around the gimbal servomotors and vehicle dynamics designed
to augment system performance obtained with the Basic Control System.
Actually, is PAL maintains the ce.nditic T • 
'it -- 0, venicio motion does not
occur (due to dumping) and PAT, prnv' ies complete control of the system.
In practice, however, this would he difficult to achieve due ., the following:
1. Time lags in realizing the required gimbal rates
2. Gim-bal rate limit
3. Infinite amplitude characteristic of Equations (4- 29),
(4-31) and (4-33) for certain conditions of the gim-
bal angles
4. System uncertainties
Very little can be done to alleviate the conditions stated in Items I and
4 above. System lags cannot be avoided and uncertainties are always present.
But, if the problems presented by Items 2 and 3 can be overcome, the effective-
ness of PAL is greatly enhanced. Fortunately, poRsibilities exist and are
examined below.
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Gimbal Rate Limit: The physical gimbat :-ate limit of all the gyro
gimbal s i c assumed to be 100
 per second. Obviously, the condition G- = 0
cannot be satisfied i f any one of the outer gimbals is commanded at a rate
in excess of this. This dictates that the caging rate kyll axz or (iyx) of the inner
gimbal during desaturation must be considerably less than the rate limit to
avoid -zxcessive "called-for" outer gimbal rates. Equations (4-29), (4-31)
and (4-33) clearly show this. But the equations also show that a small inner
gimbal rate alone is not sufficient to completely solve the problem. This is
due to the large values that can occur for the coefficient of the caging rate
in each equation. Close inspection of the equations further reveals that these
coefficients can be kept low (below 10) if the outer gimbal angles are close
to one another in size (or separated by 180° plus or minus a small value)
when dumping is initiated. Possibly, a separation of no more than 3Q° or
180 +30 0  would be reouired. ilcnvPVer, such a requirement is undesirable
and should be avolde•i since it wei-Od imr-se tight restrictions on the dumping
process.
To keep the called-for outer gimbal rates below the gimbal rate limit
(of 10° per second), the applied rate to an inner gimbal should be as low as
practical, possibly as low as 0.1° pee second. For a gimbal displaced 70°
it would take 700 seconds to restore it to zero with a caging rate of 0.l°
per second. This s--Nears to be a long time for dumping, but ie should not
cause alarm. Even if the dumping is restricted to that part of the orbit when
sun occultation occurs, enough time would be available to dump three gyros,
each displaced 70°. and reorient the vehicle (if needed) before reenteri-ig
the light.
If allowable, two dumping modes should be available: (1) a Fast Dumping
Mole, and (Z) a Slow Dumping Mride. During the Fast Mode a rate of 1 - 5°
per second would be used to drive the inner gimbal while a rate of 0.1 -0.5 0
per second would be used during the Slow Mode. The forme: would allow
quick repositioning of the inner gimbal for thosr cases where the outer gim-
bal angles are within, say, 30° or 180° + 34° of one another. It would also
serve as the primary mode for that period of the orbit when the spacecraft
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iis in the sunlight. Either movie could be initiated manually by an astronaut
or automatically, depending on conditions such as position of inner gimbal to
he decaWrated, outer gimbal angle relationships, position of spacecraft in
orbit, requirements on spacecraft at the time and other conditions that might
affect dumping or control of the spacecraft.
Infinite Amplibide Characteristic of PAL Equations: Under certain
conditions of the outer gimbal angles the "called-for" rates of Equations
(4-29). (4-31) and (4-33) take on an infinite amplitude characteristic.
These conditions are:
1. ayz = axy = 0zx = - 450;
	 1350
2. a	 = 00 ; 1800 and n	 = o	 - 900; 2700yz xv	 xx
3. 00 ; 1800 and ayr = cry	 - '90":	 2700axy =
x
4.
azx =
00 ; 1800 and crxy = ff	 = 900 ; 2700
While one of she conditions above is much less than likely to occur, the
possibility is there. Atso, ;Rrge values will occur in the close nAighborhood
of the above conditions. Therefore, dumping should not commence if one of
the conditions is existent or near existence. Dumping should only begin when
the outer gimbal angles are within, say, 30 0 or 180a + 300 of one another -
except for the special case when Condition 1 (above) exists or is close to
exi5'.ence. If the gimbal angles are widely separated and dumping must occur.
a small caging rate (:%-- 0.1 0 per second) would probably be required, as
indicated in the previous section. In any event dumping should be avoided
when one of the conditions above is existent or near existence.
• Inner Gimbal Caging LooP-
When a CMG gimbal is in the Cage Mode, gimbal position is fed back
to the torque amplifier so as to drive the gimbal t0 a null position (probably
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Figure 4-2 - Typical CNIG Caging Loop
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Figure 4-3 - Typical CMG Gimbal Response
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zero). During such time no other input is fed to the amplifier so that effec-
tive caging can be accomplished. Such a process "desaturates" the gimbal,
and for the outer gimbal results in a caging loop as shown by Figure 4-2.
Excluding the physical rate limit PLIMR, one can immediately write
an expression for qay as
The limiter CLIM is included in the loop so that a constant caging rate can
be effected during desaturation. For instance, it may be desirable to slowly
drive the gimbal at a rate of 0. I'D per second to keep the induced torques on
the ve;-.icle very low so that adequate countertorquing can be provided. Since
the gimoals used for inducing countertorquing are allowed to travel at the
maximum rate, sufficient countertorquing can be realized even for cases
where the available momentum is small. But such effectiveness depends on
the caging rate of the de satur sting gimbal not exceeding the p= a scribed
limit of 0.1 0 per second. In addition, it may be necessary to drive the gimbal
•vi`h a high caging rate. This rate would also remain constant, being sustained
by a much larger value of kc.
Primarily, a constant rate is used because the desaturating gimbal can
be returned to null much faster if the value of the caging rate decided as the
maximum allowable (for that particular dumping operation) is immediately
attained and subsequently maintained throughout desaturation. Obviously,
the rate must go to zero when the gimbal reaches null, but a sharp drop is
desired. That is, decay of the caging rate at the end of desaturation should
be accompanied by a small time constant. With these points in mind, it is
then appropriate to think of the rate response as it comes off the limit as
the only linear portion of the entire response. For this period the limit
GLIM can be neglected and the following transfer function obtained for said
response:
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k s
azy	 s + k  F ZY11	
(4- 36)
The time constant of the response is obviously 1/k. . For a constant caging
rate of 50 per second k  should be at least S. Such a value results in a drop
from 50 per second with a time constant of 1/5 where the drop begins when
the position of the gimbal is 1.0 degree from null. This is shown in Figure
3.3-3. For a constant caging rate of 0.1 0 per second the value of k  should
be 0.1 for a response similar to that of Figure 4-3. Although the time
constant would b ,^ larger, its relation to the time of the entire response
would be identical. It is apparent then that the following relationship can
be established for determining a practical and effective value of k c :
k = C LIM	 (4-37)C
The value of CLS4 is determined by the particular conditions existing at the
time dumping is to begin.
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4.3.3	 Other Modes of Control
Possibly, other control schemes only utilizing outer gimbals can be
generated for controlling a spacecraft during desaturation of an inner gim-
bal. To a large extent, the type of control necessary depends on the system
requirements and tolerances. For instance, if uncontrolled motion about 	 -^
the vehicle roll axis s tolerated, a simpler control law for the other two
axes might be possible, or perhaps, control could be provided with only two
control moment gyros. Or, in the case where a small deviation of 2 0- 30 is
allowed, vehicle control might be delayed until &-saturation is completed,
at which time vehicle reorientation would commencs. In this latter case
fast dumping would be required to keep the vehicle deviation small.
Any control technique used in conjunction with the desaturation process
requi^es considerable time for investigation since a computer of soms kind
must be used in the study. The nonlinear nature of the CMG gimbal motion
during control dictates this. But most of the computer time used in this
study was devoted to 3-Gyro Control, as detailed in Section 4.3.2, E ince
time was of the essence.
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4.4	 RESULTS
4.4.1	 General
To study system response in detail, and because of the nonlinear nature
of the gimbal motion, a digital program was developed. The choice of a dig-
ital simulation was primarily based on low cost rather than expediency.
Most of the runs contained herein were made for 3-Gyro Control with
PAL and with t=0.5 (although a few were made for C=0.8). Some runs with-
out PAL were made and also a few with no control. Desaturation of the
z-CMG was arbitrarily chosen as the dumping process to investig p.te most
thoroughly although many runs of x and y -CMG dumping were also made. In
the runs various caging rates and initial conditions of the gimbals were im-
posed, as indicated by Tables 4-1 to 4-3.
During the studies, it was found that both the Basic Control System and
PAL required modification in order to be sufficiently effective. Several types
of logic were investigated before a definite decision was made to use the ones
presently included in the digital program. The logic for the Basic Control
System is termed "Sizing Logic" and basically functions as follows: The larger
of cos Grand sins, both of which exist in each control equation, is adjusted to
the value +1, and the other term is modified by dividing it by the absolute
value of the larger; thus one term is always +1 and the other is either
sins/Icosa or cosa/Isina , and the effectiveness of the gimbals is enlianced,.
Also, if sina or coca is less than 0.1, the logic provides that the corre-
sponding term be equated to zero. The logic for PAL simply eliminates
PAL during periods when the commanded gimbal rate derived therefrom
exceeds the value 10 deg/sec.
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Table 4-1
CASES FOR DESATURATION OF z-CMG
Real
Case
Initial Conditions of Gimbal An les
Caginglac 
Ylx
any
z
^a	 l
zx ^ac Ox
Ccy, 1
xT C^ yz -INo. I I I I Rate
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.00 -100/s
2 „ n to it n rr -1.0
9 n rr r, r+ rr rr -5.0
10 it n n -0.5
11
if n n
-0.2
13 60.0 45.0 30.0 It " " -5.0
1311 rr n r^ ^^  " -10.0
14 rr n n ;r n n -0.5
15 180.0 0.0 30.0 " " -1.0
16 if of It -3.5
18 120.n 90.0 -60.0 " .-0.5
19 165.0 135.0 150.0 if " -1.0
22 30.0 15.0 -135.0 it " -0.5
23 90.0 0.0 45.0 " " '' -0.2
24 -130.0 10.0 80.9 if " -0.2
25 225.0 45.0 135.0 " " " -0.16
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Table 4-2
CASES FOR DENATURATION OF x-CMG
Real
Case
Initial Conditions of Gimbal An )es Caging
Rate
taxy]I [ayz-I CazA (axz)I rayx^I r~'Y^INo.
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.00 0.00 0.00 -10 0/8
2 it of it it n if
-1.0
11 It it it if ► , it -0.2
13 60.0 45.0 30.0 It " of
14 „ , ► „ „ „ ^, -0.5
Table 4-3
CASES FOR DENATURATION OF y -CMG
Real
Case
Initial Conditions of Gimbal Angles
Caging(a
"
[a	 ^yz ^a zx^I ^a xz (a yx11 Ca zyNo. I I I I Rate
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.00 0.00 -1.00/s
9 it ,i of it it if —5.0
10 it „ it of If it — 0.5
13 60.0 45.0 30.0 " it it -5.0
14 „ „ „ „ „ „ -0.5
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In most cases, it was noticed that the greatest angular displacement
occurred about the roll, or x-axis. This is due to two reasons. In the first
place, the moment of inertia with respect to the roll axis is 1/10 of that with
respect to either of the other two axes. Secondly, most of the results cover
z-CMG desaturation, during which time relatively large torques are induced
about the x-axis.
Results obtained herein are quite promising. In most cases equilibrium
of the vehicle can be maintained throughout the desaturation process, usually
with a low caging rate between 0.Z o/s and t o/s. In some cases, however,
small (yet undesirable) deviations of the vehicle occur during desaturation
but converge to zero near completion of the process. In those cases where
vehicle equilibrium is not maintained a small, angular velocity of the vehicle
results. However, the velocity is small enough so that very little displacement
of the inner gimbals should result when control reverts to normal, where all
the gimbals are used.,
Typical inner gimbal response is depicted by the plots of Figure 4-4.
Although the caging rate changes from one case to another, the general
shapes of the plots remain the same.
4.4.2	 No Control During Desaturation
Without control of any kind during desaturation the spacecraft is allowed
to deviate and, possibly, build up large values of displacement. This is
seen to be a function of the caging rate used to drive the inner gimbal toward
null. The faster the caging rate the smaller the vehicle deviation at the end
of the dumping process. In fact, the deviation is about an order of magnitude
larger for a decrease in the caging rate by a factor of 1/10. Reference should
be made to Figure 4-5 for CLIM = t o/s. The smallest value at the end of
caging occurs for CLIM. = l0o/s, which is the maximum rate at which the gi-n-
bal can be desaturated.
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4.4.3 3-Gyro Control with PAL
• z-CMG Desaturation
Studies of z-CMG desaturation were made varying the caging rate (rate
of inner gimbal desaturation) from 0.201s
 to 1001s, using various initial con-
ditions for the gimbal angles.
Several runs were made under identical conditions except for caging rate
CLIM. It is readily observed in Figure 4-6a that a caging rate of 10 0/s is too
large for adequate dumping. An inspection of the related outer gimbal rates
reveals that 6 - and dt zX hit their limits (of 1601s) several times during the
process. If the caging rate is reduced to 50/9, vehicle response is consider-
ably improved, as indicated by the plots of Figure 4-7. Such a respor.:'f! `s
possibly acceptable, however, responses at lower values of caging rates ap-
peared much more desirable. At a caging rate below l ots, zero motion of t.;
vehicle occurred during the entire dumping process. It is further observed
that the associated outer gimbal rates never hit their limits.
Dumping was also studied as high initial values of the outer gimbals.
For values around 45 degrees, no caging rates produced a state of vehicle
equilibrium until after the desaturation process ended. With caging rates
of l0ols and 5o/s . this state was not reached until about 50 seconds following
desaturation,. But in tI_e case with CLIM = 0. 5 0/s the zero state was attained
within 15 seconds of desaturation. The outer gimbal initial conditions of
the f- runs yielded the most d.:verse effects obtained in the desaturation studies.
l owever, the peaks obtained during the r-.sponse do not necessarily preclude
dumping under these conditions since the process could be deferred until sun
occultation occurs. On the other hand, it is vex'y possible that system tol-
erances during sunlight operation permit such peaks throughthe dumping process.
I' was observed that the outer gimbal rates were on their limits much of the
time and that the Basic Ccntrul System was unaided by PAL except where PAL
could generate effective signals for performance augmentation.
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At gimbal values such as cases 15 and 16 vehic _ 3 equilibrium was
maintained throughout dumping. Cases 18, 19, and 22 (the last case is
shown in Figure 4-8) have different irdtial conditions, but in all three PAL
prevented motion of the spacecraft. As in the previous two cases, the outer
gimbal rates were low; however, they were very different since the initial
conditions were not alike.
In all the cases except Cases 23, 24 and 25 a separation of the outer
gimbal angles by 300 or 1800 t 300 is maintained since Section 4.3.2 of this
report indicates that it might be desirable to maintain such a condition. But
in Cases 23, 24 and 25 no such restriction is imposed; in fact, the angles are
widely separated. In each case with a caging rate of 0.2 0/s, favorable re-
sp-. nses were obtained even though equilibrium was only maintained in Cast 24.
Bil it is noted that the zero state was quickly reached in the other two cases
since complete desaturation was not realized until 3 50 seconds had transpired.
a x-CMG Desaturatio n
Cases 1, 2 and 11 (see Figu- 4-9 for example) represent system re-
sponses during x-CMG desaturation fc r r several caging rates. As in the case
of z-CMG desaturation, low caging rates produced the most favorable results.
As before, Cases 13 and 14 resulted in the most unfavoracle responses*
It was noted that the responses converged to zero in he latter case bef-re
desaturation was complete, but this was accompanied by an undesirable peak
of tflx = - 1.4°. However, as stated previously, such a peak c3x , ld possibly
be tolerated, esp--ciaily if dumping were to occur on the dark side of the
earth.
• y-CMG Desaturation
Three cases of y-CMG desaturationi were studied for the same initiai
conditions of the outer gimbals. The caging rates, however, were different
in each. An example of the response is shown in Fig^ rc 4-10. As for x
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and z-CMG desaturation, equilibrium was possible through.3ut the process for
low values of the caging rate CLIML
As for other axes, the worst cases to control were such as Cases 13
and 14. But A is observed that, while equilibrium was not maintained during
the entire response, it was eventually achieved, see Figure 4-11.
• z, x, and y Desaturation in Succession
Successive desaturation of the z, x and i .MG's is demonstrated by the
plots of Figure p 4-12 thru 4-14. The caging rate used in each case is 1°/s,
and the initial conditions imposed at tiro !:^-'-nine of the operation are identical
to those of Case 2 with F y1 Z = 70°. When the z-CMG is desaturated, imme-
diate desat•u--ation of the x-CMG is initiated with the end conditions of the pre-
vious run serving as initial conditions. The state of the syst- gym at the com-
pletion of ---%:MG dumping then provides tha initial conditions for denaturation
of the y-CMG, which begins when x-CMG dumping ends. The apprt,priate
inner gimbal in each case is desaturated from an initial value of 70 0 .
Close examination of the results reveals th : the entire dumping oper-
ation is accomplished in a satisfactory manner. Z he total amount of time re-
quired to complete the process is about 220 seconds. Although the resultant
displacement of the spacecraft seems small enough, it is possible that the
deviation about the x-axis of -.003 0 would be unacceptable in cases where ex-
tre_naly tight control is a must. Besides, the results obtained from another
seq-.xence o: :MG dumping and/or different initial conditions might be even
larger. Nevertheless, the results are goc ri and indicate that further study
should be made to find possible limitations and additional requirements.
1.4.4 3-Gyro Control without PAL
As an exar:-,ple of the effectiveness of the Basic Control System during
the dumping process, a few cases were run with PAL excluded. The control
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gains we re based on C = 0.5 and 0 = 0.1 cps. Results of one case are prepented
in Figure 4-15. Obviously, the performance ie.dicated is less than desirable.
With PAL included,a marked difference is noted in the responses, shown in
Figure 4-7a for z-CMG dumping.
In an attempt 'Io improve system performance (without PAL). new con-
trol gains were determined for ^ = O.a and p = 0.1 cps. The same case was
run again with the new gains included. Examples of system responses under
these conditions are shown in Figure 4-16. From the plots it is apparent that
stability exists and that system performance is greatly improved.
4.4.5 3-Gyro Control with PAL and ^ = 0.8
In view of the improved performance obtained above with ^ = 0.8, a few
additional runs with PAL included were also made. Of primary interest, of
course, were those cases where undesirable peaks resulted during the denat-
uration process. During such time primary control of the vehicle is provided
by the Basic Control System.
Two cases for •s-CMG dumping were resubmitted with the new gains
incorporated. Thesf were Cases 13 and 14. One such response is presented
in Figure 4-17. For compariEon -,)f these plots, Figure 4-18 presents Case 13.
The improvement in performance with the new gains is evident. The peaks
are lower and convergence to zero occurs more rapidly,
Because improved performance is achieved with ^= 0.8, ail future in-
vestigations should be made with this change incorporated. It is quite pos-
sible that an even Nigher damping factor would result in additional improvement.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Results of this study indicate that CMG denaturation can be effectively
accomplished via outer gimbals for the model assumed. It is further
indicated that desaturation can best be realized if initiated when large
separation of the outer gimbal angles is nonexistent. Further, low caging
rates bitween 0.1 0/s and t o/s produce the most favorable results.
The utilization of Performance Augmentation Loops (PAL) with the
Basic Control System to effect control dr.rin g desaturation appears to be
necessary. lu an actual system implementation of PAL would probably
require a digital computer for efficient and reliable operativrk. However,
if system tolerances allow, it is possible that adequate control could  be
provided by the Basic Control System itself. This would eliminate :;?ie
requirement for digital mechanization if the associate:] control logic could
be implemented with analog circuitry.
As a result of the studies contained herein, it is recommended that
additional studies of CMG desaturation with outer gimbal control be performed
for a specific system with well defined parameters and characteristics such
as those related to mass and system components. The studies should include
a thorough investigation of the utilization of the Basic Control System witheut
PAL. During the period of investigation a search should be made for addi-
tional limitations and/or requirements, as related to the dumping scheme.
Finally, the simulation used should completely (within reason, of course)
represent the actual. system. This could possibly be accomplished most
effectively on a hybrid computer.
4.5-1
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Appendix 4-A
CONTROL GAINS FOR PITCH AND YAW BASIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
Simplified Equations of Angular Motion for x CMG desaturation:
M- d H i 	+ d H3 	 ca + C% H e sa^y - Iyy(E *; y xz 1 xz zx  zx zy yz 2 ayx yz
1 rM do H sa sa + d H sa ca +d H ca caOz Izz u z xz 1 xy xz zx 3 zx zy xy 1 xy xz
y CMG desaturation:
*y = ly L My + dcyX H2 sayX cayz + dzx H3 cazx cozy + dyz H2 cayx says
YY
1	 M - d H ca + do H sa ca + d H ca ca
^y IzZ	 z yx 2 yx zx 3 sac zy xy 1 xy xz
z GMG desaturation:
1
^'y	 M - 4i H sa sa +d H ca ca +d H ca sa- IYy	 y zy 3 zx zy zx 3 zx zy yz 2 yx yz
 (E
• 	 10Z IzZ EMz+dzyH3 cazXSazy+otzxH3 sazX^" zy +dXy HI c Xyc zz
With the applied torques EM  and EMz considered zero the equations
can be expressed as
^y = (Ty + T 3 + T4)/Iyy
^z = (Tz + T 5 + Tb)/Izz
4-A-1
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where
Ty - 
-axz HI caxz
x CMG denaturation
T  = -axz HI saxy saxz
Ty = ayx H2 sayx cayz
y CMG des;turation
T  = -ayx H2 cayx
Ty = -azy H3 sazX sazy
z CMG denaturation
K = CE zy H3 cazx sazy
T 3 
= azx H3 cazx sazy azx T3
T4
 = ayz H2 cayx sayz = ayz T4
T 5
 = dzx H3 sazX cazy = azx T5
T6
 - xy HI c.xxy caXz	tJtxy T6
Continuing,
	 T
—Y--I	 s
•
yyIly =
s + I I (T3k5 + T4 k7) s + I1 (T3 k6 + T4
	 8j
yy
	
	 yy
T 2
_	 ZZ	 _Oz	
s + I I (T'S
 k9 + T6 kI I )s + I
	 (T 5 k10 + Tb k12)ZZ	 ZZ
4-A- 2
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Since the response is to be like that of the roll system	 0.5 and	 = 0. i cps),
Ir ,
T3 k5
T 7
#T c. k9
,
T6 kl 1H - H _ H =	 =	 72.6H
Pit
T'3 k6 T4 k8 T 5 k10 T6 k12
H
_
-	 H
_
-	 H 52.7H
72.61 yy
..	 k5 ° Icazx l cazy Ixx
52.7 1 yy
k6	 IcazX 
I 
cazy Ixx
72.61
k7 _ cayxi sayz'Ixx
52.71
yY
k8 - cayx
 Isayzl Ixx
72.6 Ik _	 zz
9 - IsazX I cazy Ixx
52.71
 zz
k10 - IsazX I cazy Ixx
72.61zz
kll	 IcaxyI caxz Ixx
52.71
 zz
k12 ' ,cocxy i caxz Ixx
4-A-3
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If a constant control gain is to be used throughout the dumping
process, then
k.5 = iO3.5 Iyy /cazy Ixx
kb = 75.2 Iyy /ca 
zy IXX
k7 = 103.5 1yy/cayX xx
k8 = 75.2 Iyy /ca yX IXx
k9 = 103.5 zz/cazy xx
k10 = 75.2IZz/cazy xX
k11 = 103.5 IZZ/caxZ xx -
k12 = 75.2Izz/caxz xx
4-A-4
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1
^s
r
I^
t^
t
r
f
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5.i NOMENCLATURE
linear acceleration of the center of mass of the whole
body, with respect to mass center of th main body as
seen by an observer on the main body[ -AA = dV/dtIBol
linear acceleration of the center of mass of the Ith
body with respect to the center of mass of the main
bodyas^seen b an observer on- tYe main body[ai 
= dVi/dtIBo)
d; mping constant
A
ai
C
distance of the mass centers of the wheels from the
mass center of the whole system or other distances
unit vectors along axes x0: y0 and z0
unit vectors along axes x, y and z
angular momentum of complete system
angular momenta of rotors
N
total inertia dyadic,
	
Ii
i=0
inertia dyadic of ith "moving" body
inertia dyadic of main body
mass moments of inertia of body along the xo' yo
and z0 axes
products of inertia along the x0, y0 and z0 axes
moments of inertia of "main" body along awes x0,
y0 and z0
momem1-a of inertia of wheels about the axis of
rotation
moments of inertia of wheels about axes transverse
to the axes of rotation
Ii
I0
Ix x 'I	
'Iz z0 o yoy0 0 0
Ix0yofIx0z0#1y0z0
Iox' Ioy' I oz
1111211 3
M T
5.i-2
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Ji
k
_._.M
E
M I . MV M3
MExo, MEyo , MEzo
M ,M ,M
xo yo zo
dyadic defined by [p? 1 - -ai -.A M.
spring constant
external moment vector
equivalent moment defined by Equation (5-A.10)
moments acting on rotors
components of ME along axe s xo, yo and z 
components of M a".ung axes 7CO, yo and z 
ri
m	 Total mas:i of systern L mii=0
Xni	mass of ith "moving" body
m0	 mass of main body Bo
R	 radius vector from main body center of mass to
center of mass of the total system
m	 radius vcctor from center of mass of 
ith I'moving"
i	 body to mass element of "moving" body
J
r 	 radius ve^tor from center of mass of main body too	 element of main body
V	 linear velocity of the center of mass of the whole body
with respect to the mass center of the main body as
seen by an observer on the main body
V dRdt 30
ilinear velocity of the center of mass of i th, "moving"
body with respect to the center of mass of the main
body as seen by an observer on the main body
ul = d i
Bo
5.i-3
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xo , yo , 
z 
orthogonal axes moving with the main body, fixed to
its center ^J mass
X. Y. z notating local vertical axes where the x - z plane ire in
the orbital plane, the x-axis pointing in the general
direction of the velocity vector, the z -axis in the
direction of the raeius vector -positive upward._-
I unit diadic
N
i=1
d(
dt
time derivative with respect tn i^:ar iial spa^^
I
d time derivative as seen front body B!i
Bo
(^) abbreviated notation for d (^)/dt,Bo
( )x 	 (	 )	 , (	 ) parameter inside bracket refers tc axes x, y	 and
xo	 zoyo zo, respectively	 °	 °
(	 ) maximum value of parameter inside bracket
max
(	 ) commanded value of q»antity inside the bracket
c
Greek Svmbols
a	 I	 . /I
X U 10 yoyo
a	 Izozo/Iyoyo
Y	
1Z 2
I	 w
YO Y0 s
yl	 angular rotation of wheel. out of the plane of initial
alignment
5.i-4
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const&nt part of ti}e total sure of di;idk-s
r10 	 lI
3 (t'^ *ice dependen= part of the to+-al surn of diadics
110 t	 (I- + II ) - kY
darrping factor for s-:f onri ordev systern
83 ang;i-s relating the body axes x o , yo and z c to
verticalthe local	   axes x, y and z
p position vector between vehicle's center of mass and
small mass element
.i
P. position vector from center of mass of the main body
I to the center of mass of the ith ' ,Moving,, part
angular velocity vector of the local vertical axis
system
:ilk cir zalar o} i;iral ve lc. -	 y
j f thangular {elocii y vectG
	
i	 "moving" part with1
respect to "main:" bnC
-J
wigular velocity ve^-tor of "main" bodyo
a)O ' components of anyulzr velocity =.,ester of "mai.n"ox 	 y	 oz body in the xo , yo and 
z 
	 ax,--s
Wr ^ tural frequency of	 yetem
2 constant portion of wheel ang filar velocity 02
_5,i-5
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
For C-ie materia l present ;c so far, passive stability of satellite clusters
was exam2ned in Study Z in t.:f=nsiderabie detail. Stidies 3 and 4 were devoted
y	 to active control concepts for sateli'Aes. In the 'latter studies emphasis vcat
placed on nighlj accurate -:>ni ;A concepts. Such concepts are generally
rather complex and impose- sever; cost, power. reliability, and even weight
penalties in return for _he accuracy reqnired.
The systems studied ci tb ;.s part of the r_aport are intended to serve as
a potential compromise between systems designed :o be left at the mercy of
i	 the environment and the hi ,hly accurate control systems. Of course in ac-
cepting each systems, a compromise in the accuracy of the systems must be
F '
allowed. Since such systems combine both passive and active control con-
._
eepts, they are referred to as Semi-AcV.ve' Systems.
'	 tIn this study, altitudes of the order of 450 km are e mphasized. At
these altitudes the predominant environmental Torques are gravity gradient
torques. Thus, systems that use gravity gradient torques for the main re-,
storing torques offer the greatest potential of these altitudes, provided that
the control concept of the system is compatible -,ith the mission requirements.
With all passive systems, the function of the controllers is to provide the
required damping and a more desirable mass / inertia distribution.
f-i the preced • ng studies, rather well defined control systems/conce--ts
were analyzed. This study will de part somewhat from that approach. The
Train ide- behind the present saucy is to explore the design motivation behind
several semi-active control concepts. To this end, this study concentrates
maini on -design procedures that can be extracted from simplified equa-
tic,ns of _-ne.,Jon of the individ ual systems. For this approach, a mathematical
model, considered more adaptable to analytic studies than the one describe,,
in Study 1, was (ieveloped. The new model is described in kppendix 5-A.
5.i-1
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All systems to be considered use a form of the inertia wheel to per-
form the control function. By the nature of the restoring torque, the logical
choice €ass the reference coordinate system is the local vertical system de-
scribed in Study 1.
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5.2 SYSTEM WITH THREE WHEELS
Consider the case of three inertia wheels wit!, their momentum vectors
aligned with the axes xo , yo , aiid zo . To maintain mass glance about the
center of mass 11 CM0," Lne three mass elements m4 , m5. and m6 have b%:En
incorporated.. These elements - have been introduced for convenience only;
to allu v the possibility of mass unbalance, if so desired. In the actual case,
rn4, m5, and m6 would be part c.f the vehicle's structure.
Consider the schematic of the configuration as shown in Figure 5-1
with the mass and inertia characteristics listed below:
Let	 I = I e e + I e e + I e e0	 ox X  x0
	oY Yo.Yo	 oz z0 z0
(a symmetric main body)
I I = I l ex ex +Ile a +Ilez z
	
0 o Yo Yo	 0 0
(5-1)
I2 = I2 ex ex +	 z z12 e e + I2 e e
	
0 o	 Yo Yo	 0 0
I3 = I3 ex ex	 +I3e e + I3 ez z
	
a o	 Yo Yo	 0 0
assume
I4 = I 5 = Ib = 0	 (5-2)
5.2-1
Al^
0'412
r<
I/P
^0
d2
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MAIN BODE .
.•1 	 iof
zo' ^3
/	
m3
m4=M 1
0
m5=M 2
j%
Fibure 5-1 - System willi Three Inertia Theels
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let
pl = dl e 	 p4	 -dl x
	
0	 0
p2 = d2 a	 p5 = -d 2 a	 (5-3)
	
YO	 yo
P3 = d3 'ez	 p6 = -d3 e 
	
0	 0
At the present we assume complete mass balance, then R = 0, V = A = 0,
also ui = 0, and K = 0. For the main -1)6dy we have for the angular velocity
630 
= (`)ox ex + Lilo e + oz e 
o	 y yo 	 0
The wheel angular velocity is
wl = 6)
1 
ex	 w2 = (`)2 a	 and d)3 = (03 e z
o	 yo	 0
(5-4)
Then, using the definition of the unit dindic, the inertia diadics for the wheels
and counterweights are given by
J 1 + J4 = 2 m l di (e e + ez ez )
YO yo 	 0 0
J2 + J 5 = 2 m2 dL (-e -e + -e eZ )
0 0
	
0 0
j 3 + J6 = 2 m 3 d3 (eX Z '	 -.&+ e e )
0 o	 yo yo
(5-6)
If we collect all the inertia term, we can write for the combined inertia diadic
5.L-3
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a
A + d(t) = 1  +
	
	 (Ii + J i) - K
i
(Iox + I 1 + I2 + I3 + 2m2 d2 + 2m3 d3) ex0 e o
(; + I1 + i2 + I Y 2m 1 di + Zm3 d3) ey eY
0 o
,	 : ,. 3IT1 + IZ + I 3 ! .,n l d 1	 2M d2 } e^ eZ 	(5-7)
- -
	
0	 0
_f
r -
	 TIds we wri+p for converi"ce- as-
a	 _	 a
--fs x . eX	 I -	 e +1 z ee eZ 	(5-8)k`'	 __ o o fr f_ o	 Y-e Y0 Yo 	 0 0 0 0
'-	 W-iere 6`^t) - -1 by choice.
Using thepa-ramstert defined above, we ore now in a position to con-
- - -	 -	
-_	 -	
-_L
	
	
gt_uc: the equations of matron.--Firm, we evaluate the torque term ME.
Subsii,^+^g .erms fro^n_aFrv^ b„o Equation (5-A.11) yields for ME
L	 -	 -
- -
	 ALI	 -_ E (Ii • Wi , Wox
eX + IZ ci)2 ey + I3 Uj3 eZ
o	 o	 0
+ ox (I2 W2 eZ - I3 W3 e )
	
o	 y0
+ Woy (I3 W3 eX - I 1 W l eZ )
	
0	 0.
+Woz (I 1 W 1 e	 - I2 w2 eX }]	 (.5-9)
	
YO	 0
YJ
5.2-4
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The vector equation of motion ( 5-A.12) as given by
d C& Z30 = M + Mdt	 o	 E
can now be evaluated.
From Equation ( 5-9) we can write in component form
_M Ex = I I wI - I2 t '`2 %z + 1 3 0)3 oy0
-MEY - 12 62 13 3 ox + I I ^'^1 oz	 (5-10)^
-M I_	 = 13 ci)3 - I 1 rx^l %y + 12 w2 wox
o
Using the definitions of IX 
x 
I	 and Iz z by Equation (5-8),
0 o Y0y0	 0 0
the rotational equations of motion can now be written in component form as
I	 6	 - (I	 - I	 ) to r^^	 = M	 + M Ex
x0x0 ox	 Yoyo z0z0 oy oz	 x0	 0
I	 t;^	 - (I	 - 1	 ) r^^	 r^^	 = M	 + M	 (5-11)yo y0 oy	 z0 z0 x0x0 ox oz	 y0	 Ey0
1z z ^oz - (Ix x - Iy y ` til0y r,t0x = Mz + MEz0 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0
Equations ( 5-11) as written above are Euler's equations of motion. The
a°
torque terms appearing on the right -hand side are the external torques
represented by the first terms and the control torques generated by the
reaction wheels represented by the second terms.
5.2-5
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Equations (5-)1) as presented above are not very convenient since
we are interested in solving for the orientation of body in space. Since the
tine integrals of the angular rates (ii ox % y , and (i)bz do not by themselves
correspor. d to any physical angles in the general case, we choose to transforr
Equations ( 5-11) to a linearized Euler angle system. _ Following a procedure
similar to Oat used in deriving Equations ( 1.1-13) of Study 1, wo have under
the assumption of a circular orbit and small deviations of the body axes
(xo , yo , zo) from the local vertical axes (x, y, z) the following relations to
define body angular rates in tern.-9 of the Euler angles
	 -
ox = 8 1 + 0)s e3
(5-12)
	
^oY	
82 + «s
	 ^s
oz = A3 _ Ws 01
Also
ox - ® 1 + ws 83
W = u
	
y	 2
oz = 93 - (,)s 81
Note that: 03 corresponds to a rotation about the z-axis
02 corresponds to a rotation about an intermediate y-axis
6 1 is the last rotation about the xo-axis
5,2-6
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Under the same assumptions and at altitudes where gravity gradient torques
are domi tnt, we have from Equation (1.1 -12) of Study 1
Mx = 3 Ws (Iz z - I	 ) 010	 0 0 yo yo
;viy0
 = 3W9 (1z0z0 ' 1x0x0) 02
M = 0
z0
Combining terms, the simplified form of Equaticr. ( 5-11) caa now be
written it component form as
Ix x 9 1 + 4Ws (IY y - Iz z ) 0 l + W s (Ix x - Iy y + Iz z ) 830 0	 0 0	 0 o	 u o	 0 0	 0 0
= - 1 1 (^I + 12(93 - Ws 0 1 ) W2 - I 3 6)s W3	 (5 - 13)
IyOyo 82 + 3:us (T x0 - Izozo ) A 2
= -I2 62 + I3 (9 1 + Ws 03 ) (1)3 - 1 1 03 - W3 0 1 ) W 1	 (5-14)
^
Iz z 03 + Ws
2 
(1 Y Y - lX x ) 03 - (1) s ' 1 x x + Iz z - Iy y ) 0to n	 o 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0 o
= - I3 (o3 + I 1 Ws WW1 - 1 2 ( 0 1 + Ws 0 3 ) W2	 (5 - 15)
Equations (5-13), (5-14), and (5-15) define the motion of the complete
systern under the action of gravity gradient torques for small deviations of
0 1 , 02, and 03 . The terms appearing on the right-hand sides of the equations
are so far undefined. They represent forcing functions generated by the reaction
wheels. To completely define these terms, the motion of the ; eaction wheels
has to be considered separately.
i.2-7
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Starting with angular momentum, we have for each rotor
H I = I 1 (t,yox + c>>1) 
Pxo 
+ I 1 , .oy e	 + Iyo	 1 oz ezo
H2	 I2^ox exo + I2 (ntoy + (1)2 } e yo + 12 (,boa eZo
H3	 I3 wox exo + I3 oy yo + I3 (u^oz + c^3 ) eZo
Since the rotors have only one degree of freedorrn; i.e., a freedom of r0ation
abotet their respective spin axes, the motor control equations can be obtained
by considering for each wheel onl y the motion about the respective axis of
rotation. Thus,
dH 1
dt i	 7h; x - M l	 for rotor (1)I	 o
dH2
dt (	 e	 M2	 for rotor (2)I	 yo
dH3
dt	 eZ - M 3	 for rotor (3)I	 o
These equations can be rewritten as
dHl
dt	 + coin x FI 1	 ex = M 1Bo	 0
`dH2f	
_
+ iu r: H.	 n	 - ML dt I Bo	 o	 L j	 yo	 2
5.2-8
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c1 '3
dt Bo +% ^c F13	 z = M3O
But these equations reduce to
	
'101 + 81 + (ns a 3) = M 1	 ( 5 -16)
	
12 (r^>Z + 6L ) = M2 	(5-17)
	
I3 03 + e3 - s 6 1 ) = M,,	 (5-18)
Equations (5-16), (5-17), and (5-18) wil'• determine the response of the
reaction wheels to con.mands /control laws Qener3ted.
In selecting it proper ^ontrol law for the whee l s of F. system that would
maintain the vehicle oriented in the local-vertical axes system, one requirement
is rather eviden• from a cursory examination of the equations of motion
(5-13) and (5-15). Noted are the terms I3 (us c03 in Equation (5-13) and
1 1 Ws (0 1 in Eauation (5-15). Both terms rule out a control law that woui.a
give a steady state value for the angti- ar veloc;ties (i) l and w3 . On the other
hand, a steady state velo. ity in r,? 2 will improve the "stiffness" of the system.
This point will be considered in more detail wh5-n a single rotor systens ?ill
be considered.
Following a fairi;r well - est<Lblished control systems design procedare,, we
can choose proportional control laws of the form
((^^ 1 )	 KI 0 1	 K4 H1
c
!W2 ) = 1{2
 82 + Kr, 62C
((1a3 ) = K3 A3 + K6 R3
c
5,2 - 9
Equation (5-20) indicates that the attitude motion in the orbital plane is
basically decoupled from motions in the other planes and is governed by a
second - order differential -equation. Thus, the selection of the gain K Z amounts
to choosing the damping for a second-order system. To this end, we define for
Equation (5-20)
5.4-1 .10
making it strictly a function of the vehicle's fixed parameters. Once A is
known. the following procedure would be taken to establish the ieq!iired
design parameters for the control/stabilization system:
1. Choose It) 
YO . 
 say i.0 to be conservative.
2. From the equations
K2 12 = A(C)yo
and
max	 max
L
	 5,2.11
From Equation (5-17). the maximum torque is given by
(M2 r	 12 02 + 82 )
max 
t,	
max
This can be approximated by
(M2 )	 = 12 K2 + (<nn )	 (62)
mast	 Y	 max
The value used in the above relation is taken to be the larger of (d2)
max
as determined by the slewing rate requirements and the product of the control
	
frequency (rte)Yo and the maximum angular deviation, (9 2 )	 . With thismaxiteration completed, an allowance should be added to overcome all disturbance
torques.
At this point, an example should be of some interest. We consider a
symmetric vehicle with the following inertia characteristics:
5.2-12
_	 (Wn)	 = 1.64 o) = 1.83 x 10-3 rad/^sec
Yo	 =
t
The parameter A is computed as
A = 1.1 x 104 slug-ft2f sec
Assuming a maximum value for 02 of
(02 )	 = 0.2 rad
max
the maximum angular momentum required for the reaction wheF;l is for
M =
Yo 
1. 0,
12(012)	 = 2.2 x 103 ft-lb-secmax
From Figure 5-2 which was reproduced from Reference 5-1, it is evident
that for - maximum design angular velocity of 2000 rpm the wheel would
weight about 650 pounds. If the maximum rpm is increased to 6000 rpm, the
weight would go down to 450 pounds. These numbers are based on the wheel
design shown on the following page for a specific weight of 526 pounds per
cubic foot (brass). This still represents a considerable weight penalty,
making higher maximum speed capabilities rather desirable, which implies
IE ^
II
5.2-13
10d
$, _--- N^	 6 0000 rpm
-^...^ Nm	 2,000 rpm
9 ^^^' Nn, : 500 rpm- = _3 _
103
?SO fto4b,
j/ 100 it-lb, -*a
.000.00,
.^ 100
^ i^ Ts = 10 ft-lb
N
.M
^^
e T = 1 ft-lb
101
s
1010 100 103
Momentum Requirement (foot -pound- second*)
Figure. 5-2 - Inertia Wheel System Weight (6ingle Axis) as a Function
of Momentum Capability
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Inertia Wheel C ovifig,iratinn
stronger materials. For the wheel r-nnfi L! ,iration shown in i.he above figure,
the relation between wheel weight and maximurn angular velocity is given by
3; 5
Wheal Weight = C:
	
	 H -
n
max
I where C is a constant, determined by the material properties, H is the
angular momentum of the wheel, and (rn) 111ax is the maximum angular velocity
of the wheel.
Considering the maximum wheel capability to be 6000 rpm, the inertia
of the- wheel would have to be 3.5 sling-ft 2 . The feedback gain K2 can now
^-	 be computed from
K2 - A(	 /I/I2
o
1	 yielding
K2 = 3.14 x 103 rad asdec
5.2-15
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The maximum torque requiremen; can he estimated irom
(>`t 2 )	 I2 K2 (^,)
max	 max
Since.
^^^ ►n ^ « K2
YO
Assuming a slewing c.aoability of 0.05 rac,/sec - 3 0/sec , the maximum
torque requirement becomes 455 foot-pounds. It is noted that with a con-
trol system that utilizes control mornent gyros for a similar body, the
required torque ca l- abilities of the gimbal torgners would generally be less.
Reference 5-2 gives for a slightly larger vehicle a rather conservative
estimate of the torquer requirements as 176 foot-pounds.
For the remaining axes, sizing, of the reaction wheels does not app,ar
as straightforward as in the previ,)iis case, horauce of the coupling that exist
in Equations (5-19) and (5-21). But, generall y, . depending on the inertia
properties of the vehicle, certain simplifications to the equations can be made.
In the axample considered above l
ox 
- I 
oV and I G2 = 0.1 I ox. This indicates
that terms in Equation (5 - 19) containing n3 and its derivative could he
considered negligible, simplifying Equation (5-19) to the form of Equation
(5-20). Now, the same procedure as before can be followed in sizing the
reaction wheel control system for this axis. If we examine Equation (5-21)
now, it is evident that for the vehicle configuration considered in the example,
the coefficient of 0 3 vanishes, indicating that there will be no restoring
moment due to gravity about this axis. Thus, ignoring the coupling effect,
a reaction wheel would provide only rate stabilization for this axis. But it
is not clear in this case what effect the coupling would have on the motion
in 0 3 . This would have to be investigated in greater detail by a simulation
of Equations (5•-19) and (5-21). Using values for the paramet e rs I 1 -And
K  as determined from the procedure- descriked above, a parametric study of
the effect of the third reaction wheel on the system , ould oe rather straight-
forward, since only one t ,• rm remains unknown in the s,-stem, the product
5.2-16
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(if 1 3 and K 3 - The conclusion from the preceding rxamplP is that for a
%-ohicle size considered, the reaction wheel control Fystem because of its
weight requirements and the sire of the torque motors. does not represent
it very good choice. Data on the SIXPAC co , ,trol moment Ryro system indicates
that the weight of such a syster i would he of ne order 450 pounds per wheel,
sized for a very similar space vehicle. The• latter system provides in addition
two -xes control, and gives the 0-signer considerable freedom in the selection
of the control frequency. The reaction wl.eel system requires larger torquers
when compare-d to the torquers requited for the CMG system, It should
be kept in mind that the CIMG system provides inertial stabilization to the vehicle,
Whereas the reaction wheel system considered here Stabilizes wit'. respect
Lo the local gravity vector. Therefore, such a reaction --heel system appears
very attractive for the communication-type, "earth-pointing" satellites,
especially since these are generally considerably smaller than the vehicle
considered in th e example above. With such systems very high response is
generally not a requirement, making the reaction wheel system an acceptable
choice for the stabilization system, when considering also its simplicity and
cost. It should be noted that since such a system as considered in the example
utilizes gravity gradient torques for restoring the vehicle to the prope l attitude,
the vehicle has to have the proper inertia characteristics to be stable in that
attitude tinder gravity gradient torques.
5.Z-17
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In the prrvious example all wheels werr a ss-imord to have z t-ro nominal
Roc ed. As was m+ • ntioned previously, a gr.tvity-gradient stabilized system
ran be " stiffened"; i.e., some of TTs natural frequencies increa4ed by spinning
flit , wheel that is nominally in the i o rbital piano at some average r-Ite. This
, s the only wheel that can have an average speed for a gravity gradient system;
nonzero average spe•
 -is of the other wheels produce torques on the system.
In the analysis preF°nted below, the linear stab' i.ity boundaries and
natural frequencies of such a single-wheel system are computed. Other
reaction wheels were not i ncluded in the system to limit the number of
parameters and to pro; ,ide a better indicatiun of the effect of the spin of the
wheel.
To formulate the dynamics of the system. we censider Equations (5-13)
(S-14) and ( r--15) and asFuiiie that
to I - 
e1i3 - 0
and
m2 = " u2 , a r„nstant speed.
The equations simplify to
	
'I-,?-Ix x H 1 + 1(1 Y y	 - I^	 ) + 12 .1)
	 O lO O	 `` U O	 U U	 g
(1?
	+ , s IX x - I	 + I  z -
	
2 )63  = 0	 (5-22)
,) o	 yoyn	 1) o
	 s
IY 
y 
^) 2
 + 3r,^8 (Ix I x - I Z 7 jo, = 0	 (5-23)0 0
	
o c	 o 
S. 3- 1
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^.i
lz z 0 3 + no s tY Y - 1 x x	 It r,,2 n i
O a	 '1 n	 n n	 A
tit2
- 63	 I x x + I z 7	 - I Y y - 1 2 	 Ell = 0	 (5 - 24)
0 o	 n o	 0 o	 A
For corvenience wr, define- the (ollowing irreriia ratios
	
cc = 1
	
Ix	 (t - I	 /I0 x	 Y0 	 o Y n	 ' 'o n Y o Y n
I	 (.;2
	
- I	 --
y0y1)	 S
Since it : s intenk ' ed to examine the stability of Equations ()-22),
(5-23) and ( 5-24) in some detail, we also define a norri ► rnensional time
by
T = w t	 where t is the time in sec onds.9
Furthermore, let the latter D denote
ltf 	 ( )
Now the linear differential eqtiatirint t,f motion ran be written as
fa 0 2 - 4 (0-1) + Y ^  I + Icy + 0 - 1- l D0 3 - 0	 (5-25)
l	 J
D 2
 + 3 (a-;3 ) I 1 2 - 0	 (5-L6)
a + a - 1 - Y + D ot t i 1 ' nz + (1 - a 1 Y)i 0 3 - 0	 (5-27)
1	 I	 J
It is evidew: from th-se egriat);ons that 0-it r - for spin dues ncr effect
the dynamics of the equation for 0 21 wherea5z th,- -ther two equations exibit
5 . Z-2
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srn„e change. Equations (5-ZS),	 ,,id (5-27) with Y - 0 ar- the familiar
linearized equations for a free satellite with r_ravity gradient tntques. The
stability of these equations has been vxaminerl by many investigators such as
Debra and Delp, Reference 5-3. The stability envelopes are defined f . this
case by a chart as shown in Figure ';- 3. Thic work has been exte nded ky
I'. R. K;,ne, Reference 5-4.to the nonitrl. ar  case where the effect of the anlpli-
tivie of the three - dimensional motior, iz cnnsid - red.
Por the case when Y is not er } nal to zero, a sirnilar procedure car. ire
adkpte ,i, as in Reference 5-3 to generate the stabilit y boundaries and to de-
termine natural frequencies insirle thes e hnundariec. Figure 5-4 shows the
effect of Y on the admissable values 	 :,d 13 for linear stability. In Figure
1 -4 values of Y up to 4.0 were consirle 	 Figure 5-5 shows the shape of
the stability regions for all valves of Y ^ ­ vend Y >2.0. Figures 5 -6, 5 - 7 and
5-8 show the natural frequencies that cars be realized with a system containing
a spinning «-heel. These figures shmild he cnmp.ired to Figure 5-3 which rep-
resents the case of Y = 0. It =hnidd he noted that even with a value of 4.0 for
the parameter Y, a natural frequency in roll about the x 0 - axis in excess of
i0.0 Ws can be fealized. This represents an improvement of more than a
factor of 5.0 over the case u-her, Y equals zero.
No suhcta tial change in the nahtral f re(luency of motion about the z o
-axis i= realized when changing Y from zero to 4.0. As was observed before,
Y does not affect the natural frecluencv abrntt the y -axis.
A value of 4.0 for Y does not repT esent a s,ihs t antial nominal spin rate
for he rotor. For example, if we assume a ratio of I to I 	 of 0.92, aZ
	 yoyo
shin rate of 200 (,1
s 
would be req uired to achie%e a value of 4.0 for Y. At an
altiturle of 460 km this r epresc-nt s ^ no ► rlin tl spin r;^ t c of 1 2.8 o/s%• c. Certainly,
considerably higher values of spin rates can af- realized in practice. The
point that should be kept in mind when considering higher cpin rates is that
any variation in L)
s 
from a constant valve rt presents a rate feedback in the
egrtati.on of motion about the v o -axis. Thus, high tolerances could be required
for the speed control at high spin rates, since a variation of (i) 2 in the wrong
direction can introduce positive rate feedba: k into the yo- equation.
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5,•t SIN(;I,E; WHEE;L, SYSTEM X1"11 I t 'I WO I)F.1-; t;11E:E:S OF FREEDOM
A rathrr familiar physical jilwitoni -non is the fact that a spinning
wheel "seeks" to maintain the inertial orenntation of its angular momentum
fixed in space. Thus, a wheel, girnhalled inside a vehicle, with the angular
momentum of the wheel initially aligned with the normal to the orbital plane,
will resist all effort to change the orientation of its angular momenturn vector.
The basic idea behind the tvpe of s y sf o m to he considered below is t` take
advantage of this natural stabilit y of a spinning wheel about axes perpendicular
r
s
to the spin axis. One obvious wav to achieve this is to mount the whe , 1 in
gieribals and couple the vehicle mechanically to these gimbals,
	 hen, as the
external torques on the vehicle will tend to change the orientation of the
vehiclr., the coupling between the vehicle and the wheel gimtalr will exert
a torque on the vehicle, restoring it to its original orientation. Several
versions of such a system are d-seriieed and analyzed in Some detail in
Reference 5-5. Because such systems combine both active and passive
control concepts, using the gravity vradi,-ov, they are generally referred to
as Semi-Active Gravity Gradient C y st. ms (SACS).
The simplest wheel eonfiguratieen that can provide three axes stabilization
with respect to gravity gradient is a reaction wheel inserted inside gimbals.
From the analysis of the single wheel system shown previously, it is apparent
that a preferred alignment for the wheel would be parallel to the orbital plane.
To increase the "stiffness" of the attitude response in the orbital plane, it
proved advantageous to spin the wheel at sonic nominal rate and achieve
damping in this plane by ( )nim,!nding a change in the angular velocity of the
wheel proportional to the attitude , - rre,r. Then, provided that the inertia. ratio
n was greater than the ratio 0, stable attitude control for the pitch plane was
indicated.
In the development to follow, equations of motion for a simple version
of a SAGS will be d-velooed, first in the exact form and 1:hen linearized.
The latter form of the equations will then be used to examine the dynamics
of the system in some detail.
5.4-1
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The system configuration is as shown below in Figure 5-9. with the
reaction wheel mounted inside a gimhal frame that is coupled through a linear
spring and a viscous damper to the main body. Using the nomenclature estab-
lished for this study, we define the vehicle configuration as follows:
Let the inertia of the main body be given by
0	 nX X0 x0 	 Uy y0 y0	 7. Z0 z0
Assume that the CM  of ti,e wheel coincider, with the CM 0 of the main
bode Bo, then
p2 = 0
To determine the inertia of the rotating body, first we define the transformation
yo
x 0
LMSC/1111 EC A784590-11
Figure 5-Q - Two Degree -of -Freedom SAGS
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°I =
	
1 Iy	 0 c Y 1	- 
s YI f y 1
zo
o 
J	 0 SY I 	 cYl/ zI
( 5 -29)
Since the mass and inertia of the gimbals can he :assumed negligible as com-
pared to the inertia characteristics of the rotor, we unite for the wheel
system
(5-30)12 = I 2 eX eX + 1 2 ^^ e	 + 1 2 eu e z
0	 o	 yl y l	 1	 1
In terms of unit vectors in the main hodv, we have
+ey 1 
= Pyo c 
yl 
	 p7u t yl
e= -r SY + $1 	 r'Y
z I	 yo	 1	
z 
Substituting the above relations into Equation (;-30), we have
I 2 = I 2 e  eX + (I2 s ` Y I + . 2 c 2 y l ) P
y e
y	 + (I 2 - I2) s Y  c Y  e y ez
0 0	 0 0	 0 0
+ (I - I) sY c Y e	 + (I 5 2 Y * i c 2  
 ) e e	 (^-31)
2 2	 1	 I 
z  yo
	
2	 1	 2	 l	 z  z 
The angular velocity of the rotatin" body with respect to the main body
is written as
102 = YI 
ex  
+ (1)2 
P y l
= Y  ex + r.,2 (c Y1 e	 + s Y I e7 )
o	 yo	 0
(5-321
5.4-4
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and the ang , ilar velocity of the ma - i body is given by
- iii	 i	 + c^ ► 	 t ;,^	 e	 (5 - 3 3)
o	 SIX x	 nyy	 0T• 7.
	
^	 0	 0
For the complete system we can define the dyadics
_ (I
	
+ I ) c'	 + I	 + I	 c	 e	 (5-34)ox	 2 xo xo 	 ,^y y^ yo	 oz zo z0
	
6M _ (I 2
 s 2 Y I + I2 c 2 Y i )	 +	 (I2 - 1L) 82yI e ez
Yo Y o	 Yo 0
+ Z (I 2
 - I 2 ) s2y1 V  •'y 4 (I 2 s 2 Y I + I 2 c y I ) e7 e 	 35)
	
0 0	 0 0
We are in a position now to evaluate the terms required for substitution
into Fquations (5-A.11) and (S-A.12) .,f /Appendix 5-A, where for this vFhicle
configuration these equations simplify to
p •e) + (—I ) x 	 ) - 1V1 t M0	 n	 t.
and
M E - -((t)•^O 4- b(t) • )o + n'O x	 0) 4 2 •ri^2 + I 2 • ( 2 + O x (I 2 (1)2)^
Perform - the required operationG indicateri, we have for tae final form of
the equa	 -is of motion:
	
ox + 1 2 ) "fox + (Ioz - ?oy oy"oz	 2 (I .2 - 12W o y - Oz s? YI
^k
+ (I 2- 1 2 )	 YLSO 	 O z c 2 Y I - I 2 YI
? 2 a)2 VOoy sYI - 
moz cy I ) + N!x	 ( 5 -35)0
`o.4- 5
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I oy Woy + (I
ox - 
I Oz ) rnOx rn0z _ - I 2 rn2 c Y1
+ I 	 +  ox) Y 1 - 1 2 Y 1 11) Oz (I + c2YIi
	
WOy s2Y 1 + t 2 y 0)	 c2Y I - woy 5.2YI)
(I 2 s 2 YI + I 2 c 2 Y l ) 4)
Y
+ (I 2 s Y1 + I2 
c 
Y1) (1)	 (1)
 (`)ox
1	 *
- 2 ( I2 - I 2	 o7	 o) (r;,	 + p) mox ) s2 Y1 + M	 (5-37)
	
Y	 Yo
Ioz oz + (?oy -Iox ) wox c,)oy = - I 2 r.,2 s Y . - I 2 G)^ i Y1 + (1)	 c YI
oy (c2 YI - 1) + ^oz e2Y1J
+ 1 2 YI (,nov c 2 Y1 + (0 oz s2 YI
(I 2 s 2 Y 1 + I 2	YJ	 oz
(IZ s 2 Y 1 + I 2 c2Y1 oy) WWox
- 2 (I 2 - I2)s2Y1 (^' )ov + WON /„OZ ) + Mzo (5-38)
The terms Mx , ICI , and M z
 denote external torques acting on the body,
o	 yo	 0
For the case when it suffices to consider gravity gradient torques only,
expressions for the torques are Riven by Equation (1.L-11) of Study 1.
1
5.4-6
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In the nonlinear form of Egxiations ( 5 -36). (5-37), and (5-381, certain
simplifications are rather evident. Star t ing xith Fquation (5-36), it is noted
that in general
I Iox ox l » I12 ^1 I '
I o >>x 	 I 2 ,
2 (filo - h
`
o z) c L YI I < I (too /iloz C 2 Y I I ,y	 y
and
lil2 >>> (1) , n0 , and mox oy	 o^
Using the simplifications indicated by the order of magnitudes above,
Equation (5-36) can be reduced to
Iox '^)ox + (l oz - Ioy ) (1)oy(iloz = - 1 2 F'-t ' ((.`oy s Y I - rilOz C Y  ) + Mxo (5 - 39)
In Equation (5-37), order of magnitude anak • ai^ will venerally permit to
simplify the equation by assuming that
IZ s 2 YI + I2 c 2 Y l I << In	 and}
l I? s2 Y1 + I 2 c2Y 11 <1 ox - Ioz1
i(	 because of conditions dictated by stability considerations ender gravity
gradient. The term
2 2	 L oz	 01 ox	 1
5.4-7
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wail he neglected because of its very low order of magnitude compared to the
tither terms. The body angular velocities will be of the order of magnitude
of the orbital rate, whereas the angular velocity of the rotor will be more than
several orders of magnitude above that. This will permit us then to neglect
all the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (5-37) with the exception
of My o and the terms containing ``'2 and its derivative. In the simplified
form, Equation (5-37) is now rewritten as
I
oyoy + (lox - I OZ lcilox U)	 - - I^.n2r YI + I Z ui2 (Y I + wox ) sY I + M y 	(5-40)
0
Adopting the same procedure as ahnve, we a ssume for the terms appearing
in Equation (5-38), that
I 2 s 2 Y  + I2 c2 Y1 << I oz '
and neglect the term
2 ( I 2	 o- 12 ) (';`	 + (►)	 ai	 ) s 2 Yl .Y	 ox o?
Again, since the angular velocity of the wheel will always exceed the body
rates by at least several orders of magnihide, Equation (3.4-38) will take
on the simplified form
loz oz + ( Ioy - Iox) COox woy = - I2 n,2 -, Y  - I 2 (IN 2 (YI + c' Ox ) c YI + Mzo	 (5 - 'i 1)
It should be noted that it was not assumed that I oy and Ioz differed by a sub-
stantial amount, since this is not a requirement for gravity gradient stabilized
ystems.
The simplifications made in developing Equations (5-39), (5-4G), and
(5-41) are substantiated in Reference 5-5; Equations U1.6) are of identical
form. The vehicle configuration analyzed there had the following inertia
characteristics in slug-feet.
5.4-8
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Boom Un.lopl•-ved	 Boom Deployed
I	 (roll)	 1 10	 1 500)X
I 0y (Pitch)	 100	 1500
1 Oz (yaw)	 80	 100
The inertia ration with the boom d• gloved are very cln!ae t- Ili- inertia ratios
for the ex.imple consider —] with three re-: ► rttnn wheels.
Equations (^,- 19), (S-40). Arid ( % -4 1 ) -ire in a form acceptable
for simulation, but are :ithrr ir•.mplex f"r any preliminary analysis. To
this end, it will prove- convenient to itmpltfy the equations by replacing the
body rates by Euler i ngle rates. ► ntrnn ,t ► ng eravtty gradient torques for
M X . M , and Mz , i nd finally ltnea ris ►►.e the efri-ittons. This yeilds the
o yo 	 0
following system of rquat-mm
Iox (A 1 + (L)s 0 3 ) + (Ioz - I oy 1 a (0' 3 - ^^ ►p t )	 - 1 2 ( 1 12 ('1) 4 Y  - 0 3 + rt^8 0 i )
	
+ 3w2 ( Ioz - Ioy ) 0 I	 (5-42)
t oy 02 = - I22 + 3wR (107. - I ox ) 02	 (5-43)
Ioz ((1 3 - 
s 6 1 ) + ( I oy - I ox )(O s (0 1 + r^^ S 0 3 ) - - I 2 ^Z (y1 + 6  + (t) s 0 3 )	 (1; -44)
In the last three equations, the time dependent parameters 6) 2 and Y1
with their derivatives remain undefined since it is assumed that these equations
will be used to snlve for the response of O I , 02 , and 03 . First, we define cot
as
612 = in7 4 d,)2	 (5-45)
5.4-9
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where (f)2 is a constant velocity in the direction of the orbital rate and Aw
is a perturbation term. For the r-actinn wheel control law, we assume as
hofore
	
(A(,)z) :z Oni2 - K2 02	(5-46)
c
To obtain an equation governing Y 1 , the equation of motion for the
wheel system has to be considered. Starting with ite angular momentum,
we have
H2 - I 2 (cox	 J+ Y 1 ) ex
0
+ I 2 (w2 + t►)o c Yl + G►oz s Y l ) e
	Y 	 Y1
	
+) , (-m0 Y sY l + ( i) 
o7 cYl ) e Z	 (5-47)I
From Equation (5-29)
ey 1 = eyo c rl +7.o s yl
eZ = - r	 sY l + P7 cYl
1	 Yo	 0
Substituting this into Equation (5-4 7 ). gives the desired equation for H 2 in
the body axes system
5.4-10
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H 2 = 12 (cnox + Y l } ex
+ [ 1 2 (11)2 c Yl + 1 1  o c 
2 Yl + roOZ c Y l g Y l
 )
*	 2
+ l 2 (c,^o s Y l + r,)	 c Yl s Yl } e
Y	
o T	
Y^
2
+	 1, (11)2 13 Yl + ,nay c Y1 s Y l + (,)oz s Y l l
+ I2 (-W	 c Yl s Yl + moz c Y l l ez	 (5-48)0
Using Equation ( y -48), the eq»ations of motion for the rotor can be developed
using
_	 1	 _M, = Fi2 + 10 x H `	 (5-49)i
where following the nomenclature def,nrd for this stucy, H 2 denotes
d/dt (H2)j
30
Of interest in the present dPVelc►prrent is only the Yl -motion, which
we can write as
*	 2
M2 `x 	 I2 t(^ ox + YI) + goy [12 0,2 s Y1 + moy c Yc s Yl + ^oz s Y1)0
+ 1*( -W	 c Yl s Yl + 6) z c z Y! ),
cilOZ [I Z (c^2 c Yl + a)oy c 2 Yl + Woz c Yl a Yl )
+ I2 (U)
	
	
s 2 Yl + 6) Z c Yl s Yl )^
Y
5.4-11
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Re -grouping the terms. we have
	 9
M2 • e XO = IZ ((;Iox + Y l ) + I 2 t^^2 (^ioY s yl - W	 c Yl )
	
9
+ Z I 2 s2Yl (wo - W2Z )Y
- 2 1 2 s 2 Yl (ago + mo Z )
t1,ov r1)O7 c 2 Yl (I 2 - I 2 )
The tern, M 2 • c 
r 
is made up of .ill ternis acting on the gimbal con-
0
taining the wheel. The largest will be the force transmitted by the spring
and dash-pot from the main body. On the right-hand side of Equation (5-50),
the term containing the wheel momentum I.,a)2 will dominate over the other
terms as was explained before, If it is convenient from the standpoint of
ease of solution, the first term on the right-hand tide of Equation (5-50)
should be retained, otherwise the equation can be simplified to the algebraic
equation T
- f(cYl ^ kYl ) = I 2 ril2 (a)	 sYl -^'^o^ cyl )	 (5"51)
Assuming completely linear operation, Equation (5-51) can be simplified
to
-d2 c Y1 - d2 k Yl = I 2 r,^2 rn Q vl - 1 2 r^i2 (93 ' l^ 8
 9 1 )	 (5-52)	
1'
This then is the relation that defines Yl
We can now return to the simplified equations for the system being
considered, Equations (5-42), (5-43), and (S-44). Equations (5-43) is
identical to Equation (5-20) when I 2 (i 2 is replaced by I 2 K2
 62 from
`+. 4-12
1112
+ ^9 Iox + IOz - I oy -	 12 111
s
.r
d k
	
03 = 0 (5-53)
1 +	 2
12,2's
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Equation (5-46). Equation ( 5-2n) was used to establish the maximum angu-
lar momentum of the wheel for the c a se when the nominal sneed is zero. The
same procedure as used in Section 5.2 can : till fie adopted to determine the
maximum required deviation from the constant angular momentum 1 2 w2.
Equations
	
(5-42) and ( 5-44) contain the parameter Y 	 and its time
d-rivate.
	
To express these equations completely in terms of	 0 1 . 03 , and
their time derivatives, we approximate Y1 	from F;gi.ation (5-52) by
I 2 W. ( f1 3 -'i's 01)
Yl	 I2 71,2 (1)s f 
`l2 k
Using the definition of -t)2 from Equation (5- 45). Equation ( 5-42) is
written as
t	 ^	 _
Iox 0 1 +	 8 (I on. - IOz ) + I 2 ^ ►^ It 2 I
I	 l
1
d 2
 k	 0f
1 + 
1 2 ` 2 s
if we define now a parameter equivalent to Y; s:ly Yeff given by
_ 2 6,2
Yeff
	 Ioy Ws	 d2 k
1 + 12 
M)2
8
(5-54)
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and then nondimensionalize Equation (5-53) following the procedure adopted
in Section 5-3, Equation (5-53) can he written as
I- 4	 1) + eff, 9 I
 + I
C,  +	
- l - eff J D A 3=	 0	 (5-55)
Thie :s exactly Equation (5-25), with the parameter Y replaced by Yeff'
where from the definition of eff , f:giiation ( r, - 54), it is evident that
yr• f f --► Y as k 
—► eo
Theis, as far as the motion about the x0 -axis is concerned, the effect of a
soft spring is to reduce the angular momentum of the wheel.
Equation (5-44) contains the parameter Y  . Substitii:ing for this,
the derivative of the approximate expression for Y  , we have
12 W2 /Ws
1 oz 03 +	 d2 k ©3
1 + 12 FO2
 ws
+ cos o(I	 - Iox 4 I Z m2 /i1)R ) 0 3Y
12 ^^^` / a, s 	 IL 702
	
WIox + IOz - Ioy +	 (I2 k	 - Gas	 0 1 = 0	 (5 - 56)
1 + 1 2 =^, 2 ms
Using nondimensional parameters, this equation can be rewritten ae
	
[( + Y eff) D2 + (1 - a + Y)] 03	 11 +	 - I	 eff] D d i = 0	 (5-57)
b
5.4-14
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Comparing this equation with Equation (5-17), the difference in the coefficient
of 03 will be noted. This makes the design Ovi its presented in Section 5.3
unacceptable for desi, studies on the present configuration. But they can
certainly be used to estimate the effect of the magnitude of the rotor momentum,
since the two sets of : quations become equivalent at large values of the spring
constant k ,
5.4-1r,
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1
	 5.5 CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary discrission of some semi-active control concepts has
been presented with an emphasis on conceptual design and the formulation
of the equations of motion for the complete systems.
I
Because of the complexity and coupling that exists between the equations
of motion for the res pective axes, the systems are not very amenable to analvtic
treatment. In all cases computer sirmilation is indicated, to d velop a better
understanding of the dynamic l,ehavior of these ;ystems.
There also remain some very challenging control problems to be inves-
tigated in this area. For example, it was slro:vn how constant spin of an
inertia wheel or even the whole body can relax the familiar criteria that a
spinning body is stable only when the axis of spin corresponds to the axis of
the largest moment of inertia. To take advantage of the stabilizing effect of
constant spin and the resulting improvement in the response frequencies for
passive or semi-active systems, a major control problem must be so)ved.
This is the problem of how to implement a control system that will stabilize
a vehicle configuration during spin-rip when its inertia distribution is not the
proper one for stability.
During spin -tip of large structures, elastic deflections and twist can
have a strong influence on the performance of any control system. Rn..pre-
seritation of elastic effects in the study of such systems should also be
examined.
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Appendix 5-A
C; NI-,RAL FORNIULATION OF THE ANGULAR EQUATIONS OF ?MOTION
The study of attitude control nrol lens ,, is predominantly concerned
with the angular --notion of the body. It is the function of the attitude control
system to ensure stable control of the body with a response optimized as
nearly as possible to meet the specific control criteria. To define the control
task in terms of the desired dynamic characteristics and to assess the per-
formance and effectiveness of tho contrr,l syst f, m, the dynamics of the motion
must be examined in great detail.
A general formulation of the equations of angular motion for a space
y r lhic-le is presented below, in a form deemorl most attractive for a study of
a multitude of control concepts. The final set of equations is cast in a form
that reduces the task of developing the equations of motion for any new con-
tra; s configuration to an evaluation of a set of parameters appearing in the
equations of motion. Reasonably, such an approach will not always be the
most etficient way to arrive at the rerli6red set of equations, but at the same
time it does not require the degree of competence on the part of the investi-
gator that would be required if he had to start from the basic principles.
The development is b.-sically intended for the stud y of the dynamic
moticii of systems composed of interconnected rigid bodies. But at the same
time, the equations are applicable to the study of elastic systems by replacing
the system by an a.rbitrary number of masses interconnected by the corres-
ponding equivalent weightless springs and dash pots.
In general, the procertur- followed in the development of the equations
of motion is not unique to this study; it follows closely the procedure adopted
in Reference 5-6 with the addition of some steps deemed necessary for
clarification. A con-iplete but slightly different approach is presented in
Reference 5-7.
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.f
Th y equations as presented are for a multiple-part satellite, with one
part sinfled out as the "main" body. The origin of the body axes for each
car: i5 tl , e mass center.	 ;(
Figure. 5-A-1 depicts the main body with a trnass of m ` and a body
moving with respect to it. The latter has a mass of m i and is 'located with
respect to the main body by the vector P i . The rotational equations of
motion will be develop Ad, based on the principle that the time rate of change
of angular momentum of a system of particles relative to a given paint is
equal to the moment about that point of the external forces acting on thf4
system, provided that the chosen point is either: ('-) fixed in inertial space,
or (2) the center of mass of the system, Reference 5-8. Since the motion
about the center of mass of the system is of interest, we start the formulation
by defining the total angular momentum of the system about its center of
mass. Referring to Figure 5-A-1, we have 	 J
.-.3
Figure 5-A-1
5-A-2
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r	 ^r r
j	 m	 -'
H	 J ( 1 m	 R) `^ I dt °	 dtB dm
o	 \	 oB•.
p.
('r	 + p. - R) x 
d 
rnli + d ^1 - d R d	 (5
	
mi	 1	 ^ dt	 dt	 dt f mi
i= 1	 Bi
To evaluate the time de,- ivatives appearing in Equation (5-A.1), we note that
since Bo and Bi are rigid, we have
dr	 I	 dr
m	 *.n.
dt °I	 '	 = 0T30	 dt Bi
where the first term is the time rate of change of r
m 
as seen by an observer
0
on Bo, and the second term is the time rate of change of r M. as seen by an
	
obse. ,er on Bi. Now we can write 	 1
d 	 d M i	 m
dt 
o	
dt 
o	 + a10 x r 111
	
( &) 0 x rm
^I	 Bo	 0	 0
dr
M.1
dt I	 0	 1	 mi
Before substituting this into Equation (5-11.1), it is rioted that by definition of
the mass center or any body Bi
fff r d = 0r . m.1	 1
Bi
then Equation (5-A.') becomes
S-A--3
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J
H =	 IF	 x	 x r	 ) (fill
	
T71
	 Ill	 O
	
BO	 °	
O
	
N	
\
+ m 0 R x d +	 rm• x (((-,L)0+,ii) x fm {dmi
	i- I 	 Fri i/
+ mi (R	 t	 l	 (5- A.2)
	
- Pi ) x Vt	 (it) 
At this point the following equalities from vector calculus are observed
	
rmo x (wo x V  ) dmo = [ (;:^n)	 rm ) `1) - (rm • moo ) =m J dmoO	 U	 O	 O	 O
(r	 w) r	 = r(r	 a^ )- r	 r	 w
m	 o m	 m	 m	 o	 111 in	 oO	 o	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
m m o m m	 o0	 0	 0	 0
dm (r 	 x (Wi x r i1 - din ^( r	 r ) 1 - r	 r	 J • w
o m
	
o m J	 o m	 m	 m rn J o
	
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
where 1 is a unit diadic defined by
1 = e e + e e + E e
x x	 YO	 z z0 0	 0 0	 0 0
The integral	 [(r m • r m ) 1 - r m -.1 m ] dm o  is defined as the inertia
	
Bo	 °	 0	 0	 0
diadic I . For a detailed discussion of diadics, the reader is referred to0
Reference 5-8.
but
also
then
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Using this definition, Equation (5-A,2) can now be rewritten in the forin
N
	giveli hvlow, where for convenience
	
will he written from now on as
i= 1
i
J	 H = I ' mo + m o R x di +
	 I i (c^io
 + ('i )
i
	
'	 dp.
	
+ n, i ( R - P i ) x (gift 	alt)]	 ( 5 - A,3)
-1p.
- I o . (oo +^ Ii (0)o + 1,Ni ) + m  R x -	 xE m i dt
i	 i
-^ (miPi) x ddR ^^ mi 1 R x dlF. +^ pi m i x dt	 (5-A,4)
J	 i
For the overall center of mass from Figure 5-A-1, we have
	
- m  R +	 n ► i (Pc - R) = 0
i
also
m = nr 0 +	 mi
i
Then
W  = L m.i Pii
Using this relation, we can make the following simplification of terms
appearing in Equa t ion (t)-A•4)
5-A-5
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dR
- R x	 m  (it -	 07 11 ni) x dt
R x	 m i 
p
l- m R x d+R =i
`In	 <I R
- R x I L m  'dt.r + m dtL i
- R x dt nr i ni + m R, _ -^ 2 m R x ddRl i
Using this result, the expression for If reduces to
H = Io W  +
	 o	 i	 ' i i
dpi
 dt
m	 dRR x 
	
dt.	 (5-A.5)
At this point it will prove convenient to introduce the following definitions
dpi l	 _
dt Bo - ^i
Then,
d Ft IBO
d15
dt = Vi+W0xPi dt = V + wo x R
Using this in Equation (5-A.5) gives
5-A-6
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f i = f	 ^^ +	 I .	 (", + 	 ) +	 m . p x V.
+	 m.p x(1n0 xp)i - mRxV
i
J	 J
n  R x (n) x R)0 (5-A.6)
It is noted that several vector triple products ;appear in Equation (5- A,6)
Following the conven t ion adopted previously, we define the following diadic s
Iti W0	mR x (u^O xR)= (R2	•1 - RR)mw0
j  wo	 miPi x G^ 0 x P i ) (P i2 - P i P i ) mi Flo
To simplify the notation further, all of the diadics defined so far can be
combined into the following two terms
+ d(t) = I
T 0  
+	 (Ii + J i )	 K
J
a
where b(t) is implied to be the tine-dependent portion of the total diadic.
There are many ways this division of the inertia diadic can be made,
depending on the specific problem being studied. It might prove convenient
to make the division on the basis of Stich conditions as, for'example:
1. A = 10
2. A chosen so that the a(t) elements ha re equal pius and
minus range
a
3. or so such that 8(t) averaged over some portion of the
motion equals zero.
5-A-7
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For an additional discussion of this point, the reader is referred to
Reference 5-5•
Using the new definition of the inertia diadic, the expression for the
angular momentum reduces to
n	 >	 >
i
E
:nA x VJ +	 m i x U.1	 i
i
(5-A.7)
This form of the angular morri2ntum will now be used in the moment equation,
which for a rotation about the cuter
	 Stiacc of the combined system is
written as
	
M -.- pit (H)	 (5-A.8)
Evaluation of the time derivatives indicated yields from Equation (5-A.7)
.1'ii	 o	 (it	 o	 t	 i
J J
- m R x V t	 III P x v	 (5-A.9)
i
Let
E	 dt { 	 Eo 	i i
- m  x V +	 miPi xU
i
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and define
d^
8 j 	 .11
fin
A _ dV
^dt )BO
Then
_	 d (a • m )	 1i x (a	 ^^ )CIE	 + dt	 n Fin	 0	 0
dt (1i . i ) Bo + ,,,0 x (T i • (Od
i
d -'m dt (R x V) Bn - m ti)O x (R x V)
+ N-11
 n,i
	
t (p i x u i ) Bn + Z5n x (pi x 6)	 f 5-P_,10)
i
Expanding the terms appearing in F quation (5-A.10) further, we have
T (b • ^o ) _ d t (6) Fin ' `fin +	 Ilt ('o)Bo
0	 0
It is noted that for convenience the f011 )wing notation has been adapted; given
a vector X and a diadic X, then the time derivative of these, quantities as seen
Tby an observer on the body Bo will  be denoted by the symbols X and X.
Expansion of the remaining terms gives
S-A-o
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d	
-!_
^l
dt (I i . (i,i ) 13n 	 Ali (l i ) Tl^ • ^I	 + I i •	 (it (6).
I. W. +i  
dt (R x V)Bo = Vx V + RxA - R x A
d
dt (Pi x Ui)Bo = ui x V, + (ii x ii - pi x ai
In the latter two expressions, tine of Some Of the definitions introduced pre-
viously was made.
Equation (5-A.10) can now be rewritten as
M E 	 wo + a • ^ o + 
u10 
x (d u)o
 )
+
	
Ii . wl + I i 	cni + (.^o x(T i 	 i)
i	
l
III R x A- m G)o x (R x V)
+	 ni pa x l + (1) x (pi
 x vi)I^	 (5-x1.11)
i
Using Equation (5-A.il ), the final form of the rotational equation of motion
becomes
• W0 + W  x	 o) = M + M E	(5-A. 12)
For convenience we summarize the definitions that have been used in the
rievelopment of Equations ( 5 -A.11) and (5-A.12)
5-A-10
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J	 d ',
r
	
fit	 130
T atf
dT ! lio
d R I	 v
dt IRo
A 	 (IV
d  BO
t:. rr, I I Z Z 1 - 1i li
yip
rl J
,it 
^Ia vi
dv
r
ai	 a (It 13^
Ji I ni	 Pi ni
A + 6W = 1  Y	 (1i + J i )	 K
r
^ - ` t--m	 nr. p
 ^ r i
i
m = mo 
+	 M t
i
The term N1 represents all the external torques acting on the bodies
cr system of bodies in question.
It might be worthwhile to show as an example how Equation (5-A.12) can
be reduced to the more familiar set of rotational equations of motion. To
this end, consider the case of a single body with the inertia diadic
	
A = I	 and	 M  '=
5-A-11
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Now
fff r
LL	 J
B
where
J
r= x e + y ey + z ex
1= e a+ e a+ i e
x x
	 y y	 z z
(: • r) 1 - r r = (x 2
 + y2 f- z2)
J ^	 ^ .J	 JJ	 J(e a + e a + C e z }- (x e + y eJ + z e )
	
x x	 y )r	 x	 y	 z
(x e+ y e + z e )- y e e+ z e e
	
x	 y	 ^	 x x	 x x
2	 2	 2+ x2 e e + z e e + x c' r + y e
I 	 y	 y y	 ., z	 z z
- x y e e - x z	 e - x y e e - y z e e
x	 z	 y x	 y z
_1 J	 J
- 
x z e e - y z e e
z x
	
z y
Using the definitions of trr ►e moments of inertia
j
f
i (y2 + z 2 j d m	 etc.
:.x
B
and
then
5 -.ck - 12
is
i
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and
II	 --	 x y Ti T11 	 ec t.x y ffjB
th#- inertia diadic becomes
	
I = I e e + I e e + T	 e e
xx x x	 xy x y	 x z x z
+ I e e+ I c e+ I e C
Y x
 Y x	 YY Y Y	 Yz Y T
+ I e e+ I c E + I P e
zx z x	 zy z y	 zz z z
The dot product A . ui0 becomes
A - w _ (I
	 e + I
	
+ I
	 e ) ci
o	 xx x	 yx y	 zx z ox
+ (I
	
e + i
	
c + I
	 e ^^^
xy x	 yy y	 zy z oy
+ (I	 a + I
	
c + I
	
e) rn
xz x
	
yz y	 zz z oz
i( x:: ox + Ixy oy + I xz ^oz )
 ex
+ (I x (`N ox + I	 (0G + I z a)Oz) e,Y	 YY	 Y	 Y	 ,;
+ (I zx wox + Izy WOy + I Z2 u^Oz ) ez
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Using this expansion for A - (,io , the rotational equations of r,iotion considered
become
+ I
	
+ I
xx ox	 xy oy	 xz oz
+ A^	 (I	 !^	 + I	 u^	 + I	 i^
oy zx ox	 zy oy	 zz oz
- w	 +n	 + I	 ^^	 + I	 w	 - M
o2 (I yx ox	 yy Oy	 yz oz )	 x (5-A,13a)
I	 co	 + I	 (:)	 + I	 diyx ox	 yy oy	 yz oz
+ wOz (Ixx <<^ox + Ixy oy + Ixz woz )
ox zx nx	 zy oy	 zz oz	 y
	 (5-A,13b)
I	 cil	 + I	 u;	 +	 u)
zx ox
	
zy oy
	
7z oz
+ w
ox (I x ox + I	 o + I z w )Y	 YY Y	 Y oz
oy x.x ox	 xy oy	 xz oz	 z (5-A,13c)
By definition. _	 = I , I	 = I	 and I	 = I
xy	 yx xz	 ^x	 zy	 yz'
The set of Equations ( 5 -A, 13) are the general rotational equations
of motion for a single body written ir. body axes.
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